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PREFACE.

THIS book, I believe, is the first of its kind, that is

to say, the first complete Manual yet written on
operations between mechanized armies. It is true that

in our army there does exist a confidential text book
on armoured forces; but it is in no sense a complete
manual, and being confidential it defeats the aim of

all such works, namely, publicity. What is wanted
to-day is a public and not a secret book, a book which
may be obtained anywhere, read anywhere and left

anywhere, and not a book coupled with lock and key,

for such books remain under lock and key and are

little read except by the curious.

For many years now I have urged that general

tactical training for war demands two books, one

dealing with present-day warfare, and the other with

future warfare. I have suggested this time and again,

because we are living in a transitional military age,

and were war to break out to-morrow, unless we have
carefully thought out future possibilities, however full

our knowledge of actualities may be, we shall be most
indifferently prepared to wage it.

The first of these books is represented by Field

Service Regulations, Vol. II., the second should be

represented by Field Service Regulations Vol. IIL,

hence the title of these lectures; lectures written on a

bo^k which does not exist, but which should exist,

and one day no doubt will exist.

Having no official guide to follow, the system I

have adopted is to take my Lectures on F.S.R. 11.^ and
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SO far as it is possible ^* motorize and mechanize
"

each lecture. To have sat down and written out a

completely new manual would in many ways have been
an easier task; but it would not have enabled the student

so easily to relate the future to the present In

a new manual the reasoning would have been far

more logical, and though the present volume is little

more than a series of notes, it nevertheless does enable

the reader to tackle the whole subject of war in a logical

manner, namely, first to study F.S,R, IL, the official

textbook, next to study my Lectures on F.S,R, II

.

which explain and comment on it, and lastly to study

this present book which projects this explanation and
comment into the future.

That this process of study will lead the student

to an exact appreciation of the future I am the first

to deny. I am not so presumptuous as to suppose that

my views are correct, far from it; for I realize as well

as anyone that they must remain in solution until they

are proved right, or wrong, by experience. But what

I hold fast to is this : They will, I think, cast doubt

upon many of our present certainties, and so establish

new problems which cannot be shelved, but must be

solved one way or the other; that is to say, they must

be proved right or wrong, or what is more probable

—

inadequate, that is susceptible to improvement.

The method I have adopted in writing this book,

namely, in hinging it upon F.S.R, IL, has led to many
repetitions in the book itself. Though on an old and

well established subject this would be a defect, I do

not consider it so here. Repetition is the foundation

of instruction, and the repetitions which occur will

anyhow accentuate the importance of certain points

»

A correcter criticism is, that I have dealt inade-

quately with the power of aircraft, by many considered

the arm of the future. This is true, but my excuse is
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that I have been working within the limitations of

F.S.R. IL Aircraft, a totally motorized arm, I believe

to have an enormous future, a future which I hope
some day to deal with in another book—a true manual
on motorized and mechanized warfare.

Another point is, that the suggestions I have made
may prove so costly as to be unpractical. My answer

to this is, that I have not attempted in this book to

recreate the army but in place to jog the minds of

thinking soldiers. I have attempted to show what may
happen, not what will happen. Pure science does not

think of cost, though applied science may have to.

What we want to-day is not so much to remodel the

army as to remodel our ideas. As it is common-sense

to cut your coat according to your cloth, so also is it

common-sense to have some idea in your head of what
kind of coat you want before you buy your cloth. This

is not so much a book of conclusions, as a book of ideas,

and if by means of it some of the younger brains in our

army are rendered more plastic to change, then its

object will be fulfilled; for it is the rising generation

of soldiers which really matters.

Should we be called upon, some time during the

next twenty-five years, once again to take part in an

European war, it is men of this generation who will

fight our battles, and irrespective of the arms they

may command and the weapons their men have been

trained to use, unless their minds are as flexible as

high grade steel and as impressionable as wax, they

will fail as certainly as the generals of 1914 failed

within a few days of the World War being declared.

This plasticity of mind cannot be cultivated during

war, except by an occasional genius; the generality of

soldiers simply cannot change if they are dogma-ridden.

The only way to prevent this ossification of mind is

to accept nothing as fixed, to realize that the circum-
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Stances of war are ever-changing, and that, conse-

quently, organization, administration, strategy and
tactics must change also; and if during peace time we
cannot change them in fact, we can nevertheless change

them in theory, and so be mentally prepared when
circumstances require that changes should be made.

Adherence to dogmas has destroyed more armies

and lost more battles and lives than any other cause

in war. No man of fixed opinions can make a good
general; consequently, if this series of lectures, however

hypothetical many of its contentions may seem, suc-

ceeds in unfixing dogmas, then certainly it will not have

been written in vain.

J. R C. F.



LECTURE L

CHAPTER I.

ARMED FORCES, THEIR COMMAND AND
THE PRINCIPLES OF WAR.

! Introduction*.

To-day every organized army is faced by the

greatest revolution that has ever taken place in the

history of land warfare, a revolution which will parallel

and perhaps exceed that accomplished by steam-power
as applied to warfare at sea. It is true that steam-

power led to a vast increase in the size of armies, and
in the range and destructive effect of their weapons,

as well as greatly extended their administrative and
strategical powers; but it did not radically change their

organization, for in spite of weapon improvement
their tactics remained much the same.

It was not until the advent of the petrol engine

that tactics began to assume strange and unexpected
forms. First, the invention of aircraft introduced a

totally new arm; secondly, that of the motor car vastly

extended the administrative power of armies and
directly led to the reintroduction of armour, and thirdly,

lethal, vesicant and lachrymatory gases and chemicals

were placed on a definite weapon footing. As, during

the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the changes in

military organization and equipment were due to

gunpowder, and those during the nineteenth century

to steam-power and chemical science, so in the present

cenfury the radical changes must be sought in petrol

power and electrical science, which, coupled with high

explosives, steam-power and chemistry, cannot fail so

completely to change the entire aspect of warfare, as

to establish a new military dispensation.
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It cannot be doubted therefore, that to-day we are

faced by so rapid a development, or evolution, in

administration, strategy and tactics, and through these

in organization, command and discipline, that this

development constitutes a revolution which renders our

existing art of war obsolete, so obsolete, that unless we
can grasp what it portends, to rely on it in another

war is likely to prove a greater danger than to enter

it totally ignorant of military values. The reason for

this is, that an open mind will readily adapt itself to

circumstances, whilst one crowded with obsolete know-

ledge must first disencumber itself before it can adapt

itself to its surroundings.

In the course of these lectures I will attempt to

outline the new theory of war which the petrol engine

is creating, a theory founded on a new degree of

movement.
Formerly, and until about a hundred years ago,

all movement was muscular, and except for troop and

supply movements by rail, it remained so until the

World War, when the lorry and the motor car at once

began to modify strategy and tactics. The first vastly

increased the radius of supply by linking the railheads

to the battlefields, and so rendered possible not only

the great artillery engagements of this period, but

enabled field fortifications to take on far more powerful

forms than had ever been known before. The second

largely extended means of intercommunication and

personal inspection, for though generals and their staffs

rode into the war on horse-back, immediately contact

was gained with the enemy their horses were exchanged

for motor cars, without which personal touch would
have been rendered impossible.

The natural sequent of the motor car was ,the

armoured car, and its immediate descendant the tracked

armour car, or tank. The first of these two arms
influenced strategy through extending reconnaissance,

and the second radically influenced tactics as it cut out
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the bullet, which was the pivotal weapon of the older

form of war. Whilst hitherto the bullet on the

defence had proved itself to be out of all question

more powerful that the bullet in the attack, through

armour its power was reduced almost to zero, with the

result that the only weapon the tank had to fear was
the gun, which, as long as it remains unarmoured,

must, on account of the bullet, prove a frail protection

to infantry attacked by tanks, as well as an indifferent

anti-tank weapon.

Probably the greatest potential change which the

World War revealed was the power of aircraft.

Strategically, the aeroplane opened up a totally new
field of reconnaissance, tactically it not only radically

modified artillery tactics, but, by being able to cir-

cumvent land forces, civil and military targets in

rear of them were open to attack. It added a new
dimension to the art of war so full of possibilities that

some think this arm may eventually grow so powerful as

to render armies and navies useless. Even if this should

not prove to be the case, it is a certainty that it will

greatly modify them.

2* The Nature of War*

As the weapons of war change so will the nature

of war change, and though this is an undoubted fact,

tactically it must not be overlooked that weapons

change because civilization changes; they do not change

on their own account. To-day wars arise out of

economic causes, because our present civilization is

essentially an economic one, its pivot being the machine

in one form or another. As the present age is largely

a mechanical one, so will the wars of this age take on

a similar complexion, because military organization

follows civil organization. When Europe was all but

roadless, the horse was the civil and military means of

movement, consequently cavalry abounded. When it
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became better roaded and fully agriculturalized,

automatically infantry became the principal arm. So

to-day, because manufacture is rapidly replacing

agriculture as the main occupation of civilized nations,

it may be taken as a certainty that military organization

will follow suit, armies basing themselves more and
more on the machine, the present expression of civil

motive power.

What does this mean? It means, that as until

quite recently the most sturdy and reliable soldiers

were drawn from the agricultural population, if not

to-day, anyhow in the near future, all civilians connected

during peace time with machines, and more particularly

such as can immediately be used in war—motor cars,

lorries, 'buses, tractors and civil aeroplanes, will form

the main recruiting ground of armies.

What does this mean from the tactical point of

view? As any man who has driven any kind of motor

car can rapidly be put through a modified course of

musketry, or machine gun training, it means that in

the future we are likely to be faced by two forms of

field warfare : That carried out by highly organized

armies, and that carried out by hastily organized

guerilla forces. In the South African War of 1899-

1902, because every Boer was a horseman every Boer

was a potential mounted infantryman; similarly to-day,

every chauffeur is a potential motorlzecl guerilla.

This being so, it is almost unthinkable that in another

war full use will not be made of such irregular forces

;

in fact the likelihood is that they will abound as they

did during the eighteenth century, Croats, Pandours

and Tyrolese riflemen being replaced by lorry, 'bus and

motor car drivers. How to make use of such forces,

offensively and protectively, is one of the new apd by

no means least important problems of war which now
faces us.

As industry is the base of mechanization, it

logically follows that in the future only industrialized
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countries will be able to wage organized warfare with

success. When war depended on horse-flesh, as it did

during the Middle Ages, a country which possessed few
horses stood a poor chance against a country possessing

a plentiful supply. Similarly in those distant days, a

country which could produce armour was all powerful

compared to a country which could not. So also to-day,

a country which possesses few industries and manu-
factures few mechanical vehicles will be virtually

impotent to resist invasion.

3* Armed Forces*

If I am right in my assumption that industry is

now the controlling factor in war, it consequently arises

that the whole of our present ideas on armed forces

will have to be modified and recast. In the days of

what I will call the agricultural period of war,''

power was sought through numbers, the limiting factor

as to size being facilities of supply. Before the advent

of the locomotive and the railway armies remained

comparatively small, because supply and evacuation

depended upon road transport; but once steam-power

came to the assistance of armies, their size grew so

enormously that to control their movements strategy

and tactics, governed as they are by supply, became

exceedingly methodical, organization following suit.

Whilst in the eighteenth century barrack square drill

was often the deciding tactical factor, in the later part

of the nineteenth century, in order to facilitate control,

individual initiative was largely replaced by doctrine

and dogma. All commanders and leaders were drilled

to think alike, and frequently without regard to

actual, or possible, circumstances, with the result that

any unexpected event, or miscalculation, was apt to

throw the masses out of gear, as happened within a

fortnight of the World War opening.
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The motorization and mechanization of armies

reverse the whole of this process of organizing

fighting and thinking. First, as I have shown, guerilla

warfare, the most primitive of all forms of war, is

likely to be revived, and as it obviously demands a high

order of initiative to combat it. It will force this

essential quality upon the commanders of organized

forces. Secondly, the expense of raising mechanized

armies will limit their size. Whilst in the World
War millions of infantry were mobilized, in the next

war it is quite unthinkable that any nation will be able

to put Into the field more than a few thousand tanks,

and as these machines can move far more rapidly than

Infantry, In order to be In a position to seize the

initiative on the outbreak of war, mechanized forces

will have to be kept fully mobilized during peace time.

This leads us to the third conclusion, namely, for

fighting purposes highly trained professional armies

will replace the present-day short service conscript

masses. This does not necessarily mean that conscrip-

tion will disappear, but that the conscripted man will

become what may be called a soldier of the second

degree that is a second grade fighter, one who will

occupy, organize and hold the areas conquered by the

mechanized forces. From this it may be predicted that

in the main these soldiers will be a combination of

pioneer and gendarme.

4* The Emplo)went of the Armed Forces.

Thus far we have arrived at three main categories

of soldiers, not cavalry, artillery and Infantry, but

motorized guerillas, a mechanized first line and an

unarmoured second line, part of which will be moved
in motor cars and part will continue to walk. We have

here a curious picture, a picture which resembles the

organization of the Macedonian army under Alexander
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the Great The motorized guerillas may be compared
to his light cavalry; the mechanized, to his heavy
armoured cavalry and his phalanx of armoured foot;

the second line of his auxiliary units, light troops and
camp followers.

Here I will make a slight digression; Should the

student wish to study the possibilities of future warfare,

I can recommend him no better periods than those of

Classical warfare. Medieval warfare and eighteenth

century warfare, in the last of which free bands, or

guerillas, abounded. Conversely, I can recommend
no worse period than that most frequently studied

—

the period which began with Spicheren in 1870 and
ended at the battle of Cambrai on November 20,

1917.

At Cambrai what was the predominant value of

the tank? It was its moral effect. It showed clearly

that terror and not destruction was the true aim and
end of armed forces. That is to say : To attack the

nerves of an army, and through its nerves the will

of its commander, is more profitable than battering

to pieces the bodies of its men. The aeroplane also

proved this, and even more dramatically; for not only

could it attack the will of an army by avoiding its body,

but also the political will and the national will behind

the army. The air force constitutes therefore a fourth

category of soldiers, and must never be divorced from
the other three categories.

From these considerations—the power of air-

craft to strike at the civil will, the power of mechanized

forces to strike at the military will, and the power of

motorized guerillas to broadcast dismay and confusion,

we may predict that the power to effect physical

destruction, which reached its zenith during the World
War, will gradually and increasingly be replaced by

attempts to demoralize the will of the enemy in its

several forms, and so not only disorganize his armies

but unnerve his people.

B
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5* The Command of the Military Forces*

It will be realized at once that all these many
changes must have a profound Influence upon general-

ship. At one time and not so far distant, as the

Crimean War, the Indian Mutiny and the American
Civil War distinctly show, the point of danger was the

point of honour, and to this point a general instinctively

went. Since 1870, largely on account of the ever-

increasing size of armies and the complexity of their

organization, generals have been forced to abdicate this

honourable position and became administrators rather

than commanders. Complexity rapidly increased the

staffs, and these in their turn absorbed the little that

remained of generalship, until in the World War we
find the old and rightly deprecated system of command
by councils of war re-established under new and thinly

disguised names, such as conferences and committees

of experts,

during the World War this system of command
failed to produce a single general of the first order,

not that such men did not exist, but that the circum-

stances in which they were compelled to work cramped
their initiative. In a war of machines, aircraft moving
at 200 miles an hour, motor cars at 40 and tanks

at 20, such a system of command becomes insane.

In the World War it worked at great cost, in a

mechanized war it simply cannot work at all. There-

fore, once again we must get back to past history, to

the time when generals really commanded and

moralized their troops by sharing their dangers with

them. This should not be so difficult as it may at first

appear, for as mechanization proceeds armies will

grow smaller and not larger, and a more complete

division will take place between what I have called

soldiers of the first and second degrees, those who do

the fighting and those who do the occupying, and

whilst the latter will still mainly require an adminis-
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trator and a highly organized administrative staff to

control them, the former will require a general of

high initiative with a small operational staff. The
general will be with his fighting troops, he will be in

the battle and not outside of it.

6. The Commander's Plan.

As initiative, far more so than method, will prove

the secret of success in all operations other than siege

warfare, plans will have to be exceedingly simple and

flexible. Much will have to be left to the initiative

of subordinate commanders, consequently the leading

idea of an operation must not only be known to all,

but alternative movements must also be considered.

Thus, for example : The leading idea may be to turn

the enemy's right which is known to be at a, but unless

the enemy is definitely pinned down at a, should his

forces be motorized, or mechanized, in an hour or

two he may move them to and so render the plan

of turning his right abortive. To prevent such a

disruption of a plan three things are apparent : First,

if the enemy can be fixed at a he cannot move to b;

secondly, if he cannot be fixed, then he must be kept

under observation, so that the moment he moves his

movement may be signalled back; thirdly, unless the

plan includes alternative courses of action, so that

direction may be changed as the enemy moves, much

time will be lost, and every five minutes wasted may
mean a mile or two on the debit side of the plan's

account.

What is presented to us here? A picture closely

resembling naval warfare. The initial plan is in the

mail} an idea expressed in the simplest terms, and

according to it is laid down a temporary distribution.

The idea is then equated with the possible courses the

enemy may adopt, let us suppose a, b, 'd; for each of

these courses a distribution of force is worked out,

B 2
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which I will call w, Xj y, z; each subordinate commander
being acquainted with the general idea and these

alternative courses of action. Then, as the enemy
moves, so will one of these courses be signalled to all

units, which will act accordingly. There will then be

no halt in the advance, or the attack, in a pursuit, or

in a retirement; consequently no time will be lost. In

brief, to economize time in action will become the

soul of every plan.

In operations which for success, or economy of

force, depend upon rapidity of movement, our present

system of written and somewhat detailed operation

orders will have to be replaced by some such system

as I have just outlined. As frequently a situation may
be such that all courses which the enemy may adopt

cannot be foreseen, or if a certain course he may take

is likely to upset the general idea altogether, I consider

that normally it will be wise to have what I will call

a rally alternative.*' That is to say, should the

enemy move in a direction which is likely to render

all the alternatives laid down abortive, then in place

of making the best of a bad job, which with motorized

and mechanized arms is very liable to lead to con-

fusion and loss of control, the operations will be called

off, the troops engaged at once assuming a defensive

order.

In brief, the plan will aim at developing the

highest possible initiative without loss of control,

command being maintained by alternative courses of

action which are signalled to subordinate commanders
by code letters. Liberty and authority are the abut-

ments upon which the plan must rest, rather than

method and obedience which hold good for slow moving
infantry and artillery masses.

? The Principles of Wan
I have now said enough about the probable

changes in military organization and command to show
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how revolutionary they are likely to be, and how at

variance they are with our present-day training. It

would almost seem that the whole of it will have to be

recast; is there then nothing permanent which we can

hold on to? Fortunately, yes," the principles of war;
and directly it is realized that these principles form
the foundation of mechanized warfare, just as they

do of muscular warfare, it will be seen that revolution

is really evolution. What we are faced with is not

a new type of war, a war totally unrelated to the

present type, but a new form of war, a form arising

out of the petrol engine which has greatly accelerated

movement and enhanced carrying power. There is

nothing absolutely new under the sun, and as I have

already pointed out, a study of history will reveal to

the student many of the phases of war which will once

again be passed through in almost identical forms.

A little study and reflection will lead us to realize that

all past strategy and tactics has been governed,

consciously or unconsciously, as it may be, by the

principles of war, and we may deduce from this that

this government will continue. Economy of force,

concentration, surprise, security, offensive action,

movement and co-operation hold good whether an

army is composed of foot-soldiers, horse-soldiers, or

machine-soldiers. After all, it is surely obvious that

motorization and mechanization are only changes in

the conditions of war, in the tools which the general

uses and not in the principles of his art. All this is

so obvious that I will ask my listeners to accept the

principles of war as they stand, and without modi-

fication, and further to look upon them as the sheet-

anchor of their studies, whether they are examining

pas^ warfare, present warfare, or future warfare.

8* Tlic Application of the Principles of Wan
It is in the application of the principles of war to

changing conditions in which the present revolution
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lies, and of these conditions the two main ones are

enhanced movement and protection— that is speed and

armour. Speed has increased from a horse galloping

at 20 miles the hour to an aeroplane flying at 200, and a

man walking at 4 miles the hour to a motor car moving

at 40, or a tank at 20; and armour has completely

defeated the rifle bullet whether ordinary or armour-

piercing. Though innumerable other changes in the

conditions of war are taking place, these two are

sufficient to show how radical this revolution is.

As regards the application of the principles of

war, this will depend largely upon the organization and

equipment of the enemy.

Three alternatives face us: (1) When one side

is not mechanized; (2) when both are partially

mechanized, and (3) when both are fully mechanized.

Against a non-mechanized enemy and over

ground suitable for mechanized arms, it is obvious that

all the principles of war can be more rapidly applied

by a mechanized antagonist. The object can

more easily be maintained, because mobility and

security enable concentration, surprise and offensive

action to be developed. Further, economy of force

and co-operation are more readily gained on account

of the enemy's inferiority in protected offensive power.

Against such an enemy the task is really too easy to

warrant much discussion. We should be like Charles

VIII of France when he invaded Italy in 1494.

Machiavelli tells us that he conquered this country with

a piece of chalk. What did he mean? He meant
that because Charles had so strong a train of artillery

that nothing could resist him—neither castle, fortified

city, nor field army—all he had to do was to chalk on

the map where he wanted to go and there he went.

A mechanized army operating against a non-mechanized

one will do exactly the same thing, it will be like pitting

modern battleships against early nineteenth century

three-deckers.
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When both sides are partially mechanized the

governing principle is economy of force; consequently

application depends upon a correct distribution of

troops to ground, the non-mechanized arms seeking

security from mechanized attack by operating over

broken and enclosed areas, whilst the mechanized ones

develop their mobility over the less difficult spaces,

working at a distance but still in co-operation with the

former, which should be looked upon as the tactical

base of their movement. The mechanized arms should

attempt to surprise the enemy by concentrating offensive

power against his flanks or rear.

When both sides are fully mechanized, surprise,

mobility and concentration against the objective are

the governing principles, from which should be

developed security and offensive power in co-operation,

so that economy of force may result. As mobility

will probably be the same for both sides, surprise

becomes all important, consequently, command of the

air is an essential factor.



LECTURE II

CHAPTER II.

FIGHTING TROOPS, THEIR
CHARACTERISTICS AND ARMAMENT.

9* General*

The difficulty in the last war was that we were at

the end of an epoch, and the difficulty to-day is that we
are at the beginnifig of another. During the World
War the defence grew so powerful that the infantry

attack became impracticable unless led forward by
tanks or strongly supported by guns. This war showed
clearly the enormous holding power of the older arms,
and it was this holding power which led to trench
warfare. As I have already pointed out, the main
characteristics of the newer arms are their mobility and
protective power, and from these we can deduce that,

as long as the present period of transition lasts, nothing
but confusion will result from mixing the old and new.
To combine tanks and infantry is tantamount to yoking
a tractor to a draught horse. To ask them to operate
together under fire is equally absurd.

On what principle should we separate these two
so as to make the most of each? The answer is to be
discovered in mobility and protection. When the
ground is such that tanks cannot move over it, or only
with the greatest difficulty, obviously it is better suited
for infantry, and in any case they will not be faced
by tanks. When the protection is such that infantry
cannot be attacked by tanks, as in a fortress or an
anti-tank area, or are unlikely to be attacked by tanks,
as when distant from the enemy's tanks or close to
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friendly tank forces, obviously their utility will continue.

But in all places where they can readily be attacked by

tanks, not only are they next to useless but a perpetual

source of anxiety.

In areas where tanks can move freely we must

divorce our minds completely from present-day tactics,

for fighting will be very different. First, the bullet

will be eliminated, anyhow as one of the principal

weapons ; secondly, the close co-operation which we see

between the shell and the bullet will no longer be

possible, for offensive power will be based on shells

and armour-piercing projectiles and not on bullets. In

a w^ay battle between tanks will take on a naval com-

plexion, but with one great difference : Ships fight on

the sea and are based on the land, tanks fight and are

based on the land only, what does this mean? It means

that ports, harbours and costal fortresses though

they cannot follow ships at sea, can in the form of their

land counterparts follow tanks on to their actual

battlefields. If at sea it were possible to move a

defended harbour behind a fleet, naval battles would

resemble closely what future battles on land will

probably be like.

I have already in my last lecture touched upon

this subject. I have mentioned the organization of

Alexander the Great's army; his heavy cavalry were

based on his phalanx—a slow moving fortress of pikes.

Even to-day we see the same thing : The infantry are

based on the artillery; but in the tank battle there is

no infantry, it is a tussle between self-propelled

armoured guns, and what are these weapons to be

based on? They will be based on what I will call the

anti-tank troops—the modern representatives of the

medieval wagon laager and the classical phalanx.

In my opinion, the future will reveal to us that a

mechanized army, or formation, must be organized

in two wings—a tank force for offensive power, and an
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of mobile machines, and the second of transportable

anti-tank weapons which can follow up the first and
establish a modern wagon laager " in rear of it, or

in its vicinity. I should like you to retain this picture

in mind, for as I proceed I shall frequently have

occasion to elaborate it Rifle and gun to-day are

replaced by tank and anti-tank, because armour has

eliminated the bullet.

10* Infantry*

In battles between armoured machines infantry

can play no part worth their risk; but as I have already

pointed out tanks are out of place in mountainous or

thickly wooded country, and further—they are never

likely to be so numerous as to be able to occupy an area

and control it. As mountain and forest warfare can-

not be overlooked, highly trained infantry, or rather

light infantry, will be required for such operations, and

as occupation of the enemy's country is in nine cases

out of ten a necessity, and always a visible sign of

victory, I have suggested for this work soldiers of the

second degree.'* We thus obtain two categories of

infantry—first line and second line. The first armed
for bullet warfare, that is with machine guns and rifles,

and the second, as I have already suggested, equipped

to carry out the duties of pioneers and gendarmes.

Police work, the protection of communications against

raiding forces and the construction of fortified centres

and defended depots in the conquered area are the

main duties of the second line.

IL Cavalry and Mounted Rifles*

Cavalrymen to-day are no more than mountied

rifles, for the sword and the lance are not weapons

but the encumbrances of tradition. As long as the

masses of the infantry march the existence of cavalry

is assured, but once these masses become motorized,
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even if only for logistical purposes, they will disappear.

The reason for this is obvious; for though it is easy to

motorize a man it is unprofitable rather than difficult

to motorize a horse. A cavalry division followed by

hundreds and hundreds of horse transports, super-

imposed upon its already large number of forage carts

and lorries, would be a nightmare rather than a fighting

formation.

Cavalry will die a lingering though natural death,

but the cavalry idea will certainly not die. It will live

on in the form of the motorized trooper, and the

mechanized one as well.

As regards the former, a distinction must be made
between the motorized guerilla and the motorized

cavalryman. The first is an irregular pure and simple,

raised on the outbreak of war, and of special utility

when working in his own country. The second, a highly

trained scout is part of the first line organization.

When mounted in a light motor car, though these scouts

may not be able to go everywhere a horse can go,

they will be able to cover far greater distances at far

higher speeds; that is to say, they will be able to

accomplish in a given time far more than present-day

cavalry can. This will fully compensate for minor

deficiences.

As regards the latter, mechanized cavalry, we have

the armoured car which some soldiers think will

eventually be replaced by a light tank, because this

vehicle possesses a higher cross-country capacity. This

may be the case, nevertheless it should not be over-

looked that mechanized cavalry will be in constant

demand for distant reconnaissance work, for the

attack on isolated posts, bridges, railway stations,

a^frodromes and headquarters; consequently the wear
and tear of the machines will be considerable, and until

the tank possesses a higher endurance than it does

to-day, it would seem unprofitable to make this

exchange. Further, it should not be overlooked that
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most of the targets mechanized cavalry will be ordered

to reconnoitre, or attack, will lie on roads, and that

extreme speed will generally be demanded in these

operations.

Another duty which this arm is likely to carry

out is to form strong nuclei for the motorized guerilla

forces. These, if supported by squadrons of

mechanized cavalry, will be endowed with a far higher

confidence in themselves; further, as their discipline is

likely to be low, pillaging and other irregularities,

which are so frequent amongst hastily raised bands of

irregulars, can be better checked.

12. ArtUlcry.

As in the armoured battle the rifle bullet can

play but a small part, radical changes may be expected

in artillery tactics, and, consequently, in artillery

equipment. To-day we have four main categories of

guns—siege (including heavy and medium), mountain,

anti-aircraft and field. Of these the first three will be

required, and we may accept it that they will be very

similar to those of to-day. The fourth obviously will

be different, because the present-day eighteen-pounder

gun and 4.5 in. howitzer are designed to co-operate

with infantry and not with tanks.

The tank, be it remembered, is nothing more than

a field gun mounting. It is equipped with a gun of

small calibre, such as the three-pounder, because this

weapon is sufficiently powerful to smash through a

comparative thin sheet of armour. As armour
Increases in thickness, probably the calibre of the gun

will increase in size.

Do we require a more powerful gun to co-per^te

with the three-pounder? The answer to this question

depends on tactics. In present-day fighting the

eighteen-pounder and 4.5 in. howitzer cover the

infantry attack from a distance and depend upon
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indirect laying. Such support and protection, except

when smoke shell is used, is not practical, for it is out

of the question to expect to render assistance by firing

into a melee of tanks, some of which may be moving
at between 20 and 40 miles the hour. Smoke, as

cover from view, is, however, most important, and
though vast clouds of smoke can be generated from a

tank, in order to project it, well ahead of the machine,

a heavy smoke shell is the surest means. There-
fore we may conclude that a howitzer tank will be

required.

Again, a tank may come up against a strong point

—earth work, house, village, etc., against which a three-

pounder is a poor weapon; consequently here is another

duty for the howitzer tank, namely, to bombard these

points and cover the tank attack on them.

So far artillery support and co-operation in the

tank versus tank battle. But this is only half the

problem, the second half being the gun protection of

the anti-tank base of operations—the mobile fortress

behind the tanks.

As the bulk of its guns will be either hauled or
transported, it will be a great advantage if they can be

kept light, and as a small shell can knock out a tank,

a small gun is obviously the right weapon. Therefore
we may decide on the three-pounder carried in a cross-

country vehicle with its armoured shield or cupola.

This weapon will fire armour-piercing shell, and will

depend for effect upon accuracy of fire.

Besides accuracy we shall want volume of fire,

especially for close quarter fighring. And though it

may be possible to invent a three-pounder automatic
gun, on account of the difficulties of ammunition
swpply it would appear more practical to rely on an
anti-tank machine gun firing a one inch or three-quarter

inch armour-piercing projectile, for such a projectile

will pierce an inch of armour at from 500 to 700 yards
range.
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We therefore arrive at the following categories

of guns in a tank formation :

(1) Tank wing: Three pounders and field

howitzers.

(2) Anti-tank wing : Three-pounders and anti-

tank machine guns.

The projectiles being, three-pounder armour-piercing

shells, howitzer smoke shells, high explosive shells and

armour-piercing machine gun bullets.

13* Armoured Units*

As regards armoured machines, the first point

I should like to make is the clumsiness of the official

nomenclature of medium, light and close support tanks;

because a name whenever possible should denote the

function of the weapon. It is as sensible to talk of

expensive and cheap as of medium and light. It is

the function which matters, and a function first

originates as an idea, and around this idea should the

machine be moulded as well as named. What then

are the tactical ideas which should control invention?

They are—finding, protecting and hitting; conse-

quently we want machines which can find, which can

protect and which can hit; in other words—reconnais-

sance tanks, artillery tanks and combat tanks.

As regards the first of these three categories,

what type of machine should a reconnaissance tank be?

The answer to this question depends upon whether

reconnaissance is to be distant or close. If the former,

then we require a long machine, because speed in this

class is essential, and a long machine will negotiate

accidents of the ground better than a short one. As,

generally speaking, it would be extravagant to use such

machines for purposes of close reconnaissance, and as

in this form of reconnaissance a less conspicuous

machine is less vulnerable, a scout machine will also
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be required, a machine somewhat similar to our

present-day light tank.

As regards the second category, it is likely to be

divided into two classes of machines, an out-fighting

and an in-fighting one. The former I have already

mentioned, it will consist of self-propelled armoured
artillery mounting howitzers of sufficiently high calibre

to fire smoke shell as well as high explosive. The
second class should, so I think, consist in what I will

call a scout destroyer, a machine somewhat more
powerful than a scout tank and carrying an anti-tank

machine gun or semi-automatic small calibre gun.

Such a machine, using volume fire, would be particularly

useful in close-quarter fighting.

The third category, the actual fighting tanks

should, I think, consist of two classes of machines, a

combat tank something like our present medium tank,

and a pursuit machine which quite possibly will coincide

with the reconnaissance machine. The importance of

the combat tank over the lighter machines lies in its

heavier armour, greater power to cross obstacles, and

above all in its higher moral effect. The terror which

tanks aroused during the World War was well

recognized by the Germans, but it was only partially

realized by ourselves, and is to-day almost forgotten.

The moral effect of a present-day light tank equipped

with one machine gun is considerable, but of a sixteen

ton medium tank moving at 20 miles the hour and

firing one three-pounder gun and four machine guns

is overwhelming. This is generally overlooked by

advocates of light machines.

Of special machines it is difficult to see where they

will end, for as armies become more and more
mejchanized a number of types will undoubtedly be

required. The following seven machines will almost

certainly be built : A water-crossing tank, an assault

Such a machine, long overdue, has recently been produced by
Messrs. Vickers Armstrong, Ltd.
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machine, a supply tank, a bridging tank, a gas tank,

a mine-layer and a mine-sweeper. As regards water-

crossing tanks, I am of opinion that all reconnaissance

and pursuit machines should be able to propel them-

selves under their own power across water—river or

sea. The assault machine I visualize is one which may
be compared to our present experimental heavy tank,

its main characteristic being not weapon-power, or

speed, but armour, which should withstand all pro-

jectiles up to non-armour-piercing field gun shells.

Before I turn to the next Section I should like to

summarize the points I have now dealt with, so that

my listeners may have a clear picture in their heads

of the general organizatoin of a tank formation or

armv.

It will consist of two wings, an anti-tank and a tank

wing. On the line of march the first will follow and be

protected by the second. At the halt it will at once de-

ploy and establish a protected area defended by guns,

anti-tanlc machine guns, mine fields, and various types of

works, in order to provide a haven of refuge not only

for the services and such auxiliary troops accompanying

the army, but also for the tank wing.

From it the tank wing will issue forth to give

battle to its like, and to it will it retire should it be hard

pressed or defeated. This wing will comprise recon-

naissance tanks, scout tanks, artillery tanks, destroyer

tanks and combat tanks, which will operate on some-
what similar lines to a fleet at sea.

14* Engineers*

Turning now to the Royal Engineers, here again

may we expect radical changes. At present the Rcwal
Engineers are in the main field engineers; their duties

including fortress building, bridging, road construction,

water supply and demolitions, all of which are just as

important to a mechanized army as to a present-day
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one. The Royal Engineers, I feel, should be brought

into far closer touch with the mechanized arms than

they are to-day. Not only should they occupy them-

selves closely in questions of assisting tank mobility and

restricting it, but they should be responsible for all

field repairs other than maintenance, which is the duty

of the tank crews. The Royal Engineers should,

therefore, be divided into two bodies of men—field

engineers and mechanical engineers. The latter being

organized in brigade and divisional companies as the

case may be, each equipped with a field store and the

necessary mobile workshops for field repairs, the

heavy repairs being carried out by the Ordnance Corps.

15* Aircraft*

Though aircraft are totally motorized they are

not mechanized. To armour an aeroplane adequately

may not be impossible, but it is unprofitable as the

essential features of this machine are speed and radius

of action. This arm, possessing a three dimensional

movement, stands in a category by itself, faced by a

future of all but unlimited possibilities; for when wire-

less control becomes more perfect, it is certain that we
shall see the manless flying machine—the true aerial

torpedo. When such a weapon is invented the whole

form of war, on land and sea, may once again have to

be recast.

To-day one limiting factor in air offensives is the

difficulty in hitting small targets. What the aerial

bomber looks for is somthing he cannot well miss—

a

city, an extensive depot, a long column of men or a

fleet of transports. The larger the target the more
profitable becomes the attack.

It may be said that to hit a column of infantry

is by no means an easy thing to do. This is often true

If hitting is looked upon as striking the men in the

column. But the men have nerves, and these are
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hit every time aircraft are signalled, for a mere
threat to attack will at once cause a marching column

to disperse and assume a protective and, consequently,

static order. This striking at mobility is a far more
effective means of hitting than attempting to destroy a

few lives, because if persistently carried out it must

result in an ever-accelerating demoralization of per-

sonnel and disorganization of plan.

In comparison to an infantry column, a

mechanized column is far less vulnerable, not only will

it generally offer a smaller and more dispersed target,

but a threat to hit will not necessarily, or normally, be

followed by a halt. To damage it it must be actually

struck, and if one machine in it is hit it is unlikely

that any other machine will suffer. From this we see

that one answer to air power is armour, indirectly

armour on land has a more detrimental influence on

air tactics than fire. A bullet, or a shell, may bring

a single aeroplane down, but armour strikes at

air power itself by denying moral effect to inaccurate

bombing.

Of aircraft organization the main tactical

limitation is not to be sought in the air but on the

ground, because here is its rear established. This can

be struck at from the air, or from the ground, and

of these two methods of attack the second is likely in

many circumstances to prove so deadly that aerodromes

and aircraft depots, etc., will be kept as far back as

possible, and those which are forward will have to be

strongly fortified against tank and motor car attack,

so strongly that they are unlikely to be frequently

moved. The less movable they become, the more
vulnerable they will become to air attack.

From these few remarks we can see that thene is

a close relationship between mechanization on the

ground and motorization in the air; in fact the tank

and the aeroplane are complimentary machines, and

for a long time to come the one is unlikely to be able
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to operate safely without the other. The aeroplane

by finding the enemy tanks will enable the tank to

attack or contain them and so protect the aerodrome.

Without the tank the rear of the air is largely un-

covered, and without the aeroplane the front of the

tank is largely blind. Therefore we can deduce this

fact : That in future warfare co-operation between

tank and aeroplane is likely to prove far more impor-

tant, than co-operation between tank and infantry. So

important that we may see tanks and aeroplanes

forming one force, and infantry a completely separated

force.

To turn to the purely protective point of view

of the anti-aircraft problem, there is little doubt in my
own opinion that anti-aircraft appliances and artillery

will grow so effective as to make it highly dangerous

for aircraft to attack a strongly protected area. But

how many areas can be strongly protected? The
answer is, Very few,'' and in the tug-of-war which

will take place between industrial and political centres

and military ones, the latter are the more likely to

receive secondary consideration. It would therefore

seem that every effort should be made to restrict the

number and limit the size of military objectives which

offer good targets to the enemy's air force. In its

turn this can only economically be accomplished by

cutting down the size of armies by substituting quality

for quantity.

When it comes to the question of protection on

the move, not only do present-day armies with their

immense slow-moving trains offer favourable targets

to air attack; but worried as they will be by guerilla

forces, and constantly threatened by mechanized ones,

efficient protection against air attack becomes all but

an insolvable problem. The main reason for this is,

that the organization, control and protection of anti-

aircraft guns on the move are far more difficult

questions than at the halt, or in fixed positions.
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Thus we see, that however reactionary military

thought may be, the influence of air-power on the

older arms is likely to compel their replacement by such

as are more self-protective, less ponderous and more
speedy in movement; arms which can co-operate with

aircraft in place of relying upon aircraft to escort them

from position to position. Arms which need to be

escorted are arms of a low fighting category.

16* Smoke*

Smoke is an excellent shield against aimed fire,

but it is a poor protection against volume fire. In an

infantry attack it is obvious that if the enemy's artillery

O.P.'s are blinded, the attacker will be protected from

artillery fire; but to put a smoke cloud down in front

of the attacking infantry is almost useless, as all the

enemy machine gunners will do is to fire into the cloud.

Replace infantry by tanks and protection is effective,

because failing an abnormally large supply of anti-tank

machine guns it is by aimed artillery fire that tanks are

destroyed. Tn brief, smoke and armour are com-

plimentary protective agents, whilst smoke and woollen

jackets arc not.

As regards the creation of smoke clouds, there

can be no question that in certain circumstances to

generate them from fast moving machines is far more
effective and far more economical than by smoke shells.

Literally for a few shillings a dense cloud a mile long

can be emitted by a single tank, which if produced by
shell fire would cost thousands of pounds. This does
not mean that smoke-shells should be abandoned, for,

as I have shown, they arc likely to prove invaluable in

the tank battle.
«

17. Gas.

The influence of lethal and vesicant gases, as well

as lachrymatory chemicals and toxic smokes, on the
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older arms is so fully appreciated that it needs no
accentuation. A man in a gas mask is only half a

soldier, if that; in a vesicant-proof suit of clothing he

is worse off still, for he is three-quarters a diver and,

consequently, no soldier at all. But a tank being a

metal box on tracks can be made gas-proof, just as it

can be made watertight; consequently tanks which are

gas-proof have little to fear from a gas attack, and
can themselves carry large quantities of gas to attack

with. For such attacks the method which suggests

itself is to hitch on behind a tank a series of large

drums containing liquid gas, and to drop them off by

means of a quick release operated within the machine,

which will at once bring into play a time-fuze

fixed in the drum. A present-day medium tank could

easily haul ten two hundredweight drums, and, con-

sequently, could release one ton of gas in a few

minutes. As tanks can manoeuvre for wind, which

shells cannot do, this form of attack is likely to become

a deadly one, especially in outflanking operations.



LECTURE III.

CHAPTER III.

STRATEGICAL PRELIMINARIES TO
JOINING BATTLE.

18* General Considerations*

When in my first lecture I discussed The Nature
of War,'' I pointed out the importance of industry on
military organization, and of military organization

upon strategy and tactics. As the machine gains

control over civil life, so will it eventually gain control

over military thought, which in recent history has

never been less than a generation behind the thought

of its day. Thus, though the steamship was introduced

in 1812, it was not adopted by the Navy until about

1840; and though the percussion cap was invented in

1814, British infantry were not armed with a per-

cussion musket until 1842. Had it not been for the

World War, there can be little doubt that we should

only now be beginning to think in terms of the tank, and
that we should be doing so is highly probable, lor

its origins are not to be sought in this war but in the

civilization which gave birth to it.

The two great influences of machinery upon
economic civilization are increased production and
decreased labour. Whilst a little over a hundred years

ago wheat harvested with a sickle and threshed with

a flail required about forty hours of work per acre,

to-day a tractor and combine will do this work in

less than one hour. In manufacture it is the same,

and this acceleration of work by replacing muscle-

power by machine-power will undoubtedly be carried

into the military sphere, with the inevitable result that
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as weapon-power increases fighting man-power will

decline, until mechanized forces will more and more
revert to the numerical level of armies in the Middle
Ages. Then 500 knights in armour were a large and

powerful force, so will be 500 tanks in the future.

A marked influence of this decrease in the size

of armies, more especially as it concerns the com-

batant arms, will be the increase of flexibility of action

and, consequently, of plan, which will be further

accentuated by power to move across country. In the

past, strategy has been woven upon communications,

but what are communications to-day? They are not

only roads and railways, but open spaces. Thus, in a

flat land such as most of South Russia, except for the

rivers and forests there are no hindrances to the move-

ment of tracked vehicles; consequently in such areas

it would seem probable that future warfare will

approximate closely to warfare at sea.

As communications melt away into broad

strategical tracks of country, possibly scores of miles

in width, it is obvious that to attack them will become

more difficult. Again, because armies will be smaller

and far more mobile, it will be easier to turn the flanks

of a hostile force and attack it in rear. Both con-

tentions are, I think, correct; but it must be remembered
that when an army attacks another in rear it does so

to cut it off from its base of supply, and when it attacks

its communications its object is identical. It does not

really attack a road, or a railway, or an area, for its

aim is to sever an army from its base. Should the

future prove that this severance is so difficult as to

become over risky, or unprofitable, the alternative

will be to attack the bases in place of the communica-

tions. Bases are likely, therefore, to grow in impor-

tance, not merely the main base, but particularly the

forward ones, and be it remembered the more bases

a mechanized army possesses the higher will be its

manoeuverability; just as in warfare at sea the
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manoeuverability and radius of action of steamships

increases in direct proportion to the number of coaling

stations, oil depots and defended harbours.

What does this mean? It means the increased

value of field fortifications, not only to defend these

bases of supply, but also to block narrow approaches

as once did medieval castles and strongholds. One
things is certain, the more mobility increases the more
will fortifications increase. Field warfare always

begets siege warfare, it did so in the last war, and it

will do so in a war between armoured forces, but with

this difference : Whilst in the World War fronts were

fortified, in a war between armoured forces areas

will be so instead. By this I do not mean that an area

will be walled in by protective works, but that these

works will be dotted about in such a manner as to place

the communications of any force entering the area in

danger. The difference between these two systems is

that of the Great Wall of China compared to medieval

castle defence. The one stops an invader; the other

does not, instead it establishes a series of pivots, really

bases of supply, between which the invaded can man-

oeuvre in comparative safety.

Turning from these general considerations to the

influence of mechanization on our Imperial strategy,

a moment's thought will lead us to see how beneficial

it is likely to be. First, we are one of the greatest

industrial nations in the world, and are, consequently,

admirably equipped to produce all the war machines

we may require. Secondly, apart from assisting in

maintaining law and order in Great Britain, the two
duties of our army are : (1) To assist some ally in a

war on the continent of Europe, and (2) To defend

the frontiers of the Empire. As regards the first, our

army has never been organized for such a war, and
though many of our training manuals talk of the army
being trained for a war of the first magnitude, it is

certainly neither recruited nor organized for such an
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eventuality. In 1914 we were able to send six regular

divisions overseas in a matter of a few weeks; to-day

we are not prepared to send two divisions overseas

under several months. Now, if instead of thinking in

divisions, we were to think in the terms of one small

highly organized mechanized army of some 30,000

officers and men carried in armoured and unarmoured
vehicles, and think of this force as always mobilized,

then not only could we render immediate assistance,

but assistance in a form most desirable to our ally.

A force of this size, though numerically only a fifth

of our Expeditionary Force of 1914, would be out of

all proportion more powerful, especially if the enemy
still relies on a conscript horde, that is upon numbers
of men in place of perfection of weapons.

To turn to the second of these two problems.

Shall we want an immense army? We may, but one

thing is certain : No British Government will main-

tain such an army during peace time. Should we
require such an army, then it will have to be raised

after war is declared; consequently being compelled

during peace time to maintain a small army, we should

not leave a stone unturned to make it as powerful as

possible.

What does power demand? Above all things

rapidity of movement, the rapidity of a fire-engine

which will extinguish a conflagration before it can

catch hold. The advantage of motorization and

mechanization are that they reduce space by economiz-

ing time. In other words, the more rapidly we move
the smaller becomes the bulk of the area we may be

called upon to defend. Strategically time and space

are relative, and as the history of war has shown
again and again, a handful of men at a certain spot

at a certain hour is frequently a far more powerful

Instrument of war than ten times its number on the

same spot twenty-four hours later. If you can move
five times at fast as your enemy, then whilst the military
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hour will remain sixty minutes for him it will be reduced

to 12 minutes for you, and every mile will become
less than two furlongs.

If from our own problem we turn to the one

which faces most continental countries, we find that

the requirements of mechanization clash with those of

conscription. This I have already noted in my first

lecture. The result is likely to be that change over

in these countries will be slower than in those in which

professional armies are raised. Nevertheless, in the

end it is as certain; for not only are masses of infantry

completely out of date, but against mechanized arms

they are useless. When they do mechanize, the in-

fluence on their grand strategy will be profound; for

as mechanization will be costly, not only will their

armies be reduced in size, but their governments will

have less to spend on their air forces and navies, and,

consequently, will have radically to modify their

present strengths.

19* Strategical Reconnaissance*

Mobility in finding and in hitting are complimen-

tary forces, which in another war will constantly in-

fluence each other's worth. For example, it will often

prove useless to risk aircraft in finding an enemy unless

immediate advantage can be taken of this, and more
particularly so in strategical operations. The aeroplane

and the marching man are incompatibles, for their

rates of movement are so different; consequently here

is presented to us another reason for speeding up

movement on the ground, and when this movement is

speeded up marked changes are likely to take place

in the initial operations of a war.

In pre-mechanized warfare the normal plan was

to push forward large forces of independent cavalry

as soon as war was declared, the main object of these

forces being to gain Hberty of movement for the
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infantry masses which followed them. As this inde-

pendent cavalry and these masses had to be fed, it was
useless to move either forward unless their lines of

supply, formerly roads and more recently railways,

were adequate for this purpose. Consequently, supply

controlled strategy with an iron hand, and when a

theatre of war possessed only one railway, as happened
in the Russo-Japanese war of 1904-05, strategy was
enormously simplified.

This simplification is now becoming a thing of

the past, because though strategy is still based on
supply, the grip of supply on strategy has become far

less tenacious. Whilst the supply-radius of an infantry-

man is very restricted, by which I mean that he can

move only a few miles before he has to be fed and

also rested, that of an aeroplane runs into hundreds

of miles and that of a tank into scores. This enhanced

power to cover distance, coupled with the facts that

mechanical vehicles can carry in bulk a reserve of

supplies, and if provided with caterpillar tracks are

largely independent of roads, has rendered strategy

far more flexible, the grip of supply being replaced

by that of information, for unless accurate knowledge

of the enemy is gained tactical mobility will suffer in

proportion.

The seeking of information by aircraft will un-

doubtedly lead to battles in the air, but that these

engagements will be directly sought at the opening of

a war, is, in my opinion, improbable, unless both sides

are equally matched, or possess some mechanical

advantage which they believe is unknown to their enemy.

What is more probable is that determined threats will

be made in certain directions in order to cover strategic

reconnaissances in others. Such operations will require

extremely fast machines rather than large numbers.

I am of opinion that the bulk of an air force will not,

unless circumstances are extremely favourable, risk

battle, and by battles I do not mean skirmishes and
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duels, until decisive operations on the ground take

place. It is the overwhelming blow which above all

others paralyses an enemy's will, and in the future the

object will undoubtedly be simultaneously to strike

such a blow on the ground and in the air.

If I am correct in this contention, then, at the

opening of a war, the main advantage of air power
will not lie in decisive action but in reconnaissance,

because superiority of information means the gaining

of the initiative, and not until the initiative is gained

can a definite plan of action be decided on.

Whilst air reconnaissances are taking place, the

mechanized forces are likely to be distributed over a

wide area rather than remain concentrated; for with

motorized and mechanized arms it is far easier to

concentrate small though scattered units than to move
masses of machines from one place to another. To
secure this wide distribution it will be necessary to

push well forward of it along the whole front a

screen of armed motor cars and anti-tank and air-

craft detachments, the object of which will be in order

of precedence: (1) To supplement the strategical

reconnaissance of the air force and discover the

enemy's approach; (2) to occupy positions of strategical

and tactical importance, and (3) to delay the enemy's

advance.

Behind this screen, which should work to plan

with the forward aircraft, the armies will advance

on a wide front until information becomes so definite

that a concentration in a given direction can be

ordered. When this is possible, success will very

largely depend upon mobility.

20» Special Considerations in the Case of an

Overseas Campaign.

In recent years overseas expeditions have become
increasingly difficult, so much so that to-day they are

almost impracticable against a well equipped enemy,
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because he can within a few hours of a hostile fleet

being signalled concentrate by motor vehicles con-

siderable forces against any threatened point on his

shore line. Few of such points are likely to exist, as

a modern army cannot disembark on any open stretch

of beach; in fact it is extremely doubtful whether a

present-day army with its immense impedimenta of

supply colmns, hospitals and workshops, a veritable

travelling city, can disembark anywhere outside a well

furnished port. To effect a surprise landing is not only

difficult but almost impossible, and without surprise a

disembarkation becomes in nine cases out of ten a

suicidal undertaking.

Mechanization offers us a definite, practical and

comparatively easy solution to this problem. The first

tank was invented to bridge the bullet swept zone

between two systems of trenches, it was as it were a

mobile trench which crept over static trenches. The
landing problem is the same, it is to extend the pro-

tection afforded by the ship over a no-man's-land of

water, and thence inland, that is into the enemy's

position. Its solution is the same, or at least very

similar, it is a self-propelled amphibious tank, not

launched into the sea from any kind of vessel, but

from a tank carrying vessel from which tanks can crawl

into the sea as easily as aircraft can take off from an

aircraft carrier. An amphibious tank was suggested

as far back as December 1917, and after the war an

experimental floating tank was built, yet it was only

last year that a true self-propelled amphibious machine

was produced, and though its armour is too light the

problem of the water crossing tank may be considered

as solved. It is no longer an idea but a fact, and I

see no reason why in the future the bulk of the tanks

of an army should not be able to cross rivers and
considerable stretches of the sea under their own
power.

With such a machine launched from a tank
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carrier surprise once again becomes possible, and the

difficulty of bridging the gap between ship and shore

is overcome. The landing can be effected on any

normal beach, and at several places simultaneously.

Air protection will be far less necessary, the supply

problem vastly reduced, and unless the enemy can

meet the invading tanks by their like, it should generally

be possible by a converging movement to sweep down
on the rear of a port or harbour, effect its surrender

and so gain a place of disembarkation for the main

invading forces and their impedimenta to be landed at.

Besides definite landing operation, such as I have

just considered, an amphibious tank will prove an

invaluable weapon for coastal raids and for crossing

rivers. To-day three-quarters of England is in easy

range of continental aircraft, and as in another

European war the bulk of the enemys aircraft engaged

in bombing operations against England will be based

on coastal aerodromes, or anyhow aerodromes not far

from the coast, and that here also will be located the

submarine bases, it is obvious if these aerodromes and

bases can be attacked by raiding forces of tanks, they

will demand anti-tank defences, and so draw strength

away from the main land forces.

Power to cross rivers without bridging them is so

obviously an advantage as to need no accentuation.

Not only do they then cease to be obstacles of impor-

tance, but may actually be turned into lines of patrol;

for an amphibious tank can steam up and down
them, and not only frustrate hostile bridging operations,

but attack its like in the water as in the American Civil

War the gunboats attacked each other in the

Mississippi.

Finally, the utility of this machine is so great, and

particularly to us an island Power, that it cannot be

doubted that before long its needs will be fully

appreciated, and that it will form part of our normal

war equipment.



LECTURE IV.

CHAPTER IV.

BATTLE.

21* GcneraL

The aim of strategy is to clinch a political argu-

ment by means of force in place of worcls. Normally
this is accomplished by battle, the true object of which
is not physical destruction but mental submission on the

part of the enemy. The idea that an enemy must be

destroyed is only legitimate when it leads to a profitable

state of peacefulness. Thus, should the enemy be an
uncultured barbarian, his removal may in certain

circumstances be a benefit to mankind; should he, how-
ever, belong to a cultured race, that is should he be

useful to the world, then his slaughter, even if unavoid-

able, must be considered unfortunate, and if avoidable

—criminal.

It is important to realise this, because destruction

as the end of battle is the common doctrine of to-day,

and in the last war it led not only to the defeat of

Germany and her allies, but to the defeat of the object

of the war itself; for the destruction wrought during

it so unhinged the nations mentally and morally that

the peace established on this neurosis has proved it-

self no less destructive.

The reason for this fatal dogma was ignorance

in the true object of war, which is to establish a more
perfect peace. Its popularity was due to mental

lethargy, for to think like a wild beast is easier than

to think like a philosopher. Its unappreciated cause

—

the impotence of infantry in the attack, and its accen-

tuating factor—the masses of infantry employed, for

throughout military history the horde has always proved
itself to be the most destructive instrument of war.

If the legitimate object of war is to be gained.
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then this destructive mania must be eliminated. This

means that war must be raised little by little from the

cock-pit of the physical struggle into the spheres of

intellectual and moral conflict. In other words, that

generalship must largely replace brute force, and the

moral attack—the attack on nerves—the physical

dog-fight, or the attack on bodies.

On account of the low mobility of infantry

masses, and the constant rest and rationing these

masses demanded, method ousted originality and ab-

sorbed the art of war. In fact the instrument was
such that it was incapable of withstanding the stresses

and strains of original movements—flashes of general-

ship—and in place could only be manipulated according

to a ritual in which generalship disappeared and was
replaced by quarter-mastership.

To reinstate generalship the instrument must be

changed, and to replace, not entirely of course, but in

greater part the physical attack by the moral attack,

that is by the unexpected or surprise attack, the instru-

ment must be highly mobile, also it must be as small as

possible, for the smaller it is the less extensive will be

its supply organization, and the less extensive this

organization is, generally speaking, the more readily

can it be extemporized and the better can it be pro-

tected; consequently the less vital and difficult will

become its security.

With a small well balanced and flexible army, an

army which can stand the stresses and strains of unex-

pected movements, and an army which is not perman-

ently tied down to a fixed line of communications,

generalship can be developed into a high art, and

battles into works of art and not merely daubs of

blood. It is here that motorization and mechanization

come to our assistance, enabling us to re-establish

generalship by changing the organization of armies.

The more important of these changes are the

following

:
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(1) Armour, As I have already shown, the

bullet is at the base of all our present troubles. It

prevents infantry closing, it forces artillery to keep
well in rear of the infantry front, and it denies shock
power to cavalry. Armour can defeat the bullet,

therefore a weapon like a tank can replace infantry

in the attack, because it can ignore the bullet of infantry

in the defence; it cannot be attacked by infantry, but

it can attack them unless they are in a locality over
which mechanized arms cannot move, or are provided
with weapons and defences they cannot face. This
means when confronted by tanks infantry are deprived
of their mobility, they cease to be field troops becoming
fortress troops instead.

Though armour can defeat the bullet, it can be
defeated by the shell. This does not mean that armour
is rendered valueless, but that its value is relative to

projectile power. As it can keep out the lesser pro-

jectiles but not the greater, this means that artillery

will more and more preponderate over infantry, and
as artillery will have to be protected against bullets,

guns must be armoured. Therefore, the answer to

the tank is the tank; therefore, the present-day in-

fantry battles will be replaced by mobile armoured
artillery battles, and though in these battles the armour
used may be no protection against the. shells fired, it

will have to be maintained in order to prevent the
bullet coming back into its own.

(2) Mobility, In field warfare protection looses

the greater part of its value unless coupled with
mobility, and every change in mobility, more particu-

larly protected-mobility, carries with it a change in

tactics. When to protected-mobility is added ability

freely to abandon roads and move across country,

these changes are radical, because existing linear

tactics will be replaced by area tactics—this I have
already noted. In area tactics the front of an army
will no longer so completely protect its rear services
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and Its line of communications as to-day; attacks will

take place In areas and not against lines, they may
come from any direction; consequently power to sur-

prise is vastly increased, therefore the moral attack

will grow in importance, its aim being to effect dis-

organization through demoralization rather than

through destruction.

As rear attacks will become more and more pre-

valent and ever-threatening, it logically follows that

all-round protection will have to be established not only

when at rest but when on the move. Rear depots

will have to be fortified and the mobile rear services

included within the logistical formations, or the out-

post line, and landing grounds as well as anti-aircraft

defences will have to be protected against raiding

forces. More and more will an army becom.e a static

fortress when it halts and a mobile one when it moves.

(3) Ground. The connecting link between armour
and mobility is, as I have already shown, ground. As
area warfare grows in importance, more and more
does it become necessary to consider the use of

armoured machines in relation to ground. As economy
in fighting will only be gained when each weapon is

related to the nature of the ground, and as for a long

time to come the two main fighting arms are likely

to be tanks and infantry, a battlefield may be divided

into two areas, namely, tank areas and infantry, or

anti-tank areas, or those over which tanks can easily

operate and those which afford earth protection to

the infantry. The first will generally be open, flat or

undulating country, and the second, wooded, swampy
or mountainous.

From the above analysis we are able to build up

In general terms the nature of future battles : The
gradual replacement of infantry by tanks—mobile

armoured artillery; the consequent subordination of the

bullet to the shell; increasing importance of surprise

on account of protected cross-country mobility; the
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consequent importance of all-round protection, and
lastly—the increasing importance of ground and tank

obstacles. On these factors will future generalship be

built.

22. The Forward Movement from the Area of

Concentration.

According to the plan decided upon, movement
from the area of strategical distribution, which will

replace the present area of concentration, will take

place either immediately before the declaration of war,

or simultaneously with it. If the frontiers of both

belligerents are well protected by anti-tank defences,

no attempt to break through these is likely to take

i' I ' I III

Diagram 1. Column Formations,

place, that is to say, if they are strongly garrisoned,

until the main forces are ready to move. Should,

however, they be inadequately defended, not a moment
is to be lost in pushing forward large numbers of

motorized troops equipped with anti-tank weapons, to

occupy and fortify tank approaches, and such positions

the holding of which are essential to the fulfilment of

the plan. These troops should be rapidly reinforced

by strong detachments of tanks and armoured cars; the

first to protect them and the second to reconnoitre

ahead of them in conjunction with aircraft.

On account of the ever-present danger of flank

or rear attacks, column formations should be in echelon,

as shown in Diagram 1. Which type is adopted will

D 2
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depend on the nature of the country and the number of

the roads; for it must be remembered that though

tanks and similar machines possess high cross-country

powers, whenever possible they will move by road if

only to avoid obstacles such as streams, woods, walls

and fences. Should an impassable obstacle exist on the

right flank of an advancing force, then the formation

shown in fig. 1 may be adopted; if no such obstacle

exists and roads are few, then that shown in fig. 2,

and if roads are plentiful—as in fig. 3. In each case

the transport and rear services will march either

between the formation and the obstacle, or within the

formation. Generally speaking large masses of

machines should be avoided, as speed of movement
varies in inverse ratio to size. A number of small

formations advancing on a wide front and in support-

ing distance of each other will accelerate movement
without impeding concentration; for in nine cases out

of ten power to move rather than to mass is the founda-

tion of concentration.

23* The Approach March^

Under cover of the advanced motorized troops

the approach will take place, not so much in an order

of march as in the order of a general distribution; that

is a number of small columns using many roads and at

times moving across country, and so distributed that all-

round protection on the move is maintained, in place

of a few large columns protected by special guards

and detachments. When the frontier is reached and
the enemy's country is entered, though the width of

the front of the advance may not change, in order to

increase their power of attack and defence the columns

are likely to close inwards forming strong groups on
the main lines of approach, each group being pro-

tected by a swarm of motorized guerillas.

I consider that the normal formation of all the
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groups should be either that of the arrow-head, (fig. 3

of Diagram 1) or open square (fig. 2 of Diagram 1

—

the Napoleonic lozenge), the group nearest to the

enemy acting as the advanced guard. If the open

square formation is adopted, then, see Diagram 2,

directly a comes into contact it should attempt to hold

the enemy whilst b and or parts of these forces,

manoeuvre against his flanks.

The important points to remember is, that the

order of distribution (the area order) rather than the

order of march (the linear order) is the order of

battle; that is troops must be distributed as they are

likely to be required and not merely marched in this

order.

24* The First Contact with the Enemy>

The first contact with the enemy will obviously

be between the contending air and advanced motorized

forces, and for some time after hostilities have begun,

I think, it will be the exception rather than the rule

that either of these forces will gain a decision. In

my opinion their role is more to bewilder the enemy
than to defeat him. The influence of their attacks are

therefore likely to be moral rather than physical.

Under the protection of this artificially generated

fog of war, the advanced forces, a group in Diagram
2, will move forward as rapidly as possible with the

Diagram 2. Action on Contact.
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one idea of engaging the enemy, not to annihilate him
but to fix him, not so much by hitting him as by

manoeuvring him into difficult ground or against an

obstacle. Infantry are normally pinned down by fire,

but fire will seldom pin down a mechanized force^ it

will have to be boxed up by manoeuvre.

A point worth noting here is, that the formation

of groups must be as flexible as possible. As the

enemy will generally have to be fixed by manoeuvre,

group a may have to move in any direction at the

shortest of notice, to which movement groups c and

dj will have to conform. It is no longer a question of

follow my leader," but of maintaining a correct

position in an area, one side (group a) of which is

rapidly changing direction. If the earth were like a

billiard table conformation would be easy enough, as

it is at sea, but normally it is very different, being

broken up by woods, mountains, valleys, etc.

25. The Plan of Battle.

Distribution is plan in the bud, action is plan in

full bloom. The rapidity with which action should

unfold itself may be taken at between five and ten

times that of present-day fighting; therefore each hour

we have to-day to plan in, modify a plan in and issue

orders and instructions in, will be reduced to from
twelve to six minutes. A fixed idea is out of the

question, the idea of the plan must be flexible, that is

it must embrace a number of alternative actions.

There can be no formal method of attack or defence,

though as a general rule it may be accepted that an

attack which threatens the enemy from all directions,

and a defence which can frustrate such a possible series

of attacks, are the ideals to aim at. The reason for

this is that battles in the future are likely to become
more and more area operations and not merely

positional ones.

Outside enemy action, the main factor which will
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influence the plan is the nature of the ground—the

facilities and difficulties it offers to mechanized move-

ment, other factors are wind and sun; wind with

reference to gas and smoke, and sun with reference to

visibility and fire.

In the future plans will have to be based more
on movement than on offensive action; by which I do

not mean that the offensive will become less important,

but that its effect will be more dependent on correct

and rapid movement. Once the opportunity to strike

offers itself, movement must be immediate and by

signal and not by operation order.

Diagram 3. Forms of Attack.

To lay down forms of attack is difficult, other

than the general rule that the enemy should be boxed

up in an area before he is decisively attacked. The
following formations are, however, worth considering

:

(1) Penetration, If the enemy is holding a

defensive position which cannot be turned, then his

front will have to be broken. In such operations the

open square formation is a suitable one, group a

effecting the penetration, groups b and c enlarging the

gap, whilst d forges ahead and attacks the enemy's

rear—see fig. 1, Diagram 3.
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(2) Single Outflanking, If the enemy is man-

oeuvred diagonally towards an obstacle which he

cannot cross, or can only cross with difficulty, a single

envelopment may encircle him. Thus, in fig. 2, if a?

is a swamp, then whilst a presses him in front, if b

can move to y his line of retreat will be cut off. In

such an operation it will at once be seen that it is the

manoeuvre and not the attack which is the foundation

of victory.

A similar operation can be carried out by a

retirement, the enemy being lured against an obstacle,

or induced to enter an area flanked by two and similarly

attacked.

(3) Double Outflanking, When obstacles do not

exist, a mechanized group must be used in their place.

Thus, in fig. 3 of Diagram 3, whilst a moves against

the enemy c manoeuvres towards x, a driving e on

to c whilst b moves on y.

Again, a similar operation can be carried out by

retiring, a falling back and drawing e towards it, whilst

b and c remain out and clinch inwards as e advances

—

see fig. 4.

It will be seen that these operations are converging

rather than outflanking ones, as distinct forces are

employed and not one force. This being so, a point

worth noting is the importance of hiding these forces

so that they may surprise the enemy. This means

three things: (1) The necessity of gaining local com-

mand of the air; (2) the part which woods, valleys and

dips in the ground will play as hiding places, and (3)

the use of motor guerillas to search these out.

26* Deployment for Battle*

Deployments, such as take place to-day, of

columns into lines will be replaced by expansion, or

contraction, of distribution into fighting formations, this
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change over taking place as the enemy is approached.

With marching columns of troops the main difficulty

is that rapid movement cannot be made in extended

order, the columns deploying to fight and ploying to

march. This difficulty is largely overcome by

mechanized troops, for though when advancing and
retiring they will if possible use roads, road movements
are not essential.

27* Organization in Rear*

The present problem of supply in the field is

tactically a simple one, because the front of an army
normally protects its rear. In area warfare this pro-

tection is to a large extent non-existent, because flank

and rear attacks are easier. The result of this is that

a reversion is likely to take place to the supply system

which held good during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, namely, defended field depots with convoys

working in between.

In armies largely dependent for their mobility on

petrol it is obvious that the protection of the convoys

will become all-important, and that, consequently,

special mobile line of communications protective units

will have to form part of the field army. The system

will probably be as follows : A base depot strongly

protected against air attack, with fortified depots

linking it to the field army. Each group, or corps, will

draw its supplies from an advanced depot, and will be

responsible jfor the protection of its columns. Like

the old independent cavalry, the corps supply columns

are likely to duplicated, so that the full one may move
with the corps whilst the empty one goes back to refill.

The depots on the line of communications will require

protective troops of their own.
Though normally supplies will be sent forward

to the depots by road or rail, operations may at times
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demand cross-country supply; consequently the organ-

ization of the line of communications will probably

include one or more cross-country trains—high power
tractors which can haul over ordinary field land up-

wards of a hundred tons. These trains may be com-

pared to the horse transport units now abandoned, but

which were maintained for several years after lorries

were in use as a reserve in case lorry supply broke

down, or became inoperative.

Another point worth noting is the likelihood of

the reintroduction of foraging. This was common a

century or so ago, but in modern times was given up,

as the size of armies became so great as to render the

gathering in of supplies a negligible factor. Not only

will motorized and mechanized armies be smaller, but

petrol and oil will become so necessary to the very life

of such forces that every endeavour will be made to

seize all stocks found in the enemy's country. Prac-

tically every town and village In Western Europe now
contains one or more petrol pumps; and it cannot be

doubted that these will be used in war in order to

augment supply and so economize transport.

28. Positions of Commanders.

The correct position for every commander is at

the point of greatest importance, a point which is

constantly changing its position. Thus, when pre-

parations are necessary, it is where preparations can

best be carried out; when an advance is made—as near

as possible to the head of the advance; once the battle

is launched—at the most suitable point of ground and

air communication, and when a disaster takes place

—

right forward with the shattered troops, or immediately

in rear of them.

As mechanized formations will be comparatively

small, in an attack (generally speaking) their com-
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manders should lead their troops Into action. In fact

their safest place will be with their men and not behind

them. An admiral in a battleship is safer than in a

dinghy behind his fleet; so also must the commander
of a mechanized force be in a tank and not sitting on

a shooting-stick miles in rear of his command.



LECTURE V.

CHAPTER V.

INFORMATION.

29. Information—General Principles*

Information is the foundation of battle, and battle

is the main tactical action which takes place between

armies; consequently information varies according to the

nature of the forces engaged, their armaments, means
of movement and protection, in fact their composition

and general organization. For example, whilst a horde
army is tied down to existing communications, road and
rail, a mechanized army is to a far greater extent free

from them, it can move across country and be supplied

by cross-country vehicles. Futher, it is less conspicuous,

or rather its strategy is less conspicuous; for on account

of its speed of movement and its greater independence

from communications, it can move on a broader front

and in greater depth. It covers an area and not a

series of lines, and can move from cover to cover at

greater speed, or more rapidly change its position under

cover of darkness.

Until aircraft were invented, one of the great

difficulties in horde warfare was to discover the enemy;
once introduced, this became almost a matter of routine,

for size and slowness of movement prevented the

horde being lost once it was found. In the case of a

mechanized army, though there should not be any great

difficulty in finding tank and other forces in spite of the

smallness of their size and their higher speed, there will
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be a real difficulty In maintaining contact with them. It

will be a game of hide and seek unless command of the

air is definitely won, and even then the ability to shift

position during night time will often out-wit air in-

formation.

Another difficulty is, especially at the outset of a

campaign, that motorized and mechanized troops will

be much dispersed, and that, consequently, their general

direction will not be easy to guage; and yet another,

that whilst in horde warfare strategy, tactics and war
doctrine generally are formal, being governed by com-

munications, in mechanized warfare they will be less

so, certainly until our present system of mapping has

been radically modified.

Strategically, existing maps are of importance

because they show roads and railways, tactically because

they show rivers, mountains, etc., but a mechanized

army wants more information than this, it wants to

know what areas suit its movements and what do not.

The slope of hills, the surface of the ground, the banks

of rivers, the nature of woods, all affect its movement
Generally speaking, it wants to know where tanks can

move easily, where with difficulty and where not at all.

Yet another difficulty which will face a mechanized

army is to report the enemy^s movements in time. A
greater one—to be able to take advantage of this in-

formation; for as mobility increases so will the duration

of its importance diminish. It is often imagined that

such inventions as aircraft and wireless communication

will lift the fog of war. It is true they may lift cer-

tain corners of it; but, in my opinion, the bulk of the

fog will remain just as dense, for increased mobility

will cause situations to change rapidly, and constant and

often conflicting information from air and ground will

bewilder as much as complete ignorance will render

cautious. Finally, I think, that negative information

will grow in importance, because to know that the

enemy is not in a certain area will often be more im-
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portant than positive information of a conflicting

nature.

30* Reconnaissance—General Principles*

Whilst a few years ago the means of recon-

naissance were limited to cavalry forces and infantry

patrols, to these must now be added (1) aeroplanes,

(2) stationary balloons, (3) motor cars and motor
bicycles, (4) armoured cars, and (5) tanks. As the

means have been vastly extended, consequently the

allocation of duties must be more precisely worked out,

so that the highest economy may result. Whilst

formerly there were two spheres of reconnaissance, an

outer strategical and an inner tactical one, the first the

area of cavalry formations and the second of cavalry

and infantry units, to-day we have three : A deep

strategical sphere, a shallow protective sphere and in

between a wide tactical sphere. The first is the area

of aircraft, the second of tanks, cavalry (as long as

they hold the field) and infantry—on foot, in motor
vehicles and on motor bicycles, and the central one of

motor and armoured cars. The importance of this last

sphere can scarcely be exaggerated; for, if I am right in

supposing that the motor-guerilla will play an important

part in another war, this central sphere will be occupied

by a veritable army, a fast moving swarm which will

not only search the area of advance, picket bridges and

tactical points, block roads, etc., but will fight off the

enemy swarm and so clear the area of advance. Should

the enemy reinforce his army of motor-guerillas with

tanks, then his opponent will have to do likewise; but,

generally speaking, I consider the tank will be too

valuable a weapon for guerilla warfare.

Within the guerilla swarm will have to move a

number of aircraft communication stations, or offices,

to which air information can be sent back, and from
which armoured car patrols will, as occasion demands.
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be sent forward to reconnoitre for the swarm and to

beat back the enemy motor-guerillas.

Within this swarm the army will move and rest,

the swarm thinning out in front and thickening on the

flanks as the enemy is neared, until when contact is

gained, except for a few patrols, the front will be

cleared.

Though the means of reconnaissance have in-

creased, as I have already noted, it must not be supposed

that the actual work has become much easier. The
smallness of the main forces and the ubiquity of the

motor-guerilla forces will render finding difficult and

judgment perplexing. Rapidity of movement will

enable changes of direction to be more readily made,

a wooded country, a foggy day, or a night move may
upset all calculations.

31 Reconnaissance £rom the Air before Battle*

In mechanized warfare the first principle of air

reconnaissance is that it should be unceasing. From the

moment war is declared air information of the enemy

must be gained, and if contact is not to be lost it must

be maintained night and day. The call on aircraft will,

consequently, be exceedingly severe, and this, until

command of the air has been gained, will render per-

sistent attacks on the enemy's cities and centres of

industry unlikely, unless at the outset of the war his

opponent is vastly stronger than he is.

In the maintenance of contact, motor guerillas and
armoured cars will play a leading part. What the

aeroplane discovers these weapons will hold. Thus,

should during the daytime an enemy force be signalled

from the air as being at ^, then the object of the motor-

guerilla and the armoured car will be to swarm round
this locality and occupy all approaches and exits, in fact

to box the enemy up so that in whatever direction he

moves his movement will be discovered—or covered.
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Should the enemy be strong in aircraft, in order to

gain liberty of air action it may become necessary to

employ a stronger reconnaissance formation of all

mechanized arms which can move forward independ-

ently of the main army, seize and occupy a landing

ground, fortify it with anti-aircraft artillery and search-

lights and so establish a protected base for air action.

Such a formation would in fact be a moving fortress.

It would consist of a strong force of anti-aircraft

artillery protected by tanks and mobile anti-tank

defences, covered by an outer ring of motor-guerillas

and armoured cars.

The system which prevails to-day is that aircraft

move from the rear of an army over its front and

attack their targets. Though this system will un-

doubtedly remain the normal one, in the attack on the

enemy's cities it may be necessary to push the air base

out to the front, or more probably to a flank, of the

army, that is separated from it, in which case it must
be self-contained and self-protected.

32« Reconnaissance from the Ground before Battle*

From what I have said about aircraft it will be

realised that reconnaissance on the ground will have

to be as unceasing as in the air, and that these two forms

of reconnaissance are interdependent.

With the motor-guerilla swarm I have already

dealt, but so far I have said little as regards armoured
cars and tanks, the duties of which I will now briefly

enter into.

If the swarm is delayed by enemy motor car attack,

this inevitably will mean that the main army in its

centre will also be delayed. As actions between motor-

guerillas will generally be frontal, to relieve the inward

pressure caused by the enemy guerillas, the surest means
will be to attack them in rear or flank by reconnais-

sance tanks or armoured cars—more probably the
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latter. The method I suggest is explained in Diagram
4 : ^ is the main army surrounded by b the motor-

guerilla swarm, c and d are two forces of armoured

cars. As a and b move forward d and c do the same,

but outwardly In two large circles, d clearing the area

into which a and b are about to move, and c circling

round the outer edge of b to attack in rear, or flank,

any enemy cars which may attempt to drive in or pene-

trate b. When d has arrived at e it will, directly a

and b are well in area circle out for the next bound,

c

Diagram 4. Method of Ground Reconnaissance,

whilst c, now at d's original position, will once again

carry out its circling duties. In actual fact the circles

will not, of course, be regular as shown in the diagram,

but will follow the road system immediately outside b.

Another very important reconnaissance is that of

the ground itself. In order to distribute a mechanized

force correctly, a commander must have detailed

knowledge of the types of ground over which his

machines are going to move; consequently ground re-

connaissance should not simply end with a general

description of the ground, but with one which com-
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pares the ground with the various arms which may be

called upon to move over it. This work, I consider,

should be carried out by the reconnaissance tanks, these

machines moving forward into area / as the armoured
cars, move round it. Not only will the armoured cars

be able to supply information to the reconnaissance

tanks, but these tanks will form a central reserve to

them if they are attacked by tanks.

As reconnaissance must be continuous it should be

kept up at night time, by which I do not mean that

full movement should be maintained. This is out of

the question, as men and machines must be rested; but

that reconnaissance forces must not lose touch with any

enemy forces discovered during daylight. This, as I

have already explained, is best done by picketing them.

33* Reconnaissance during Battle*

Once battle is engaged and the main army comes

into action, the motor-guerilla swarm should concen-

trate on its flanks and operate against the enemy's

flanks and rear. As this work is likely to prove highly

dangerous on account of the proximity of the enemy's

mechanized forces, the main reconnaissances should be

carried out by reconnaissance and scout tanks, the motor

cars and armoured cars moving further and further

out on the flanks to watch all approaches and to signal

back the advance of any hostile machines.

Though during battle it is of the utmost import-

ance that the maximum of information regarding the

enemy should be gathered in, this is likely to prove of

little value unless possible enemy's actions have been

foreseen and prepared for. This does not mean,

should the courses open to the enemy be six in number,

that six complete schemes have to be prepared,

instead one scheme with six equally good answers.

Unless this is done, the chances are that either an army
will be frittered away in detachments, or that so strong
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a reserve will be held in hand that hitting power will

be detrimentally affected. To take full advantage of any
of these possible courses of enemy action, as well as to

eliminate such as the enemy does not intend to adopt,

reconnaissances must be scheduled up accordingly, so

that intimate touch may be maintained between possible

enemy manoeuvres and the actual distribution. If the

enemy's reserve forces cannot be observed from the

ground, they must be kept under constant air observa-

tion, the reconnoitring aircraft being in touch not only

with command headquarters but with a special force

of motor and armoured cars which will operate

according to their instructions.

Besides these various reconnaissances, it must
never be overlooked that it is the duty of every unit

to reconnoitre as well as to fight and protect itself.

This is doubly the case in mechanized warfare, for

frequently units will be far spaced and movements
will be rapid. To-day reconnaissances are compara-
tively slow and elaborate. A force proceeds on a

mission, then reports in full to command headquarters,

at which the report is digested and new or amended
orders issued. Now it must be remembered that with

machines moving at possibly 20 miles the hour every

half hour may carry an operation into a totally

different area, and that, consequently, for fighting

uniJs to await orders is out of the question, yet they

must operate to plan. How can this control be

established.

I think a solution is as follows : All maps should

be squared and each square numbered, and if all are

tank maps, that is they show where tanks can go, can

go with diflficulty and cannot go, so much the better.

The plan is made out with its alternatives and every

fighting commander knows these. The operation is

launched and the machines disappear into the blue.

Now what are the points a commander wishes to know
so that he can control the operations? The position of
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each of his units, the position and strength of the enemy,

the action of each of his units, the action of the enemy,

and the condition of each of his units. There are

other points, but these will suffice for example. Now
put these into code : the map squares are numbered
and each unit has a code call—Ex, Zw, etc. Actions :

A ~ attacking, B = holding, C ^ retiring, D = moving,

etc. Strength given in words. Condition : E =^ strong,

F = indifferent, G ^ bad. Now as to a message from
front to rear or centre; Ex 100 A En 101 fifty

D 98 F," or 1st Battalion in Square 100 attacking

enemy in square 101, his strength estimated at 50

machines moving towards square 98, his condition

indifferent."

At command headquarters, in the open, or in a

tank, the commander will also have a squared map
set out like a chessboard, each square having several

small holes in it. By his side will be a box of coloured,

numbered and lettered plugs, or pins, such as are used

in the game of crlbbage. The board will be set at the

opening of the operation, and as messages come rain-

ing in by wireless, a clerk will move the plugs from
square to square changing their numberings or

letterings as information demands. As the operation

proceeds the commander will modify his plan by a

somewhat similar code, sending out his code orders to

units, or groups of units, and leaving it to the initiative;

of the men on the spot to carry them out. Thus, he

may wireless out : Ex Ey A Ez Fx B Fy Fz D 213

Gx D 209,** which would mean 1st and 2nd Battalions

attack enemy, 3rd and 4th battalions hold him, 5th

and 6th battalions move to square 213 and 7th bat-

talion to square 209.**

In this system the two main points of importance

are : (1) The commander must be provided with con-

stant information; (2) the subordinate commanders
must act on their own initiative with reference to an

idea and not an explanatory order.
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34* Information from Prisoners, etc*, and from
Captured Documents*

As information is only of military value when it

is up to date, and as in mechanized war time may often

be divided by five or six, it consequently follows that

much of the information culled from prisoners and

captured documents will lose its value. Again, as code

and verbal orders will prevail over written and ex-

planatory ones, it is likely that private soldiers will

know less and less about the operations they are

engaged in, or what the ideas underlying them are.

More and more will the actual men become parts of

the machine, whilst their officers become parts of the

commander's brain.

35* Secrecy Regarding Information*

As the value of information is influenced by the

speed of tactical movement, so also is that of secrecy.

Before the opening of an operation the necessity for

profound secrecy is obvious, which, as I have shown,

can in part be maintained by the breadth and depth

of the initial distribution. In horde warfare, because

movement is comparatively so slow secrecy is main-

tained throughout a battle; but in the action between

mechanized units, once close contact and fighting take

rplace, except for the movements of reserves, out-

flanking forces, headquarters and supplies, a wise,

bold and confident commander will cast secrecy to the

winds and rely on open code signals in place of com-

plicated cyphers. There is another advantage in this,

namely, the bewildering and misleading of the enemy

by code messages which are not to be acted upon.

Remember this, that in future warfare ruse and

stratagem are going to play all-important parts, for the

quicker fighting moves the sharper must be the wits

of the general. It is the fox in man, and quite as

much so as the lion, which will win through.
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CHAPTER VI.

PROTECTION.

36* General Protection*

The reintroduction of armour and the general

adoption of the motor car are daily changing the whole

outlook of tactics. The first provides direct protection

against the bullet, the second renders this protection

mobile; hence a new protective base is given to offensive

action, a new and stronger foundation which will

support a far more powerful tactical edifice. In bullet

warfare the ground was the protective element, and to

it was added extensions between riflemen in order to

reduce the target. In mechanized warfare mobile

armour replaces static earth, and speed of movement
from one position to another adds an increased value

to extensions. Whilst heretofore the attacker has

had to halt in order to fight, now he can move to fight,

like a ship at sea.

The value of the motor vehicle is two-fold : it can

be used with or without armour, and so, as I have shown
it gives rise to two classes of troops—mechanized
and motorized, the first being the protective sword of

the second, and the second the protective shield of

the first.

As mechanization presents unlimited opportunities

for surprise, and as in area warfare there is no well

defined front to be threatened, general and local pro-

tection will become increasingly important. To-day
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an army is nowhere safe; it can be attacked from great

distances by aircraft, and from considerable distances

by motor and armoured cars. When within twenty

or thirty miles of its enemy it may also be attacked by

tanks, consequently, local protection is daily becoming

more vital, so much so that in future wars the posting

of a few pickets and sentries will be quite insufficient.

Camps a hundred miles and more in rear of the

front, ammunition dumps, railheads, etc., will have to

be protected, not only against aircraft but against raids

carried out by armoured cars and motor cars. The
importance of protecting headquarters, transport and

artillery lines against air and ground attack is daily

becoming more noticeable, and more and more Is it

necessary to establish these in anti-tank areas, and to

hide them away from observation.

In attack the first protective problem Is the correct

appreciation of ground to weapons. The second is

the proper distribution of artillery, by which I mean
that the guns should be placed so as to be in a position

to assist whichever arm is to play the more important

part. Thirdly, anti-tank weapons should be distributed

in such areas in which the enemy is to be held back;

and fourthly, tanks should be concentrated in those

areas in which it is intended to develop the offensive.

The whole attack should be organized on a protective

plttn and founded on a protective base, the offensive

being launched from this base.

Protection in defence is very similar to protection

in attack, but as the Initiative is with the enemy It Is

of the greatest importance that as strong a reserve

as possible Is kept In hand. The defensive screen, which

is to hold up and delay the enemy, should mainly con-

sist of anti-tank weapons, behind which a reserve of

tanks is held to counter-attack the enemy In flank, or

rear, at short notice. If the protective screen can hold

up the hostile tanks, it should be remembered that the

enemy will almost certainly turn towards his opponent's
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flanks and rear, hence in these directions also must

preparations be made to meet attack.

PROTECTION WHEN ON THE MOVE.

37» Mobile Forces.

As In mechanized warfare the flanks and rear of

a force are the points which will be constantly

threatened, to march a body of troops in one long

column is to ask for trouble, not only because its flanks

increase with its length, but because it offers a good

target to air attack. Obviously small columns, such as

brigade groups, are more suitable, and as I have

pointed out in a former lecture they should march in

echelon with their strategic flank thrown back, or else

in arrow-head formation, or open square. Should one

brigade group be attacked in force it should assume the

defensive until one or more of the other groups can

be sent to its assistance.

When we turn to protective guards the intro-

duction of the motor-guerilla swarm will considerably

modify their duties. In place of acting as independent

bodies they will form strong nuclei within the swarm,

protecting it when required, and at times breaking

through defended areas and other obstructions in or^er

to keep the circle of cars mobile and intact.

ADVANCED GUARDS.

38* Strength and Composition of an Advanced
Guard*

The advanced guard of a mechanized force will

undoubtedly consist of all classes of machines, namely,

reconnaissance tanks, scout tanks, destroyer tanks,

combat tanks, artillery tanks, bridging machines and
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armoured cars. To It will most certainly be attached

aircraft for reconnaissance, and probably motorized

infantry for occupying and holding operations. Well

ahead of it will move aircraft and armoured cars, and

on its flanks the motor-guerillas linking it up to the

flank guards and to the rearguard and so completing

the protective circle.

Unlike the present advanced guard it will not move
from tactical feature to tactical feature. In place the

swarm with its guards, of which the advanced guard is

the leading one, will move from tactical area to tactical

area, in which tactical features are but isolated points,

islands, so to say, within a confined sea, or lake.

39* Advanced Guard Conunandcn

The advanced guard forming but a strong link

within the protective circle, though it must possess a

commander of its own, it would seem necessary that

the whole circle should be under the command of one

man, and that the commander of the various guards

should be subordinate to him; for, unless such a supreme

protective command is instated, the circle is apt to

become disorganized through independent action. I

consider, therefore, that there must be one circle

commander under whom will come four guard com-

matiders and the commander of the guerilla swarm.

His position will vary according to circumstances, but

generally speaking he will accompany the guard which

is immediately threatened, sometimes the advanced

guard and sometimes one of the others.

40* Action of an Advanced Guards

Once the plan for an advance is issued, the first

problem of the circle commander is to work out a

series of movements by areas, and to issue provisional

instructions for the occupation of each in turn, in which
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the work of each group of arms is laid down. These
instructions should include a general distribution of

forces, aircraft and armoured car reconnaissances, the

action of the swarm and the action of the guards.

As regards the advanced guard, its main problem
will be to keep the protective circle moving in the

desired direction. A distribution which suggests itself

is : Armoured cars well out to its front, followed by a

vanguard of reconnaissance and scout tanks and a main-

guard of combat and reconnaissance tanks, in rear of

which moves the anti-tank wing. Should the enemy be

met with, he will immediately be pushed back, and if

this is not possible, then held by the vanguard, the

tanks of the main body moving outwards and the anti-

tank wing brought up to consolidate the vanguard area

and so establish a strong base of operations. From
this base, one, or two, outflanking attacks can then be

made, supported on their flanks by motor-guerillas.

If, instead, the guerilla forces on the flanks of the

advanced guard are held up, the advanced guard

should slow down its forward movement and detach

a force, or forces, to operate against the flank or rear

of the enemy. In either case the idea is the same,

namely, rapid outflanking and the avoidance of a

frontal attack, and still more so of an assault.

41* An Advanced Guard in Retreat*

In the retreat of a mechanized army pursued by a

similar force, the main danger lies in being headed off.

Therefore, when the situation points to such a

possibility, the advanced guard, using its anti-tank

wing supported by tanks, should form what I will call

a funnel formation. That is to say, it should throw

out on its flanks two protective forces, {a and b)^

holding within the area between them a mobile force

(c) ready at the shortest of notice to move through
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the apex of the funnel and take in flank or rear any

enemy forces operating against its sides—see Diagram
5.

42* Protection when Deployed*

In the case of a mechanized force, deployment, as

it is generally understood, is a misnomer; for, as I have

already explained, a mechanized force does not so

much deploy from one formation into another, as

expand, or contract, its original formation. This con-

traction, or expansion, will take place within the pro-

tective circle, the main object of which is to relieve the

main body from protective duties whilst on the move

Diagram 5. An Advanced Guard in Retreat,

and at rest. The further the enemy is away the larger

is tte area of the circle likely to be, but the nearer he

IS approached the more will it have to contract, the

guards moving slightly ahead of the outer circumference

of the swarm the better to protect it.

FLANK GUARDS.

43* Composition and Action of a Flank Guard

In area warfare a flank guard in composition must

obviously resemble an advanced guard, because there

is no fixed front, and at any moment it may be called
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Upon to carry out the duties of an advanced guard

and, like an advanced guard, it is nothing more than a

strong nucleus within the protective circle. Conse-

quently, its action will be similar to that of the advanced

guard, namely, to beat off a determined enemy attack,

or by attacking the enemy in flank prevent the swarm
being driven in.

Should several distinct mechanized formations

take the field, then if they move in echelon they will

automatically reduce the likelihood of flank attacks.

For example, in Diagram 6, a protects the front of bj

b the rear of a, c the right flanks of a and b^ whilst c's

left flank is protected by a and b^ and c^s front and

a .

m b —

>

Diagram 6. Protection Against Flank Attack.

rear very considerably protected by these groups which
can take in flank an enemy attacking c in front or rear.

When a force halts, its flanks if possible should

rest on natural obstacles—anti-tank areas.

REAR GUARDS.

44* Actions of a Rear Guard to a Retreating

Force*

A rear guard to a retreating force should operate

like an advanced guard to an advancing one, that is it

should move from area to area; but it must not be

looked upon as a detached force, for whether in move-
ment or at the halt, in advance or retreat, it remains
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part of the protective circle which must never be broken.

The only exception to this rule would appear to be

when an army passing through a defile is compelled to

move in a linear formation. In this case the protective

circle ceasing to exist, a detached rear guard becomes
necessary.

The formation which a rear guard should assume
is again that of a funnel, the guerilla swarm working
outside it and maintaining contact with the enemy as

long as possible in order to delay his advance. Dia-

.^'^ Diagram 7. Action of a Rear Guard in Retreat,

gram 7 illustrates a typical rear guard operation, fig. 1

showing the first phase and fig. 2 the second. In fig. 1,.

the swarm is still out but is being driven in; in fig. 2,

the swarm is shown by the letters and a}f and h'^

being the anti-tank wing of the rear guard, and c\

and the mobile forces. Should the enemy— pene-

trate between and can advance and engage

him whilst and attack him in rear and flank.

Should the enemy attack b\ then can operate against

his right flank whilst c^, or part of this force, operates.
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against his left flank. The secret of this particular

formation is : (1) It establishes a defensive base from
which the mobile forces can operate, (2) it induces an

enemy to offer a flank to counter-attack.

45* Action of a Rear Guard in Close Contact

with the Enemy*

In mechanized warfare one of the supreme

dangers is that a sudden reverse may result in a rout;

for it is easier to lose control over fast moving machines

than over slow moving troops. In medieval times a

cavalry charge was frequently followed by the over-

throw of one side or the other; nevertheless complete

routs were infrequent, because each army of knights

generally established immediately in rear of it a wagon
laager held by infantry. These laagers were in fact

mobile fortresses into which the knights retired when
defeated. I do not suggest that in its entirety so simple

a method of avoiding a pursuit can be introduced, but

I do think that a mechanized attack should whenever

possible be launched from an anti-tank base, that is an

area of ground easily defensible against tanks, or one

occupied by the anti-tank wing. If this is done it should

not be difficult to break off an engagement, and retire

behind the anti-tank defences and refit.

The maintenance of a reserve is another im-

portant point, for without an adequate one a disen^a^i.

ment will become next to impossible. When used for

this purpose, the reserve should not be drawn up in

rear of the troops to be withdrawn, which is normally

the case with infantry, but on one of their flanks, so

that as the enemy advances he will be threatened in

flank.

46* Demolition Schemes and Expedients for

Dela5mttg an Enemy^s Advance.

Unless demolitions are arranged for beforehand,

it may be accepted that as a rule little or no time will
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be available to prepare them. The blowing up of

bridges will undoubtedly delay an enemy; but should

he be equipped with amphibian tanks the delay will

not be for long. A better system of delay would
appear to be the construction of anti-tank posts and

defences well in rear of the retreating force. The
value of these I will discuss in another lecture.

47* Rear Guard to a Force Advancing*

With a force advancing through a friendly country

a rear guard is likely to play a passive part. It will

be within the guerilla swarm and will be protected by

it; but directly the enemy's country is entered the likeli-

hood of a rear attack must always be kept in mind,

and, consequently, the rear guard must be ready for

immediate action.

When an army advances the rear guard is likely

to be large, for as a protected area of communications

will have to be established, this guard will be accom-

panied by such troops as will be required to garrison

the field depots and provide escorts for the convoys

which will work in between them. This problem I

will deal with in my next lecture.



LECTURE VIL

CHAPTER VI.

PROTECTION.

PROTECTION WHEN AT REST.

48. General Nature of Outposts.

Obviously, protection when at rest will be in-

fluenced by the increased mobility of armies. At
present outposts are mainly found by the infantry, and
are distributed in order to protect resting forces from
cavalry and infantry attack. They are placed

sufficiently far out to gain time for the resting forces

to get under arms. In motorized and mechanized
warfare this picture will change, for outposts must be

prepared to meet incessant motor car attacks, which at

any moment may be followed up by a determir^
thrust by armoured troops. Because both these forms

of attack are highly mobile the outpost line will have

to be pushed further afield and be prepared to beat

off a tank attack.

As in such warfare the object of an outpost line

is to keep a selected area clear of the enemy, the word
line " is really a misnomer, and should be replaced

by that of circle or circumference." Obviously

the right troops to carry out this work are the guerilla

swarm supported by the four guards—the advanced
guard, rear guard and two flank guards. The general
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distribution is given in Diagram 8, a representing the

resting army and b the guerilla swarm; the guards are

lettered d, e and /. From the guards, or the swarm,
should move out armoured car patrols to a depth of

some 20 miles— and beyond these, constant aircraft

observation should be maintained

—

h. Thus, we obtain

three protective circles—aeroplanes, armoured cars and
motor guerillas; the depth of the entire area depending

on the proximity of the enemy. If near, the area

included will be small, if distant—then large.

Immediately the air patrols report the position

of the enemy, armoured cars, or failing these motor

Diagram 8. General Distribution of Outposts,

cars, will be sent out to gain contact with him, and to

picket all approaches between his position and the

*v/Utpost area. As he advances they will fall back, and

as he approaches circle b they will not retire within this

circle but remain out on his flanks. Meanwhile, as

I explained in the last lecture, the guards will make
ready to take in flank any enemy force which may
attempt to penetrate circle b.

From this it will be seen that protection at rest

is in principle almost identical to protection on the move,

the only difference being that when at rest an army can

better protect itself against aircraft attack, because its

anti-aircraft defences — guns and lights — will be

stationary.

F
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49* Factors AfiEecting Protective Measures*

The main factors which will influence protective

measures are : (1) The mobility of the enemy; (2) the

nature of the country; (3) command of the air, and (4)

ability to picket the enemy effectively. If superiority

In the air is assured, then the armoured car patrols

will be able to operate freely, and this freedom will

increase in direct proportion as the enemy's power of

movement is lower than his adversary's.

As regards the nature of the country, an ideal

area to rest in is one encircled by rivers and hilly

country, for then the enemy's motor guerillas will be

restricted to a few avenues of approach. It is these

forces, especially when operating in an enemy's country,

which will generally give the most trouble.

The attack of an outpost area by mechanized arms
during hours of darkness is likely to be the exception

rather than the rule, as the control of such operations

will always be difficult; but it must not be overlooked

that enemy's tanks may approach during night time and

lay up in woods, etc., until dawn. Should such hiding

places exist in the neighbourhood of the outpost area,

they should be occupied by detached posts.

50* Protective Measures when the Enemy^s

Main Forces are not within Striking Distance*

Should the enemy not be within striking distance,

that is should he be far away, well over a hundred

miles, then, as I have already pointed out, the pro-

tective circle, whether at rest or on the move, can

expand. In this case reconnaissances should be pushed

ahead until the area occupied by him is discovered,

when all roads leading out of it should be picketed.

When far away, the only likelihood of attack will be

from aircraft; consequently the deeper and broader
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the distribution of the resting, or moving, force, the

easier will it be to conceal it.

Unless command of the air is absolute, which is

seldom likely to be the case, it should be accepted as

a rule that an enemy is always within striking! distance,

for to-day bombing machines exist which have a circuit

of action of 1,200 miles. The fact that armies will

never really be outside striking distance by aircraft and
seldom so by motor car has vastly increased the im-

portance of the protective problem. It may almost

be said that whilst the central idea of horde warfare

was the cultivation of offensive power, that of

mechanized warfare will be the opposite. Protection

will force itself more and more to the fore, not only

in the form of armour, but in that of fortifications and

defensive distributions.

5L Protective Measures when the Enemy's

Main Forces are within Striking Distance^

This problem I have already in part dealt with.

It differs from the last one mainly in the size of the

area occupied by the army, and also in whether this

area is in the enemy's country or not. This point I

have also mentioned, but here I will examine it more
fully as it introduces another phase of the protective

pr'^Llem.

It is obvious, if I am right in supposing that

motorized guerillas will play as important a part in

future warfare, as I believe they will, that their most

profitable sphere of action is in their own country, for

not only will they be among friends but their supply

problems will be far easier to solve.

When the enemy's country is penetrated, local

conditions will rapidly begin to tell against both the

security and mobility of the invading army, which,

unless it is distinctly superior to its adversary's, will

seek to gain a decisive battle in the neighbourhood of

F 2
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the frontier. We may, therefore, expect that in the

future frontiers will be systematically protected against

motorized and mechanized attack, and that, con-

sequently, prolonged operations of an indecisive

nature will take place on them until a definite advantage

is gained. It also means that when this advantage is

gained and one side penetrates its enemy^s territories

beyond his anti-tank zone, not only will the invading

side have to move within a closely guarded circle of

troops, but will have to entrench when at the halt,

just as Julius Caesar did two thousand years ago, and
for similar reasons. What will be the nature of these

defences?

They will not be trenches as we knew them in the

last war, which were dug to protect the defender, for

this type of protection is now being replaced by armour,
which not only protects the defender but the attacker

as well. They will be an extension of the same idea

which gave birth to wire entanglements. These
obstacles were erected to impede the attacker's mobility;

similarly in anti-tank defences it is mobility which must
be attacked—the advancing machines must be stopped.

Where will they advance? This is far from
being an unanswerable question, for a large scale map
prepared for mechanized warfare will show at a glance

the approaches and areas the enemy's machines are

likely to use. .

To halt them and destroy them the following

defences suggest themselves : Mine fields which will re-

place wire entanglements and a network of strong points

which will largely replace entrenchments. These strong

points will probably take two forms: (1) Small re-

doubts or concrete pill-boxes, and (2) small portable

bullet-proof, and possibly shell-proof, cupolas and
shields which can be carried on tracked wagons and
hauled by powerful tractors from place to place. I

will enter into the nature of these defences more fully

in another lecture.
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52* Protection during Battle*

Protection during battle will obviously vary with

circumstances. The nature of the country may be

suitable for offensive or defensive action. If both sides

are seeking a decision, open country, that is a good
offensive area, will be sought; but generally this will

not be the case, the weaker side retiring into broken
country, or into a prepared anti-tank zone.

Protection during battle may be examined under
three headings :

(1) The protection of the mechanized arms—the

striking force.

(2) Protection of the non-mechanized arms and

rear services.

(3) Protection against motor-guerilla attack.

From these three categories of protection we
obtain the picture of a stronghold or castle, surrounded

by a ring of outer defences from which an armoured

sally party can issue forth and engage the enemy in the

open field. A very similar picture to that presented

to us in medieval warfare, namely, a fortified wagon
laager surrounded by foraging parties and battles

"

(battalions) of mounted knights in armour who chal-

lenged each other to combat outside their respective

fcidfied posts.

The tactical base of the medieval system was the

laager, in the mechanized system it will also be the

laager in changed form; not a wagon fortress but an

anti-tank fortress, an area of ground chosen on account

of its natural strength, and protected by a chain of

anti-tank cupolas and shielded guns. At a distance and

around this moveable fortress will be posted the

guerilla swarm, not a fixed protective outwork, but a

mobile one, moving outwards when unopposed, and,

when attacked by superior force, wihdrawing when
necessary within the mobile fortress.
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As regards the protection of the mechanized

force itself, being armoured its main protective power
lies in its offensive action. The ground, the sun, the

wind, as well as its distribution in such an order that

whenever attacked it can refuse a flank and take the

enemy in flank, are all protective means which must be

considered in the plan of battle. If taken at a dis-

advantage, in place of risking defeat it should retire on

the mobile fortress, and either reorganize itself under

its protection, or seek refuge in it and refit. It may
seem that this is to court destruction through siege;

but such a danger will, so I think, prove the exception,

for as the enemy must refuel and refit it is unlikely

that he will be able to remain outside the fortress for

more than a few hours or possibly a day or two. What
is more likely is that he will attempt to carry out a

series of aircraft bombardments on its now crowded
garrison, and simultaneously interpose himself between

the fortress and its nearest advanced depot.

53» Commanders in an Outpost System.

I have already examined this question, pointing

out that, as in mechanized warfare protection must

be circular instead of linear, one commander will

be required to control the protective circle in place of

a number. In theory the general-in-chief is respo^s/rjble

for the security of the whole of his army and its services.

In present-day warfare it is easy to detail an officer to

command, as the difference between tactical operations

is not so great as it will be in mechanized warfare. In

this type of fighting there will be a distinct difference

between the tactical duties and the commander of the

protective circle, of the mobile fortress and the striking

force; consequently it would seem that the general-in-

chief will require three subordinate commanders,
amongst whom the command of the outposts will fall

to the circle commander, who, as I have already men-
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tloned, will have under him five subordinates—the

commander of the swarm and of the four guards.

54* Miscellaneous.

Under this heading may be considered protection

by means of night movements, under cover of smoke

clouds, and protection by feints.

Night time offers two types of protection : The
first, protection from direct observation, and the second

protection through ability to move unseen from one

position to another. With tanks it should not be

difficult to shift a considerable force several miles under

cover of darkness in an hour or two, and by so doing

throw the whole of the enemy's information out of gear.

The use of smoke to create an artificial fog is well

recognized, and Its Importance can scarcely be ex-

aggerated when tank meets tank; smoke clouds being

used not only to blind the enemy, but to form curtains

behind which manoeuvres can take place.

As mobility Increases, the power of delivering

feint attacks and carrying out feint movements will

also Increase. Protection can be gained by false con-

centrations, false retirements, etc., which will mislead

the enemy, and cause him to commit all kinds of

blunders. As this Is so, the defensive offensive is likely

to play an important part in mechanized warfare, the

enemy being first misled and persuaded to commit him-

self, and then strongly attacked when In a false position.

The movement of an empty column of cars may some-

times prove the decisive factor In a battle.

OTHER PROTECTIVE DUTIES.

55. Artillery Escorts.

To-day artillery, which Is the backbone of the

attack and the defence. Is generally separated from the
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attacker and defender by a considerable distance.

Before the day of the motor car, the front of an army,

that is the deployed infantry forces, protected artillery

from surprise attack. Since the advent of the motor
car and the tank this protection is daily becoming more
and more problematical. When a guerilla swarm is

used this protection may be said to be automatic, for

the guns will move and come into action within the pro-

tective circle, and, consequently, escorts of other troops

will be unnecessary. Should a swarm not be used, escorts

will have to be provided, these consisting mainly of anti-

tank weapons which will be posted in a circle round the

gun positions.

56* Protection of Convoys*

On the move and at the halt the rear services will

be located within the protective circle, leading from

which will run one or more lines of communication to

the base. These lines will have to be protected against

guerilla attack; consequently, the further an army
moves from its base the greater will become the strain

of this protection.

The organization of a line of communications is

likely to be as follows : The base depot will be estab-

lished at some great centre of communications, or at a

port It will be a strongly fortified area impervioua^p

tank or motor car attack, and elaborately defended

against aircraft. As the army advances, the area con-

necting it with the base depot will become the area

rather than line of communications. This is likely to

assume a conical form as the enemy is approached. In

a civilized country this area will contain one or more
railways and a number of roads, according to the supply

demands of the army. One or more of these will be

selected as the main line of communication, and every

sixty miles or so will an advanced depot be formed.

If a road is selected, and I am of opinion that for
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mechanized warfare roads will play a more important

part than railways, the general lay-out of the communi-

cations will be as outlined in Diagram 9, a is the base

depot and / the field army, and d and e are the

advanced depots.

To carry out the protective duties the following

distribution of force suggests itself : Each depot will

be an extemporized fortress possessing anti-tank and

anti-aircraft defences. If spaced at 60 miles apart,

each will be responsible for the patrolling of half the

distance between it and the last and the next depot.

This patrolling will be carried out by aircraft and motor
car. Each will be allotted a force of tanks, mainly of

Diagram 9. The Area of Communications,

the scout and destroyer classes, which will escort the

convoys to the next half-way post. Thus a convoy of

vehicles setting out from the base depot would be

escorted by a to and at g handed over to Vs escort

which would take it on to and so on until it reached

the field army. These escorts can work on two systems :

They can either accompany the convoy, or what is more

likely they will move out on the flanks of it and picket

the margins of the area.

If a defended area of communications does not

exist, then, when a convoy and its escort parks for the

night, the parking place selected should be situated in

an anti-tank locality, such as a loop in a river line, or in

a wooded country which offers few lines of approach.
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In thinking out their position, defence against rear and
air attack must not be overlooked.

57* Protection of Railways^

The protection of railways will resemble, so I

think, the protection we adopted during the South

African War, but with this difference : In place of

constructing a block-house line along one side of the

railway, there will be a block-house line on either side,

not close up to the railway but at some distance from
it. The object of these two lines will be to free the

area from motor car attack and to prevent trains being

sniped and shot at. The breadth of the area will vary

with the nature of the country, but the two block-house

lines should be sufficiently far out as to deny an enemy
observation within machine gun range of the permanent

way.

58* PFotcction from Aircraft

A mechanized army being comparatively small, its

men being protected by armour, and its distribution

being far more flexible than that of the horde armies

of to-day, its need of protection against air attack will

be considerably reduced, but its base and advanced

'depots will be as attackable as to-day; consequently

anti-aircraft defence units should be mainly used to

protect these localities. Another advantage it will

possess is, that such anti-aircraft units which accompany

it will move in the protective circle which itself will be

able to open machine gun fire against low-flying aero-

planes.

As regards air protection : The most certain is

obviously to gain command of the air, if not absolute

then local; the next—to discover the position of the

enemy, and the last—to attack him so as to force him to

defend himself.
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59» Concealment from the Ain

Concealment from the air, though always a diffi-

cult problem until air supremacy has been gained, will

nevertheless be easier in the case of mechanized armies,

which in a wooded country will be able to move from
cover to cover, or in open country shift their positions

during hours of darkness.



LECTURE VIIL

CHAPTER VII.

THE ATTACK.

60* General Principles*

The principles of battle do not change with the

changes in the nature of weapons, what do change are

the conditions of war in relation to the power of

weapons. Thus, whatever weapons are used the enemy
must be found, held and hit, whilst the finder must
strive his utmost not to be found, not to be held and
not to be hit. Yet every weapon is influenced not only

by ground, time and space, but by every other weapon
—the enemy's and our own. No new weapon can be

introduced without changing conditions, and every

change in conditions will demand a modification in the

application of the principles of war.

Once the enemy is discovered the whole theory of

the attack must be based on a careful study of ground
with reference to offensive action and protective power,

as well as the time it will take both sides to move over

the ground. Therefore, correct timing of movements
becomes the decisive factor, consequently, as I have

already pointed out, orders and movements must be

simple, for once mechanized arms are launched their

control will constitute a diflficult problem. Should
ground be unfavourable, or time insufficient wherein to
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gain a favourable area, one side or the other is likely

to refuse battle. This, I think, will frequently occur

unless one side has a marked superiority in mobility,

or is numerically so superior that it can accept greater

risks. The idea that great battles will take place soon

after the outbreak of war is not one that I hold, in

place I foresee much skirmishing and manoeuvring until

one side commits a blunder, when, if the other re-

cognizes it in time, a battle will take place.

When such an opportunity presents itself, the

offensive must be established on a secure base. In the

case of present-day warfare artillery establish a base

for infantry, the guns protecting them by decimating

the enemy infantry and so easing their forward move-

ment. In a battle between tanks the main base is the

anti-tank fortress, which is a strategical base when the

tank forces are distant from it, and a tactical base when
they are sheltered within it, or are operating in its

immediate neighbourhood. Here is presented to us an

almost exact picture of the strategical and tactical

uses of the medieval castle, the only difference being

that the castle could not be moved from place to place.

As it will seldom be possible to shift this base during

battle, the duty of establishing a forward tactical base

falls on the artillery tanks, the object of which is to

ease and protect the movements of the attacking

machines.

Though the main base can protect itself, it cannot

guarantee the protection of the approaches leading

towards the enemy. These must be protected by the

attacking tanks, or, if this is not possible, by a special

force detailed for this purpose. This means that an

attacking force whenever possible will seek battle in an

area from which, if it is unsuccessful, it can retire on

to its anti-tank fortress, or into a defile—an area

flanked by tank obstacles. As a combination of good
fighting ground and good retiring ground will not be

easy to find, here is another reason why battles on land,.
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like battles at sea, will be the exception rather than the

rule.

When such a combination of tactical values can be

found, granted that the enemy is willing to accept

battle, which, unless he is as fortunately situated, is

granting a good deal, the next operation is to man-
oeuvre him into a position from which to extricate him-

self he must accept battle. This may be called the

holding manoeuvre, for though it does not necessarily

pin the enemy down to a position, it pens him up in

an area from which to save himself he must get out of.

The object of such a manoeuvre is not so much to

destroy him by attack as to force him to surrender

through lack of supplies. Therefore, whether the

attack is to be made on his fighting-power or his

moving-power will largely depend on the nature of the

area in which he is bottled up.

The whole of these various operations will depend

as much on economy of force as on numerical strength,

that is to say on using just sufficient force for each

operation, so that a strong reserve may be held in hand

until the enemy has fallen into a trap or committed

himself to a definite course of action.

In mechanized warfare the value of a reserve

force cannot be exaggerated, for increased mobility

carries with it the power of effecting innumerable sur-

prises, and the more the unexpected becomes possible

the stronger must be the reserves. One of the great

difficulties in the future will be to gauge the enemy's

intentions, also it will frequently be most difficult to

fix him in any definite locality; consequently, unless

strong reserves are kept in hand, it will be impossible

to meet unexpected situations. Again, the more mobile

armies become, the greater will be the difficulty in con-

trolling them, and unless reserves are kept in hand

control is liable to be lost, and with it command, an

army rapidly being reduced to a leaderless mob.
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61 Objectives and Frontages*

In infantry warfare objectives are generally

selected with the intention of enhancing the offensive

power of one side to the detriment of the other side.

In mechanized warfare their selection will more fre-

quently be governed by the idea of enhancing and re-

ducing mobility, for until superiority in mobility is

gained offensive power is of secondary value.

Objectives must not be confused with the decisive

point of attack, for objectives are like the rounds

on a ladder, they are but means towards attaining a

decision. The place where a decision can be gained is

called the decisive point, which has always been that

point in an army, generally the rear, from which its

line of communications to its supply base runs. In the

past it has been extremely difficult to strike at the

enemy's rear without uncovering one's own line of

communications; but as mechanized forces possess the

power of moving rapidly across country, it is both

easier for them to change their communications and to

attack them at short notice. Whilst to-day armies

manoeuvre to protect their communications, In

mechanized warfare it will frequently be necessary to

manoeuvre communications in order to supply armies

and maintain their liberty of action in the field. As it

is impossible to manoeuvre roads and railways, as I

have already mentioned, cross-country trains are likely

to take their place.

When a mechanized force is used for a decisive

attack, it is necessary that the enemy be first held, or

that his power of mobility be reduced so that his

freedom of movement is restricted; unless this is done,

rear attacks are likely to prove wasteful. In other

words, the enemy must be first held, and it is from

this holding operation that the rear attack should be

developed. From this it will be seen that an army
supplied by cross country trains working in an area of

communication will be far more difficult to fix than
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one depending on rail or road communications; for the

decisive point of attack will be flexible, it will not, so

to say, occupy a position, but will move within an area.

There are objectives the gaining of which enhance

protection or offensive action, also there are objectives

which will enhance or restrict mobility, and amongst

these must be included areas and localities the occupa-

tion of which will distract the enemy's attention, and so

cause him to look in more than one direction. Dis-

tracting attacks are not feints, but operations which

force the enemy to change his plan or deplete his re-

serves; they are what may be called preparatory

operations.

An objective, which will generally be an area,

should never be selected without first considering its

flank approaches. Will these protect the advance to it?

If not, then flanking protection will have to be arranged.

Again, objectives should always be related to each other,

each being a step in a definite plan. Unlimited objec-

tives, even in the pursuit, may be considered as always

wrong, for they can only lead to confusion; in fact

objectives should not be far distant from each other

so that forces may frequently rally and reorganize.

From objectives I will now turn to frontages,

which are not lines or distances, but areas of operations

Including depth as well as breadth, for without depth

there can seldom be security for the flanks, and without

this security the actual front of attack may lose its

value. In mechanized warfare a frontage Is not a

continuous line, but rather a morcelated arrow-head,

or crescent, which encloses a semi-circular area, the

cord across the base of which can, if desired, be blocked

by a separate force.

If, during the approach march, the formation

assumed is that of an open square with the anti-tank

wing in the centre, then, should an attack be developed

by or against any one of the four mobile groups, the

frontage of attack will include this group and the
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groups on its right and left. Thus, in Diagram 10,

should group a attack, or be attacked, b and c at once

become its offensive wings. Frontages, therefore, fall

into two categories: (1) The initial frontage, that is

group a distributed in fighting order, and the potential

frontage b to a to c and the area in between, which

as the battle develops will expand or contract in size.

Compared to an infantry battle there is no well defined

frontage of attack any more than there is in a naval

battle. Should the action develop rapidly, then it is

important to maintain the original protective approach

formation until the anti-tank wing {e) deploys and

e

Diagram 10. Initial Frontage of Attack or Defence.

establishes its base of action. Until this is done group

d should be detailed to protect it, after which it can

come into general reserve.

THE GAINING OF CONTACT.

62« Special Considerations^

I have already dealt at some length with the gain-

ing of contact, the success of which will depend on
peace preparation, rapidity of movement and tactical

judgment. Frontal attacks should whenever possible

be avoided, and every attempt should be made to

occupy such areas and localities, the holding of which

will compel the enemy to change his plan. Thus will

initiative be gained. Audacity founded on sound in-

formation and a psychological grasp of the enemy's

higher command are the surest foundations of success.

G
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THE ATTACK.

63* Special Considerations.

Contact is information of the most tangible kind,

an enemy met with is an enemy at grips, and, as in a

wrestling match, contact is likely to be followed by
much foot play. Time still remains the decisive factor,

time wherein to modify a plan according to the in-

formation contact gains. To economize time, that Is

to make the most of it, depends not only on a tactical

eye but on a well prepared brain. Knowledge of the

characteristics of the enemy, of the personality of his

higher command and the morale of his troops, as much
so as of the power of their weapons and machines and
their tactical predelictions, will speed up the assessment

of information just as simplicity of idea, precision of

plan and personal knowledge of the general-in-chief

will speed up action.

I will repeat it again : In every plan weapons must

be fitted to the ground as well as distributed according

to an idea, because the battle is fought on the ground
and not in the imagination. The ground, as it were, Is

the factor which rationalizes the idea, changing it into

a reality. The method of attack is in theory always

simple, namely, the establishment of a protective ful-

crum upon which to move an offensive lever. In other

words a self-protective base of action from which

offensive power can be launched.

In mechanized warfare encounter engagements are

likely to become more frequent especially during the

opening phases of a campaign. They will be carried

out by far smaller forces than in the past, and are likely

to take the form of a series of advanced actions, the

object of which will be to create a favourable strategical

situation for a deliberate attack.

Such an operation presupposes that the enemy has

been thrown on the defensive, and Is either driven Into
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an area which he did not wish to enter, or that he has

retired into one which he believes will assist him in

defeating his antagonist. As mobility increases de-

liberate attacks are likely to become less frequent, but

when they are made it should not be taken for granted

that their object will be to smash the enemy, for if he

can be starved into surrender the end will be even more
certain and the means far less costly. Starvation does

not so much mean lack of food as lack of petrol. To
compel an enemy to keep on the move, to severe him
from his supply organization, and then to drive him
into an area from which he cannot escape, not neces-

sarily because it is enclosed by obstacles, but because

his petrol supply is not sufficient for him to do so,

are likely to prove more effective methods of waging

battle than a head-on attack.

To assist in this type of warfare, warfare against

motive-power rather than against man-power, mosquito

attacks waged by the motor-guerilla forces against the

enemy's area of communications are likely to prove

very effective.

From the deliberate battle I will turn to three

tactical operations which a mechanized army will con-

stantly have either to face, or avoid, attacks on villages,

woods and river lines.

A village is not a suitable tank objective, because

armoured machines are largely restricted to the roads

and can be put out of action by bombs thrown from the

upper storeys of the houses. In these operations tanks

should be used to work round the flanks of the village

and cut its communications. If tanks are used frontally

against the village itself, they should move under the

protection of the artillery and destroyer machines, these

holding themselves ready, at a moment's notice, to open

fire on hostile anti-tank weapons, anti-tank machine gun
barrages being placed on all positions where these

weapons are likely to be located.

Woods are not suitable objectives for the larger
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types of tanks, but should they be clear of undergrowth

and brushwood, scout tanks should generally be able

to move through them. When, however, these

machines are unable to traverse a wood except by the

roads, tracks and rides, riflemen should precede the

machines under cover of the wood on each flank of the

track, ready to open fire on any anti-tank weapon which

may block the way. The operation here suggested is

similar to that of an advance in bush warfare (See

Lecture on F.S.R. IL, p. 154). Again, tanks should,

when possible, operate against the flanks and rear of

the wood.
Excepting amphibian machines, an unfordable

river is a definite tank obstacle. When a river has to

be crossed the first problem is to form a small anti-

tank bridgehead, the next to raft a number of scout

tanks over; these, on landing, should at once increase

the size of the bridgehead by operating outwardly

against the enemy holding the bank. Under cover of

this protection bridges will then have to be built for the

heavier machines. Though a river is a definite tank

obstacle, it should not be overlooked that as tanks

possess a high mobility, many more crossing places may
be threatened than can be to-day. Feints are, there-

fore, likely to play an important part in future river

attacks.

64* General Conduct of the Attacks

The conduct of the attack will depend first on the

correctness of the distribution of arms to areas and
objectives, and to the forward movement being hinged

on a strong protective anti-tank base ; secondly, on the

ability to restrict the enemy's mobility by denying him
certain areas and compelling him to move into others,

and thirdly, upon maintaining control over the various

forces until victory Is gained.

As regards the second, artillery tanks will play

an important part, for by using smoke shell they will
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be able to blind the enemy's O.P's. and by bombarding
areas and approaches will render manoeuvring in and
through them hazardous. Artillery barrages, as em-
ployed during the World War, will seldom be used,

unless frontal attacks are unavoidable, or the mouth of

a defile has to be blocked, but machine gun barrages

on anti-tank positions are likely to be frequently resorted

to as a protective measure. Normally the attack is

likely to progress through the following stages :

(1) Movement forward from the anti-tank base.

(2) Manoeuvring for position, and distracting

attacks to force the enemy to change his plan

and draw on his reserves.

(3) Driving the enemy into a corner from which

he will have to fight under a disadvantage, or

succumb to petrol starvation.

(4) Movement forward of the anti-tank base

and the handing over of the conquered area

to the army of occupation.

Of the many problems which will occur during

battle, probably the most difficult one to solve will be

the maintenance of control. Radio-telephony will un-

doubtedly assist, nevertheless jamming is likely to be

frequent; consequently this form of communication can-

not be solely relied upon. I will repeat it again : to

control tanks in the attack the plan of operations must

be as simple as possible, and it must be known in detail

to all leaders taking part. Advances should be made
by map squares, units frequently rallying and reporting

their positions. Touch between neighbouring units

must be maintained, and air information must be

constant.

To complicate and weaken the enemy's control,

his headquarters—stationary or mobile—once located,

should be bombed, and whenever an opportunity offers

the guerilla swarm should penetrate into his area of

communications so as to distract his attention and attack

his nerves.



LECTURE IX

CHAPTER VIL

THE ATTACK.
65* Infantry in the Attack*

In Lecture II I examined the types of infantry

soldiers which can be profitably employed in mechanized
warfare. I pointed out that infantry as known to-day

are out of place in the mechanized battle, and that

what we now require are :

(1) Field pioneers armed with anti-tank weapons
and transported in cross country vehicles^ to

establish the defences of the army of occupa-

tion.

(2) Field police armed with machine guns, rifles,

and possibly also non-lethal gas appliances

to occupy and organize the conquered areas

and territories.

(3) Light infantry armed with light machine guns

and rifles to operate in areas unsuited to tank

movement—such as forests and mountains.

I have already dealt at some length with the first,

and, meanwhile, in this section, I will consider the third.

To-day Infantry are still trained for the assault,

in other words the whole of their fire tactics, machine

gun and rifle, pivot on the bayonet. In open field land

the assault expired over seventy years ago, and as a

leading tactical idea is obviously inapplicable to forest

and mountain warfare, because an assault demands a

close formation, and forest and mountain warfare
require an open one, a series of individual groups and
not a collective human wall.

The secret in mountain and forest, that is light

infantry warfare, is identical to the secret in mechanized
warfare, namely, the maintenance and protection of
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mobility. As tank formations should be such as will

refuse flanks and cover the rear, so must light infantry

formations, and, generally speaking, light infantry can-

not do better than adopt the arrow-head and open

square orders. In a tank force the scout tanks recon-

noitre for the combat machines, in the light infantry

force the riflemen reconnoitre for the machine gunners.

They move forward, search the ground, select the

positions, and then move to a flank when the machine

gunners come up, eventually occupying a position from

which they can hold the enemy by their fire. Under
cover of this fire the riflemen will once again move
forward, and once again will be followed by machine

gunners, until the enemy is hedged round by a circle

of bullets and is definitely pinned down. When this

fixing is accomplished, the final act is not to assault

him, but to interpose a force between him and his line

of retreat and so compel him to surrender.

It will be seen from what I have now said that

there are marked resemblances between the tactics of

light infantry and tank tactics. The central idea in

both is to maintain mobility by protecting it and by

striking at the enemy*s mobility. As long as the assault

was a profitable operation frontal attacks were not

altogether useless, but right through the history of war
assaults have always proved costly, and never more
so than to-day on account of ever-increasing bullet

power.

The frontal threat and the frontal holding attack

are quite different operations. The object of the first

is to compel an enemy to assume the defensive, and of

the second to force him to maintain it; in other words
to pin him to a locality. Once this is accomplished the

true attack takes place in a flank or rear manoeuvre.

66* Artillery in the Attack*

The future of artillery in the attack bears little or
no relationship to our existing use of this arm, because
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the difference between artillery in mechanized warfare

and present-day warfare is the difference between

mobile and static fighting. By this I do not mean that

static operations will not take place, they certainly will

as I have shown in the case of the anti-tank base of

a tank attack, but normally they will be divorced from

the mobile operations, and will not generally be able to

assist them by artillery fire. The position we arrive at

is very similar to what we find in naval warfare, for if

the tank is compared to a ship, then its anti-tank base

may be compared to a defended port or harbour; but

with this difference—that it is semi-mobile, it can be

packed up and moved from place to place whilst the

harbour cannot be.

The present idea underlying all artillery tactics

is to assist the infantry to approach, to attack and

finally to assault. It is in fact the butt end of the

tactical fishing rod, the top joint of which is the bayonet.

The bayonet has long now been rendered obsolete by

the bullet, and to-day the bullet is being more and

more restricted by armour; consequently we are left

with the shell as the principal weapon, the shell which

can pierce armour and so put the machine out of action.

Once it is out of action, to all intents and purposes the

soldier is unarmed and unarmoured.

As this is undoubtedly what is taking place in

military evolution, the logical result is that battles are

becoming artillery duels in place of bullet engagements.

What does this mean? It means that the idea of a

special artillery tank is really a misnomer, for all tanks

are artillery—mobile armoured gun mountings, one of

the main differences between them being the type of gun
they mount, which, as I have shown, will fall into two
tactical categories—in-fighting and out-fighting weapons.

When we turn from these considerations to artil-

lery in the attack, it will at once be seen that what we
really mean is tanks in the attack, for the guns of the

anti-tank base will not normally take a part in the
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battle any more than coastal fortress guns normally take

part in a naval battle; for though these anti-tank base

guns will most certainly be motorized, if not mecha-

nized, their object is to protect an area and not conquer

an area. In siege warfare it may well be otherwise,

for then the anti-tank base will be moved close up to

the position to be attacked and will as in present-day

fighting cover the assault.

It will be seen from what I have now said that to fit

into mechanized warfare our present conception of

artillery tactics is absurd. Command in the artillery

attack to-day is generally centralized; in mechanized

war it will have to be de-centralized, as decentralized

as is rifle fire in a present-day battle. Once and not

so very long ago, the musket fire of a battalion was as

centralized as artillery fire now is, the introduction of

the rifle decentralized it, so also will the introduction

of mobile armour decentralize artillery fire and with it

artillery command.

67* Tanks in the Attack*

The problem of tanks in the attack is by no means

an easy one to discuss, as no practical experience exists

whereon to base discussion. In the last war tanks were

so closely tied down to infantry that little can be learnt

from the battles of this period. Since the war the

tank idea has been so confounded by a jumble of other

ideas, such as artillery covering fire, anti-tank pro-

tection, co-operation with infantry and even with

cavalry, that it has been completely entangled.

To cut this Gordian knot it would appear that the

only thing to do is first of all to sketch out as simply

as possible the various actions which are likely to

precede engagement, and then to take an exceedingly

simple plan of battle and work out from it what might

take place.

The first notification of the enemy's approach is

likely to be signalled by aeroplane, and first actual
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contact will almost certainly take place between his

and his opponent's armoured cars and guerilla swarm.

If X be the enemy and Y his opponent what action will

follow ?

It may be taken for granted that X will not blindly

move forward, that he will decide on no definite action

until information is sufficient to justify it. Meanwhile
armoured car and guerilla skirmishes will take place,

and possibly also some feints and distracting move-

ments.

If both sides are determined to fight it out, which

will seldom be the case, both will have to decide on a

Diagram 11. Example of a Tank Battle.

plan of attack, the controlling factors in which will be :

The strength of the enemy, the nature of the ground
and the position of his anti-tank base, which may be

near or distant. Should the two sides be fairly equally

matched, then the object will be either :

(1) To annihilate Y's tank force, and then besiege

his anti-tank base.

(2) Or to cut his tank force off from its base, and
compel it to surrender through petrol-

starvation.

(3) Or to compel Y to evacuate the area he is

operating in, and retire to some other area.
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Now to take a simple example, see Diagram 11,

X and Y are in the area shown. X decides to move
his anti-tank base from a to and make a feint

towards c in order to draw Y in that direction; then,

to move under cover of darkness to and from there

interpose himself between Y's tank force and its anti-

tank base at e, his object being the second of the above

alternatives, namely, to force him to surrender through

lack of petrol.

Y, through his guerillas, obtains information of

X's change of base, and, equating this change with the

topography of the area, he becomes suspicious that

X's movement towards c is a feint; consequently in

place of remaining out in / area he leaves a skeleton

force there, retiring his main force back towards e,

X, unaware that this movement has taken place,

moves early on the following day from d towards g;

but Y having guessed his intention has decided to move
out from his position near and by advancing on h

turn X*s right flank, and then drive him towards the

marshy and hilly country at i. To do so he distributes

his force as follows : A force of reconnaissance tanks,

protected on their right flank and rear by scout

machines, to advance on h ; the detachment at / to co-

operate on the left flank of this advanced guard, the

object of / being to engage the enemy and induce him

to turn towards it. The battle force to move under

cover of this advanced guard protected by scouts on

its right forward flank, and in rear of this force the

reserves, the object of the battle force being to strike

at X*s left flank and rear when he turns to engage the

advance guard.

X, however, does not fall into this trap. On
meeting Y*s advanced guard he is not certain whether

it is moving from / with the main army in rear of it,

that is whether Y is operating in the area j k I tn or in

k n 0 m. Learning through his air scouts that his enemy's

forces are in the second of these two areas, and not
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wishing to engage him frontally, he slowly falls back,

and eventually retires to his anti-tank stronghold at b.

Though a certain amount of skirmishing will have taken

place no battle is fought, because neither side has com-

promised itself, such a conclusion I consider will fre-

quently occur in mechanized warfare.

From this general outline of the battle I will turn

to minor tactics and examine two operations in detail,

namely, the action to be adopted against a moving
enemy and against a stationary enemy.

(1) The problem of tank against tank. As this

problem is one concerning which we have no practical

war experience worth talking about, my suggestions are

purely hypothetical. It would appear that normally

a melee will take place in which it will be difficult to

distinguish friend from foe. The whole problem is

really one of maintaining control. If the scout tanks

move ahead of the combat machines, it is obvious that

greater order will be maintained, as the formation of

the combat machines is not so likely to be broken up.

A time, however, will come when scout will engage

scout, which means that this protective screen will

rapidly develop into a mobile firing line; what then

should be the general tactical theory upon which this

firing line and the combat, or main battle, force should

work? The answer to this question is, I think, to be

found in the general configuration of the ground. The
ground is unlikely to be dead level, it probably will be

accidented in places, and so will offer covered

approaches. The utmost use must be made of these in

order to protect movement, and above all to take up

positions from which fire can be opened at the halt.

In other words the art of attacking will largely consist

in estabhshing moveable strong points from which

carefully directed fire can be brought to bear on the

enemy's machines, whilst other forces of moving
machines drive him towards them.

Given a force of scout, combat and artillery tanks,
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Diagram 12 illustrates these tactics in simple form,

and they are reminiscent of the old tactics of horse

artillery working with cavalry. The enemy's line of
advance is shown by the letter and our own forces

are distributed as follows : b\ and P are the scout,

c the combat and d the artillery machines. As the

enemy advances he is engaged by under the cover

of which c comes into action, and a running engagement
takes place. Meanwhile, under cover of the ground,

protected by moves rapidly to e towards which
c attempts to drive the enemy. If c succeeds in doing

Diagram 12. The Hammer and Anvil Manoeuvre,

so, then directly the enemy comes within effective range
of e fire will be opened on him.

Though to me it seems that it will be the exception

rather than the rule that these tactics will reach

starding, or rapid, decisions, the more often this simple

manoeuvre of hammer and anvil is repeated the greater

will be the losses of the enemy, and as his offensive

power is reduced so will he be compelled to retire from
area to area until he is eventually cornered and starved

out.

Though this example of tank battle tactics is

simplicity itself, to show how complicated it may be-

come, all that is necessary is to introduce on both sides,

half a dozen such forces as I have dealt with. Them
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it will be seen that, in order to concentrate effort and

to prevent dispersion, control must of necessity become
an exceedingly difficult problem; for there will be,

according to plan, a general relationship between the

six groups, or squadrons, used by each side, as well as

an individual relationship between any one group and

its neighbouring groups, as influenced not by plan but

by the enemy's action. In order to command one group

against a single other group command of the air will

be of great assistance; but to command one group

against several groups, or several groups against

several groups, command of the air becomes an

essential, for without it, even if the battlefield be ex-

ceptionally open, it will be next to impossible to dis-

cover the various positions and movements of the

^nemy.

In these batde tactics there is one minor point

which requires examination, namely, how will tank

engage tank? I think the eventual answer to this

question is likely to be that generally tank will not

•engage tank, but in place tank unit, section, or company,

will engage tank unit. Of course if a single tank should

meet a single tank a duel between them will take place

;

tut if control is efficient, such engagements are likely

to prove the exception and not the rule, for a multi-

plicity of such engagements will show that control has

been lost.

Again, when a tank unit engages a tank unit, fire

should not be opened in a haphazard way, but should

concentrated first on the enemy's command /:ank, if

this can be discovered, or on his leading machine, and

should this machine be put out of action then on the

next to it.

(2) The problem of tank against anti tank

weapons,—Omitting land mines, the two true anti-

tank weapons are the gun and the armour-piercing

machine gun, both can be used from within or without

a tank. When used without, though they are deprived
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of their mobility, they gain immensely in accuracy of

fire, for there can be no comparison between the

accuracy of a gun fired from a stationary platform to

one fired from a rapidly moving one. When a moving
tank is compelled to attack an unarmoured gun in the

open, the most dangerous range lies probably between

1,000 and 800 yards. Though at closer ranger it

offers a larger target, the nearer it approaches the more
deadly becomes its own fire. Further still, if it

approaches diagonally, that is at an angle to the gun's

line of fire, the nearer it approaches it the more rapidly

will the gun have to be traversed, and the more rapidly

it is traversed the more inaccurate becomes its fire.

If this is done within 500 yards of the gun, in nine

cases out of ten it will be put out of action.

When, however, we consider the armoured gun,

whether in a tank or in a bullet-proof cupola, the

problem of attack is far more difficult; for though the

disadvantage inherent in traversing on a moving
target will remain, the fact that the tank's machine

guns are, so to say, put out of action by the gun's

armour will reverse the odds. The nearer the tank

approaches, whether obliquely to the gun's line of fire

or not, the more likely it is that it will be hit. The
problem which faces us here Is very similar to that of

a warship attacking a coastal fortress.

This problem of the attack is further complicated

in the case of the armoured anti-tank machine gun,

because this weapon being comparatively small can be

hidden away, and can open surprise volume fire at

close ranges, ranges at which it could scarcely miss an

approaching tank.

From this it will be seen that the frontal attack

should be avoided unless adequate preparations can

be made to cover it, as these will demand time, and

as field attacks will be rapid, time will seldom be avail-

able to arrange them.

The general conclusion is that armoured
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Stationary anti-tank weapons if well sited are unpro-

fitable targets for moving tanks to attack. Certainly

if the attack is a frontal one, and even if it is made in

flank, or in rear, it must be remembered that a gun or

machine gun in a tank, or armoured cupola, can be

switched round in a few seconds to meet such attacks.

The more mobile the defence is, that is the more able

it is to shift its weapons in a defensive locality, the

more powerful it becomes; consequenriy, the most

formidable anti-tank weapon is the tank itself—

a

weapon which can move, is armoured, and can fire

either when moving or when standing still.

68* Cavalry in the Attack*

Though cavalry can play no part in the battle

between armoured machines, it should never be for-

gotten that the cavalry idea is essential to mechanized

warfare, and it is because armour enables the mobility,

formerly expressed by cavalry, once again to dominate

the batriefield, that mechanized warfare is superior to

infantry warfare.

In the days when cavalry were supreme, horsemen

could often operate as a separate arm; but as an art

cavalry tactics reached its zenith when mounted troops

were combined with foot soldiers, because foot soldiers

were able to establish a protective tactical base from

which cavalry could develop their mobility and operate

offensively. Examples of this are to be found in

classical warfare, such as the battle of Arbela

(B.C. 331); in medieval warfare, such as the battle of

Dupplin Muir (1332), and more recently in the cam-

paigns of Frederick the Great. After the age of this

great soldier cavalry began to decline in value, and

after the introduction of the rifle they were rapidly

divorced from their infantry base, because their

mounted offensive power was increasingly reduced by

the bullet.
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The static nature of the World War was due to

the fact that no sustained mobility could be developed

from the infantry base. It was a war of protective

tactical bases; consequently trench, or siege, warfare
predominated, every attempt being made, now that it

was no longer possible to develop cavalry mobility from
infantry stability, to develop infantry mobility from
artillery stability. This change in tactical method,

however, failed, for it was no more possible for infantry

to advance against the bullet power of the modern
rifle and machine gun than it was for cavalry to ad-

vance against the musket and case shot firing cannon

of three quarters of a century ago. What was required

in order to solve this problem was a bullet-proof horse

and horseman, and the answer to his problem was the

tank.

It was because cavalry tactics were, right through

history, at their best when cavalry mobility was linked

to infantry protecHve power, that I have made such a

point of combining tank forces with anti-tank forces,

and tank action with anti-tank action, looking at one

as the battle hammer and the other as the battle anvil,

in other words—complementary instruments. If ever

there should be a supporter of the tank idea it is the

cavalry soldier, for the tank idea of to-day is the

cavalry idea of yesterday.

69* Engineers in the Attack.

In the mechanized battle, in every sense of the

word, the engineer is a combatant, and one of the

most important elements in the anti-tank organization.

It is for him to design the anti-tank defences, what

works are to be dug, what mine fields laid, what

bridges constructed or demolished, what gas inundations

employed and what anti-gas defences established. To
assist him in these various duties, future wars will in

all probability see him equipped with anti-tank trench

H
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diggers, mine layers, mine sweepers or exploders, and

bridging machines as well as tanks equipped to emit

clouds of gas and toxic smoke and drench areas with

vesicant chemicals.

70* Aircraft in the Attacks

The object of the aeroplane when combined with

a mechanized army in the attack is a threefold one :

(1) To gain local command of the air either by

directly defeating the enemy's air force, or by drawing

it away from the battlefield by attacking some distant

centre which it is vital for him to defend.

(2) To gain information by locating the enemy,

maintaining contact with him, watching his movements

and rapidly reporting them.

(3) To protect the attacking troops by carefully

reconnoitring the area, and all localities in which

hostile guns and anti-tank weapons are likely to be

found. Unless the enemy and the ground are carefully

watched by aircraft, tanks will be denied much of their

power in the attack.

The tactical base of air action is not some far

distant aerodrome, but the anti-tank base, because, in

order to save time and make the most of information,

there must be the closest possible co-operation between

the mechanized arm in the air and the mechanized arms

on the ground. The anti-tank base will, consequently,

have to include an air landing ground and air defence

troops, for as it is likely to be attacked by enemy air-

craft, without such troops it will not form a protective

base for aircraft.

From this we see, that if the entire forces are to

be efficiently articulated, not only must the air force be

closely combined with the air defence force, but that

both these forces and the field army should come
definitely under one command

—

Tria juncta in uno.



LECTURE X.

CHAPTER VII

THE ATTACK.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE
ATTACK ON AN ORGANIZED TRENCH

SYSTEM.

71* Special Conditions^

The special conditions of yesterday frequently be-

comes the general conditions of to-morrow. When fire-

arms were first introduced they were special weapons;
yet in a century or two they became general, entirely

changing the form of war. Before their introduction

warfare had largely consisted in forays from strong-

holds. Knights sallied out from their castles, battled

in the open field lancis and then retired to them, and
the only certain process of reducing these bases of

operation was to besiege them and starve them out, for

their walls were generally unshatterable by the pro-

jectile weapons of this period. Then came the cannon
which could overthrow rampart and bastion, and by
doing so established the offensive as the stronger form
of war. Lastly came the rifle, which on account of its

superiority of range and its accuracy of fire so widened
out the distance between contending armies that the

assault, and eventually the attack, became less and less

possible, and as neither side could leave the field with-

out proclaiming Its defeat, in order to maintain its

H 2
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position it dug itself in; in other words, it built for it-

self a bullet-proof castle and went into bullet-proof

quarters.

The World War conclusively showed that though

with the weapons which existed in 1914 it was possible

to carry out forays from these entrenched lines, it was
most difficult to shatter them even by the most intense

concentrations of artillery fire. The result was that

the war took on a pronounced siege form, the object

of each side being to starve out the other; in fact, to

revert to twelfth and thirteenth century warfare. Once

again the defence had definitely become the stronger

form of war.

What the final stages of this war taught us was
that without petrol there can be no true mobility when
horde armies face each other. Even if armour is not

carried a comparatively small motorized force should

be able to worry to death a horde, just as a flight of

sparrows can worry to death a hawk. It is for this

reason that earlier in these lectures I have made so

strong a point of the motor-guerilla, because, though

he is mainly restricted to road movement, his mobility

is so superior to that of the foot soldier that the one

can attack at will whilst the other is perpetually thrown

on the defensive.

The fundamental strength of the motorized

soldier is that he can surprise; his fundamental weak-

ness is that he cannot close—he can worry his adver-

sary to death but he cannot strangle him. Encase

him in armour and this weakness vanishes, endow
his vehicle with cross-country movement and his

locomobility is vastly increased. Thus the motor
car and the tank re-establish the offensive as the

stronger form of war, yet this fact does not justify

us in supposing that mobile warfare will endure for

ever; but rather that sooner or later means of slowing

down tank offensives will be resorted to, and once again

the castle in modified form will appear. Once again
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armies will be faced by siege warfare, but in what
forms?

I think the answer to this question is, that there

will be two—the linear defence and the area defence,

the first being resorted to as long as the horde idea

lasts, and the second gradually replacing it as the tank

idea grows, or perhaps more accurately expressed

—

the anti-tank idea. The first will consist of trenches,

as we knew them in the World War, reinforced by

anti-tank weapons and devices; and the second of a zone

of mutually supporting anti-tank works, which will not

only form a shield against tank invasion, but by pro-

tecting all forces in rear of it will establish a secure

air base from which air attacks can be launched on the

enemy and his people.

72* Issue of Orders, Conferences and Pre"

liminary Arrangements Prior to an Attack on

an Organized Trench System*

The arrangements which fall under this Section

will depend on whether anti-tank defences have been

constructed during peace time or war time, and also

upon whether both sides are stalemated.

Should the anti-tank zone be constructed during

peace time, which is unlikely on account of cost, then

the breaking of it will probably be handed over

to the respective air forces.

Should, however, the defences be constructed

during war time, the first to be built will undoubtedly

be those which block the main lines of approach. As
this throttling of mobility will detrimentally affect

offensive action, it may be expected that battles will

be fought with the object of preventing their con-

struction. We are thus faced by two forms of siege

warfare; the object of the first is to penetrate a peace
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built zone, and of the second to frustrate the building

of a less formidable zone during war time. In other

words, attacks on permanent fortifications and attacks

on improvised fortifications.

In the first case, offensive preparation will

obviously be made during peace time, a number of

plans being worked out in detail according to the

number of sectors which can profitably be attacked.

In the second, plans of attack will have to be improvised

at short notice, and so it seems to me will be mainly

based upon threatening the enemy in one direction and

hitting him in another. Though time wherein to

prepare these attacks w il be greater than for attacks

in field warfare, it will seldom if ever be sufficient to

permit of the ritualistic methods of mounting trench

battles as witnessed in the last war.

73* Special Preliminary Measures in the Attack

on an Organized Trench System^

In the trench battles of the World War, up to the

date of the battle of Cambrai (November 20, 1917),

method ousted surprise and brute force cunning. In

attacks on anti-tank belts and zones of works method

must go hand in hand with surprise, and cunning must

reinforce brute force. Nevertheless, in all these

operations of penetration, as the main object is to break

through a series of fortifications, whether connected or

mutually supporting, mobility must be subordinated to

offensive power, that is to say works must be silenced,

or destroyed, before a manoeuvre can be contemplated.

To accomplish this, two weapons will be required

:

The high explosive shell and the gas bomb, shell, or

gas inundation. This necessitates the use of a siege

train. The more mobile this siege train is, the more
rapidly will surprises be effected, it must therefore be

able to move across country.
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74* General Conduct of the Attack on an

Organized Trench System*

As I have already pointed out that the form of

tank attacks in siege warfare will depend on whether

the enemy's defensive system consists of a belt or a

zone of works, I will consider these in turn.

(1) Attack on a belt of works. For an attack on
a belt of works, that is on several lines of entrench-

ments, the main obstacles which the attacking tanks

will meet with are those which will impede mobility,

namely, the trenches and the anti-tank weapons. If

the trenches cannot be spanned, obviously the attack

will fail, and if the anti-tank weapons cannot be silenced

then the attacker is certain to lose heavily.

At the battle of Cambrai the first difficulty was
overcome by using tank-fascines, large bundles of

ordinary fascines which were tipped off the nose of a

tank and pitched into the trench in order to support

the tail of the machine as it crossed over. Later on

in the war these fascines, which were very heavy, were

replaced by hexagonal cribs. Both these appliances

enabled a 26 foot tank to cross a 20 foot gap. The
second difficulty was solved by the use of smoke shells.

In battles of this nature, the difficulty is not to

cross a single trench line but a number of lines, and

as each tank can carry only one fascine or crib a rather

complicated manoeuvre has to be resorted to. At the

battle of Cambrai it was as follows :

The entire front to be attacked was divided into

a number of tank attack areas, each area being

bounded by trenches, that is to say it had a trench in

front and a trench in rear of it, and on its flanks ran

communication trenches. As there were three lines of

trenches to be crossed, to each area was allotted a section

of three tanks each carrying a fascine. In rear of each

section came three separate parties of infantry: (1)

Trench stops which halted at the point crossed by the
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leading tank, and these blocked the trench; (2) A
trench clearing party which, under protection of a tank,

drove the enemy down the trench towards the next

stop on the left; (3) A party to garrison the trench

whilst it was being cleared and to act as a reserve.

How the tanks worked is shown in Diagram 13.

The leading tank, without infantry following it, moved

forward, crushed a path through the wire, dropped

its fascine, crossed the trench and moved into the

centre of the tank area where it became an advanced

guard. The two following tanks, Nos. 2 and 3, crossed

over No. Ts fascine, No. 3 with its infantry moving

straight ahead, whilst No. 2 and its infantry, less the

trench stopping party, moved to the left. At the

second trench No. 3 dropped its fascine as No. 1 had

done at the first, acted in the same way as No. 2, and

Nos. 1 and 2 then followed it. At the third trench

No. 2 dropped its fascine, etc.

It will be seen that the tactics of this attack were

exceedingly methodical, and yet the attack came as a

surprise.

Before I attempt to modernize these tactics, it will

be, I think, of some interest briefly to outline two other

plans of attack which were considered during the war.

The aim of the first was to cut off the garrison

of an entrenched area from the reserves in rear of it

Zl 13
I I I

Diagram 13. The Cambrai Attack.
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by carrying forward machine gunners in tanks and de-

positing them in rear of the entrenchments. Large

machines were actually built for this purpose, each of

which could carry four machine gun teams of five men

each, besides the tank's crew. They were not a success,

not because the idea was unsound, but because they

were under-engined and far too slow.

The second was to pass a fleet of long high-

powered machines right through the entrenched belt

and attack the enemy's headquarters in rear of it, whilst

his front was being attacked by tanks and infantry on

the Cambrai plan. The idea in this form of attack

was to paralyse the enemy's command, and, con-

sequently, render his army inarticulate. It was sound,

but the war did not last long enough for it to be tried

out.

Bearing in mind these three methods, the Cambrai

tank and infantry attack, the carrying forward of

machine gunners and the attack on the enemy's

command, I will now attempt to show you how with

the machines considered in these lectures these three

forms may be amalgamated and the whole attack

improved.

The first thing which strikes us is that with the

increased mobility of the machines we should be able

vastly to speed up the attack. This undoubtedly is so,

and every advantage should be taken of it. The
second, which is not so apparent, is that if tanks can

be divorced from infantry, the total frontage of attack

can be doubled, perhaps trebled. The reason for this

is that without infantry it is not necessary to advance

the tanks in the close order adopted at Cambrai, but in

an open order, that is with a considerable interval

between each group of tanks and between the objectives

of each group. This perhaps needs a little explanation.

If you turn to Lecture X In Lectures on FS.R, II,

you will find a full description of the difference between

using Infantry and tanks in an attack of penetration;
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the main one being, that when infantry attack, the flanks

of the advance are pushed inwards, whilst when tanks

attack they can be pushed outwards as shown in

Diagram 8 of the lecture quoted. At the battle of

Cambrai the front of attack was continuous in order

that the wall of tanks as it moved forward would
protect the infantry following each machine. Had it

been morcelated, as shown in Diagram 14, it would

Diagram 14. Attack on a Morcelated Front,

have been possible for the enemy in the sections not

attacked, namely f. and h to have brought enfilade

fire to bear on the infantry, which might have resulted

in the failure of the plan.

Accepting a morcelated front, and granted that

there are three main trench lines to cross, and that

these trenches are broad and deep as they were at

Cambrai, the general distribution of tanks should, I

suggest, be as follows :

First Wave. The object of the first wave is to

penetrate the whole entrenched belt in the least

I

I

b b

Diagram 15. Assault Formation.

possible time, and to prepare the advance of the

second and third waves. It should consist of assault

{a)f destroyer {b), bridging {c) and smoke producing

machines {d) formed up as shown in Diagram 15.

The assault tanks will move straight forward crossing

the trench with or without cribs according to their
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width. Following them will be the bridging machines

which will bridge the trenches so that the smaller tanks

can cross them. Over these bridges the destroyer tanks

will pass, their duty being to work out on the flanks

of the assault tanks and protect them from anti-tank

fire. As regards the smoke producing machines they

will have to work according to the wind, the most

favourable direction being when it is blowing towards

the enemy, the next towards the attackers, and the

least favourable when blowing from a flank, that is at

right angles to the advance. In the first two cases,

these machines should move out on the flanks of the

assault, generating a wall of smoke on each side of it.

In the last, in advance of the assault, forming a wall

of smoke in front of it. At the bridges all machines

will have to close inwards, but once over, the destroyer

tanks and the smoke producing machines should move
outwards.

Second Wave. The object of the second wave
is to clear the trenches, protect the first wave from
counter-attack and establish a forward anti-tank base.

It should consist of combat and scout tanks, anti-tank

troops and possibly also infantry in armoured carriers.

The combat tanks should obviously work in large

groups, two or three to the whole frontage attacked,

and not necessarily a group to each sector attacked.

If in three groups, then probably one will move on each

flank of the frontage of the attack and one in its centre.

Under their protection, as well as that afforded by the

first wave, an anti-tank base should next be established

by the anti-tank troops forward of the area penetrated,

which will form a rallying point as well as a base of

operations and a harbour of refuge should the enemy
bring into the field a superior tank force. Meanwhile
the infantry and the scout tanks will clear up the area.

Third Wave, The object of the third wave is to

keep the battle fluid, that is to isolate if possible the

enemy*s anti-tank bases, to cut them off from his mobile
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forces, to prevent these forces rallying, and to attack

his command. It should consist of reconnaissance,

destroyer and scout machines, and be followed by the

general reserve. Should the enemy be badly shattered,

the pursuit should be relentless, no time being allowed

him wherein to establish anti-tank bases, or tank-proof

areas, from which to recommence operations.

(2) Attack on a zone of works, I will describe

the nature and defences of an anti-tank zone more
fully in my next lecture but one. It may be compared

to a net opened out in which each knot is an anti-tank

work and the meshes in between are lines of fire. If

these works are tank-proof, as they should be, that is

to say, if they cannot be overrun by tanks, or seriously

Diagram 16. The Dual Attach.

damaged by tank weapons, some other means besides

tanks must be thought out to subdue them.

In all attacks of penetration time is the decisive

factor, because in such attacks, unless the reduction of

defensive works is more rapid than their construction,

penetration becomes impossible. Reduction should,

consequently, be combined with forcing an evacuation,

and this can be best effected by a dual attack on a

salient, the idea being to pinch the salient out. Thus
in Diagram 16, a single attack delivered from a will

scarcelv threaten the communications of area c; but

should another attack simultaneously take place from

bf then the area in rear of c will be placed in jeopardy,

and should the attacks from a and b be pushed far

enough, then area c will have to be evacuated.
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As regards reducing anti-tank works, two methods

suggest themselves : Either they will have to be de-

molished by artillery, or rendered untenable by gas

attack. Of these two the second will in all probability

prove the more speedy, especially if vesicant chemicals

are used.

Should it be found impossible to break through

an anti-tank zone, then it is certain that offensive

operations will be translated to the air, every effort

being made to demoralize the enemy by attacking his

cities, industrial centres and civil population. Whilst

mobile warfare means the attack on armed forces,

static warfare can lead to but one end,—attack on the

civil will.

THE FINAL PHASES.

75, General Considerations^

Should a penetration on a wide front prove

successful, the defender will certainly find himself in

a critical position; for not only will he have to hold,

or beat back, his opponent's mobile forces, but he will

have simultaneously to withdraw the garrisons of his

anti-tank zone, or, if hard pushed, abandon them
altogether. Should the situation warrant it, his best

course will be to take up flanking positions at right

angles to the enemy's line of advance, and so compel

him to turn left or right in place of moving straight

ahead. If he can accomplish this, then he may be able

to gain sufficient time to throw the flanks of the pene-

trated defences back, that is—refuse them, and
simultaneously construct a zone of works across, or
slightly beyond, the mouth of the gap.
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THE PURSUIT.

76* General Considerations^

In mechanized warfare the pursuit will depend
upon whether it follows a field or a siege battle. In

the first case the aim of a pursuing force will be to head
off the retiring enemy and so prevent him from estab-

lishing an anti-tank base wherein to refit and refuel.

In the pursuit as understood to-day, the first

object of a retiring enemy is to withdraw his transport,

and to do so the enemy's advance must be slowed down.

In the pursuit of to-morrow the same difficulty will

arise, for the main problem will be to establish an

anti-tank base well in rear of the withdrawing army,

and to do so will generally mean that the enemy must
be delayed. We arrive, therefore, at this conclusion :

that the pursuing force should be organized in two

wings, one to hold on to the enemy's mobile rear guard,

and the other to outflank it and cut in between it and

its anti-tank base in place of attempting to attack this

base. Here again the object of the mobile troops is

to attack their like and avoid attacks on anti-tank troops

and defences.

If the pursuit follows a successful attack of pene-

tration, then the best course would appear to be, not to

attempt to cut off the enemy's retiring mobile forces,

but instead to hold them, and, under cover of this

operation, switch forces right and left of the area

penetrated, and by severing their communications

compel the surrender of the works in the anti-tank zone.

My reason for suggesting this is, that if the bulk of the

equipment of this zone can be captured, it may be im-

possible for the enemy to replace it. If so, then he

will be deprived of the power to re-establish siege

warfare, and will consequently have to rely upon field

battles to win his cause—battles with no firm base to

operate from.



LECTURE XL

CHAPTER VIII.

THE DEFENCE.

77» General Principles.

In the history of war we are often told that the

passive defence inevitably leads to ruin; yet I know
of no writer who has laid it down that the unlimited

offence, that is the French offensive a outrance^ may in

nine cases out of ten be bracketed with it. The reason

for this is that the art of fighting depends upon the

closest combination of the offensive and the defensive,

so closely as does the structure of a building depend
on bricks and mortar. Because the defensive is the less

spectacular form of fighting, it is apt, and particularly

so during peace time, to be overlooked; yet it is as

necessary to correct offensive action as is the bow to

the arrow. It is for this reason that time and again

I have accenuated the necessity of a strong tactical base

for all mobile offensive actions, and If I have seemed to

exaggerate Its Importance it Is an exaggeration In the

right direction.

As the art of correct fighting depends upon the

closest combination between defensive and offensive

action, then, conversely, successful battle depends upon
how far this combination can be maintained. It may
almost be said that victory hinges upon maintaining

it, and defeat upon being unable to do so. Therefore,

generally speaking, the object of the fight Is to separate

the enemy's offensive action from Its defensive base,

In other words—to deprive It of its foundations.
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What may be called the defensive order was pre-

eminently the tactical order of classical and medieval

warfare, Alexander's cavalry were based on his

hoplites (heavy infantry) and the Roman hastati

(infantry) were based on the triarii (veteran reserve).

So also in the Middle Ages were the knights based on

their castles or wagon laagers, until Ziska's Wagenburg
(wagon-fortress) became an all but unattackable

harbour of refuge for his mounted knights. So also

in mechanized warfare do I believe that a return to

Ziska will prove a most profitable study, for the secret

in mobile warfare is to remember that whenever we
contemplate offensive action we must first think of the

defensive factor, and that whenever we contemplate

defensive action, we must first think of the offensive

one. This holds good for all operations—marches,

halts, field battles, sieges, convoy work, withdrawals

and pursuits. In brief, that there must always be a

shield as well as a sword, and in mechanized warfare

this shield is represented by what I have called the

anti-tank base in field operations, and the anti-tank zone

in siege.

It is true that at times a defensive attitude is

assumed to avoid battle, but not to avoid it absolutely,

only temporarily or locally. To avoid it so as to

reassume the fight under more propitious circumstances;

or to avoid It in one area so as to wage it the more

fiercely in another. Such avoidance stabilizes a battle,

that is to say it supplies it with a future, if not an

immediate, foundation. Hence, let us remember, ever

and always, that the defensive is the base of the

offensive; hence, let us never forget that a judicious

defensive is the foundation of victory.

78* Choice of a Defensive Position*

What is the object? This is the question we must

always ask ourselves when confronted by a choice. In
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this problem, namely, the choice of a defensive

position, the object is one of three :

(1) To supply a base for offensive action.

(2) To stop the enemy^s movement absolutely.

(3) To halt the enemy for the time being.

I have in previous lectures already dealt ad>

nauseam with the first of these objects, so here I will

examine only the second and third.

In the second, the position, or area, should be

such that it can only be attacked frontally; in the third,

that when the enemy attacks, his rear, or flanks, will

be laid open to attack. Once again flank and rear are

the points which should guide our decisions and direct

our thoughts when we think out our defensive plan.

In both cases, observation of the enemy is the most
important reinforcement; for as choice is largely re-

stricted by the nature of the locality in which we are

fighting, and as few localities will offer us an ideal

defensive area, the more we learn about the enemy^s

movements, and through his movements of his in-

tentions, the more fully shall we be able to defend

ourselves.

Now in present-day warfare artillery is the de-

fensive base of infantry action; consequently a defensive

position should possess good artillery CP's, because

laying is indirect. But in mechanized warfare ground

observation is nothing like as important as air observa-

tion; for the base of the mobile troops—the tanks

—

is not artillery but the anti-tank troops. These troops

will seldom resort to indirect laying, for to hit their

targets they must see them. Though ground observa-

tion should never be neglected, it is not so important

as discovering the direction the enemy is moving in.

Once this is known the defences can if necessary be

reshuffled, for with mobile defences reshuffling is not

an impossible task. Consequently air power is of vital

importance to the defender, and only second to it is

the maintenance of contact with the enemy by armoured

I
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cars and motor-guerilla forces. Consequently also, it

is advantageous should a defensive area include a good
landing ground. In fact a landing ground is more
important than a number of excellent artillery O.P^s.

When a defensive area is chosen to stop the enemy
absolutely, a salient, or salients, should be avoided;

but if only temporarily, then a salient, so I think, is an

advantage, especially if a defensive chord is constructed

across its base. This is explained in Diagram 17. If

a b c h the salient, the enemy, d, can attack either a-h

or C'b or b. Should he attack a-b his left flank can

Diagram 17. Defence of a Salient,

be Struck at from b-c as shown; if c-b then from a-b,

and if b then from a and c.

In selecting a defensive area, obviously the ground
must be examined in relationship to the object. If to

stop the enemy, then its anti-tank nature demands our

first consideration; if to halt him temporarily—then its

facilities for eventual tank movement. In the first case

a good field of fire should be sought, not only because

the enemy's machines can then be engaged at long

range, but so that anti-tank works may mutually support

each other. If possible, anti-tank obstacles should

flank and run immediately in front of the area, such

as a stream or sunken road. If such obstacles cannot

be seen by the enemy they will come as a surprise to
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him. As, generally speaking, this combination of

obstacles will not be found, I consider it likely that

valleys and defiles will play an important part in future

defensive warfare, for when the defender can rest his

flanks on natural obstacles, all he will then have to

consider are the artificial defences on his front. This
type of defence preponderated in Greek Classical

warfare.

79* Preparations for Defensive Action*

The foundations of all preparation are laid by

discovering the enemy, or, if he is already discovered,

in maintaining air and ground contact with him.

Defensive localities fall into two groups—the

natural and the artificial. In the first we obtain hills,

rivers, swamps, woods and villages; and in the second,

inundations, mine fields, anti-tank trenches and anti-

tank works.

Mine fields, as I have already stated in a previous

lecture, are to tanks what wire entanglements are to

infantry—the one stops the mobility of the machine,

the other of the man. A mine field should consist of

rows of mines laid diagonally, its object being to bar

movement, or to deflect movement. Generally speaking

mine fields should be protected by fire, that is to say

they shouM be used in conjunction with anti-tank

weapons. To prevent men and animals walking over

them, they can be fenced in or covered with entangle-

ments. It is true that such precautions may disclose

their position, nevertheless this disadvantage is in part

compensated for by the fact that many dummy mine

fields can be laid out in order to mislead the enemy.

Anti-tank entrenchments may take three forms,

namely, banks which cannot be climbed, trenches which

cannot be crossed and narrow trenches to entrap the

tank tracks. The first are suitable obstacles where

steep slopes exist, such as the sides of a sunken

X 2
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road, a railway embankment and the banks of a river.

They are easily made by cutting the slope down until

it presents an all but vertical surface six to seven feet

high. The second are a definite protection, but as they

will have to be at least twenty-five feet wide and ten

deep they need a long time to dig, and can scarcely

be considered practical defences except in the case of

permanent fortifications. For the protection of field

works the third are the easiest to construct, and con-

sist in rows of slits, or graves, ten feet long, two feet

wide and three to four feet deep, set sufficiently close

together so that should a tank attempt to cross them
one or both of its tracks will sink into them, the

machine becoming bellied, or ditched. (See Lectures

on F.S,R. II, p. 128).

Finally, we come to anti-tank works which may be

of earth, concrete or steel. I have already touched

upon these, but here I will enter into more detail as

regards their nature. They may be divided under two
general headings—the fixed and the transportable.

The first will take the form of the old Martello tower

protected by a moat, a ring of anti-tank trenches, or a

mine field, and in some cases all three combined. These
towers will generally be much lower than their famous

ancestors, and if surrounded by a moat will only just

peep over it. They may be built of earth revetted with

hurdles and gabions, or constructed of concrete, and

will in all probability be armed with one high velocity

anti-tank gun mounted in a revolving cupola, and two

anti-tank machine guns which can be used for anti-

aircraft defence as well. To man such a stronghold

would not require more than a commander and nine

men—about the same garrison as the circular block-

house of the South African War.
As regards the transportable defences, these are

likely to take two forms. One, a bullet-proof steel

cupola carried in sections, a somewhat heavy arrange-

ment, and the other semi-circular pieces of ordinary
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corrugated iron which can be set together in two circles,

like the walls of the South African block-house, the

space in between being filled with gravel or earth.

These anti-tank pill-boxes, to distinguish them from
the cupolas, will not only be light to carry but cheap
to manufacture. Being roofless, the anti-tank weapon
used in them should be equipped with a slanting semi-

circular shield.

80* Organization of Defence^

The organization of the defence will obviously

depend on the nature of the country, and the natural

obstacles which exist in it. Vital approaches, rather

than vital points, will be the dominating factors; con-

sequently the defender before he decides on his defences

should carefully look to his flanks and rear.

The general scheme of defence in every case

should comprise a system of anti-tank works and a

mobile counter-attacking force generally kept well in

rear and towards the most exposed flank, so that any

attempt to turn the works can be attacked in flank or

rear.

As regards natural obstacles, the most important

are woods, rivers and villages.

Woods should be defended by anti-tank machine

guns supported by artillery, for though if of a dense

nature they constitute definite obstacles to tank attack,

they frequently form admirable covered approaches

and lying up places. Should tanks be allotted to support

their garrisons, they should be so placed that, when the

enemy is held by anti-tank fire, they can attack him in

flank.

To all but amphibian machines rivers also form

definite obstacles; consequently their importance is

likely to grow in defensive warfare. They should

mainly be held by anti-tank machine guns supported by

artillery, and when tanks are allotted to assist in their
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defence, they should be kept concentrated in such posi-

tions as will enable them to counter-attack the enemy

directly he has effected a crossing. They should not

be split up into small packets to watch bridges, fords,

etc. When such defences are required anti-tank

weapons should be used.

Generally speaking, villages are unsuitable

localities for tanks to fight in, because the movement of

these machines is restricted to the streets and roads.

When tanks are allotted to assist in the defence of a

village, they should, if the village is large, be held in

reserve in a central position; but should it be small,

then in rear or on the flanks, hidden away from obser-

vation, and from where they can attack, or counter-

attack, the enemy in flank when held up by, or moving

away from, the fire of the anti-tank garrison.

81 Occupation of a Defensive Position*

As I have just pointed out, in the defence two

forces are always required, namely, the holders and the

hitters; and in a mechanized army, as I have shown
throughout these lectures, this division automatically

divides the troops into anti-tank and tank forces.

Each defensive area is garrisoned by these two,

and, consequently, should be sub-divided into mobile

and static tactical sectors; the second canalizing the

attacker, and so leading him into areas where he can be

readily counter-attacked by tanks. Here is presented

to us a somewhat novel conception of the defence,

namely, that a counter-attack is not necessarily an attack

on an enemy who has broken through a defensive

system, but has in place been shepherded by the defences

into areas where he can be attacked with advantage.

I will deal with this spider and fly defence more fully

in my next lecture.

As regards the static defensive areas, as I have
pointed out in a former lecture, they should consist
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of belts, or groups, of mutually supporting works, and
the inner flanks, between the units garrisoning them,

should, I think, run diagonally and not perpendicularly

to the probable frontage of the attack, so that each

unit overlaps the works of the unit on its right or its

left. This will automatically strengthen them.

If the defensive area is surrounded by open
country, then obviously the defences will have to be of

an all-round nature; in which case the mobile forces

should be kept well concentrated and ready at a

moment's notice to strike at the enemy should he

attempt to cut off the area from its base of supply.

As regards the general distribution of weapon-
power, whether in works or in the open, it should be

governed by the principle that the anti-tank machine

guns should be so sited as to compel an attack to move
broad-side on to the artillery defences, and that the

fire of these defences should be so directed that they

will drive the enemy's machine towards the counter-

attack tanks.

82. Counter^Attack and Counter-OflEcnsivc in

Defence*

I have already mentioned the counter-attack, and

have pointed out that defences and weapons should

be so sited that they will facilitate it being delivered

in a selected area, that is not only an area which will

be advantageous to the counter-attacking troops, but

which will enable the counter-attack to come as a

surprise, and the troops taking part in it to be protected

by the anti-tank defences. As the anti-tank machine

guns should be so sited that their fire will drive the

attacking machines onto the defender's artillery, and

as the guns should be so sited that they will drive them

into the counter-attack areas, so should the counter-

attacking force be so placed that when it attacks it will

drive the enemy's machines onto a well concealed mine-

field. Here we have presented to us a picture of the
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closest co-operation between the various defensive and

offensive arms, and this picture must be present in a

commander's mind at the time when he decides upon

his defensive arrangements.

To turn now to the counter-offensive. Should an

anti-tank zone have been constructed during peace time,

then everything is to be gained by inducing an enemy

to attempt to penetrate it. Similarly in field warfare,

as a mechanized army will consist of two forces—tank

and anti-tank, whenever it is possible for the latter to

take up a position which the enemy will have to attack

in order to carry out his plan, then it will generally be

to the advantage of his opponent to let him attack, and

directly his attack begins to succeed, or fail, to launch

a counter-offensive in full force against him.

The whole question of the counter-offensive is one

of common sense, and also one which will bulk large

in mechanized warfare. If you can persuade your

adversary to blunt his sword against your shield, in-

directly so much the sharper becomes your own sword.

As both sides are extremely mobile when compared to

infantry in the attack, both sides can advance and

withdraw almost at will. And as both of the mobile

forces are supported by anti-tank forces, it is obviously

to the advantage of both to persuade the opposite side

to measure his strength against that force which is

specially designed to resist mobile attack before the

mobile force attacks him. In this respect we may talk

of an offensive-counter-offensive, namely, an advance to

engage the enemy, a withdrawal to persuade him to

advance against anti-tank defences, and then once more
a forward movement to strike him before he can re-

organize. Such was William the Conqueror's plan at

the battle of Hastings.

83* Infantry in Defence*

The part infantry will play in the defence, other
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than the motorized infantry which will assist in

manning the anti-tank defences, will depend on the

nature of the ground. If unsulted for tank movement,
which will generally mean that they will be engaged in

forest and mountain fighting, then their tactics should

be those of light Infantry. Should they be equipped

with anti-tank weapons, then normally they should be

kept in reserve, so that they may easily be moved
towards any threatened point.

84* Artillery in Defence*

Artillery In the defence will Include static guns in

the anti-tank defences and the mobile reserves of

artillery tanks. The object of the first I have already

dealt with, that of the second is to reinforce any

threatened point, and more important still to protect

the counter-attacking troops by coming into action in

such positions that the enemy's power to manoeuvre
will be restricted. Again it will be seen here that pro-

tection is indirect, that is to say its object Is not to

reduce the enemy's offensive strength, but to restrict

his power to manoeuvre. These mobile guns, as I have

already explained, will normally fire from a stationary

position so as to attain higher accuracy of fire, whilst

the scout, combat and other machines will fire in move-
ment, and if possible drive the enemy towards the tank

artillery.

85* Cavalry in Defence.

Cavalry can play no part in the defensive opera-

tions of the future. They are not suited either for

mechanized warfare or for mountain or forest warfare.

Their present duties will be taken over by armoured

cars and armed motor cars. The first will gain contact

with the enemy and keep him under observation; the

second, when he engages, will harass his flanks and his

rear.
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86* Engineers in Defence*

Field engineers should be used in the construction

of such anti-tank works which cannot be built by the

anti-tank troops. Their main duties as to-day are likely

to consist in bridging, water-supply and demolitions.

As specialists they should be kept for special work.

The mechanical engineers will carry out their normal
duties of repair work in the field.



LECTURE XIL

CHAPTER VIII.

THE DEFENCE.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS IN
PROTRACTED DEFENCE.

87. Special Conditions*

In mechanized warfare the protracted defence

may at first seem an anachronism, but as I have already

shown in previous lectures mobile warfare will in-

evitably lead to static warfare, and possibly to warfare

as static as that experienced during 1914-1918
; yet with

this difference : That whilst then entrenched line held

entrenched line, in static mechanized warfare fortified

zone will hold fortified zone. There may be more
elasticity of movement, but it will be within zones, the

territories outside of them being as completely pro-

tected from ground invasion as they were during the

greater part of the World War.
It may be considered that so completely to pro-

tect countries will be prohibitively costly. It is true that

the cost may be great enough to persuade nations not

to do so during peace time; but that it will prove as

costly as the protection established during the last war
is unlikely, seeing that the defences then used were
continuous, that they required thousands of guns, tens

of thousands of machine guns and hundreds of thous-

ands of infantry to hold them.

If they are constructed, then we may be certain

that they will prove sufficiently costly to prohibit any
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nation maintaining a gigantic mechanized army as the

projectile to be shot from them. In fact, here is pre-

sented to us a somewhat curious picture : The tank,

an essentially offensive weapon, because of its ability

to attack will at once react upon the protective idea,

forcing it into first consideration. And this protective

idea, leading to the construction of elaborate zones of

defence, will through cost react upon the offensive idea

by limiting the number of offensive weapons.

There is also another reason why the protracted

defence is likely to bulk large in the future, and once

again it springs from the tactical influence of the petrol

engine, not in the form of the tank but in that of the

every-day motor car. As I have shown, motorized

guerillas are likely to be used in large numbers, because

they can so easily be raised. These troops, as I have

pointed out, are in nature essentially defensive, and

though Avhen fighting in their own country they can

do so with great security, this security begins to crumble

away directly they enter the enemy's country, and the

further they enter it the less will they be able to protect

the mechanized forces they are intended to cover, and

the more will they depend on these forces to protect

them, until it is possible that they may become an en-

cumbrance rather than an assistance.

Should such a situation arise, or should they be

withdrawn, the mechanized forces will be left to fend

for themselves; that is to find their own protection.

Should these forces number thousands of machines

this problem would not be a difficult one to solve; but

as so large a number is unlikely, to do so in face of the

enemy's guerillas, and above all to prevent the area

of communications being attacked and possibly closed,

will place such a strain on them that they may be forced

to halt. To halt is to stand still, and prolonged periods

of stand-still fighting must lead to the protracted

defence.

The solution to this problem is to provide a pro-
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tected base for the guerilla forces, so that as they and

the mechanized army advance, both may find in their

rear if not a friendly then a peaceful and not a hostile

country. In fact, if mobile warfare is to succeed, the

fighting forces, motorized and mechanized, must have

in rear of them an administrative base, that is also a

strategical base, as there can be no strategy without

adequate maintenance, supply and evacuation. This

brings us to the problem of the army of occupation.

Whilst the tactical bases, of which I have so often

made mention, are areas temporarily held for purposes

of battle, the strategical base is one permanently held

for purposes of victory—the ultimate result of a number
of battles. This strategical base is flanked on one side

by the common frontier, and on the other by a wall
"

of troops which advances under the protection of

motorized and mechanized forces and establishes law

and order in the territories occupied. Thus, by

degrees, is the enemy's strategical area reduced, until,

so to speak, it is pinched out of tactical existence.

From this it will be seen that there are two
supremely important grand tactical problems in

mechanized wars. The first, to keep the mechanized

and motorized forces moving so that the enemy's

country may be occupied; and the second, to prevent

this occupation by compelling the mobile forces to

assume a protracted defence. In brief, the whole pro-

blem is one of moving and stopping movement, in

order to occupy, or prevent occupation. When this

is fully realized there can be no question that anti-

tank defence will bulk large in the military problems

of all continental general staffs, and further, that once

they are satisfied that their frontiers are tank-prooY

they will realize that these frontiers will form excellent

bases for air attack, which to-day would appear to be

the ultimate problem in mechanized wars—that is how
to maintain offensive mobility from a protected static

base.
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88* Organizations for Protracted Defence*

There can be no doubt, if history is consulted, that

an offensive war, that is a mobile one depending on

field operations, is far less costly and destructive than

a defensive one. In the World War it was because

the bullet on the defensive was a far more powerful

weapon than the bullet in the attack, that the war proved

almost as disastrous to victor as to vanquished. Had
it been otherwise, this war would have ended in a

few v/eeks, and its cost and destruction would have

been reduced proportionately.

As lonix as motorized and mechanized armies can

maintain their mobility, wars are likely to be short,

though possibly not so short as some people think, for

it must not be overlooked that though mobile operations

may be brought to a halt on the ground, it in no way
follows that they will simultaneously be brought to a

halt in the air. If I am right in supposing that pro-

tracted defensive warfare will mean fighting in the

anti-tank zones, then we may be certain that the object

of this fighting will be not so much to penetrate the

enemy's zone as to keep him fixed in it, so that a secure

air base may be established, from which a highly

organized air offensive can be launched against the

enemy's Industrial centres.

From what I have already said in former lectures,

it is of course possible for an air offensive to take place

at any time, but with this difference : At the beginning

of a war It Is obvious that no nation Is going to allow

its territories to be overrun by swarms of motorized

guerillas and mechanized forces. Either during peace

time it will have constructed an anti-tank zone which

will stop them, or It will fight them in the field. In

the first case a protracted defence may take place

immediately; In the second an attempt will be made to

defeat the enemy's land forces In the field, and a pro-

tracted defence will be established only when this

attempt fails. Though In the first eventuality the pro-
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babilities are that offensive action will at once be sought

through air mobihty, in the second it will obviously

be sought through the mobility of the land forces, air

forces co-operating with them and seldom acting inde-

pendently unless the air power of one side vastly out-

balances that of the other.

It is generally overlooked that though in the air

aircraft are the most mobile of weapons, on the ground
they are the least mobile, in fact scarcely weapons at

all. Further still, their whole ground organization

—

hangars, workshops, landing grounds, etc., is highly

immobile, so much so that unless this organization can

be guaranteed immunity from land and air attack,

their utility is vastly reduced. What a highly organized

and sustained air offensive requires are the conditions

which prevailed during the greater part of the World
War, namely, an entrenched front without open flanks,

and immunity of attack behind this front. Given this

security, then and then only can aircraft develop to the

full their offensive power; not given it, then, because

their bases of action will either be insecure, or distant

from the enemy's industrial centres, much of this power
will be lost. We thus see that in independent air opera-

tions, that is attacks on the war makers, the civil

population, the first thing to do is to establish a pro-

tracted defence.

To turn now to the anti-tank zones, I have already

discussed these in some detail, but there are several

points which require elaboration. The zone itself

will consist of all such territory which if lost will

entail surrender. This zone may be as much as 200

miles deep. Obviously, therefore, it is out of the

question to cover it with a network of anti-tank

defences. I consider, therefore, that the main zone

will be divided into two sub-zones, which I will call

zones A and 5. A will consist of a belt of works

bordering the frontier, and B of the remainder of the

main zone. A may be compared to coastal fortresses
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and B to the old medieval castles which blocked inland

approaches; for in it all strategical centres will be

defended, such as large railway junctions, industrial

centres, aerodromes and the capital. Should zone A
be penetrated, then, though the invader will not be

confronted by belts of works, his movements will be

restricted by these anti-tank and anti-air castles. Not
only will they form harbours of refuge for his opponent,

but in most cases he will be compelled to reduce them
before moving forward, for to pass them by will lay

his area of communications open to constant attack.

In brief, the protracted defence in mechanized

warfare is brought about by entangling the enemy's

forces in a tactical net of fine mesh from which, should

he break through it, he will find himself caught in a

strategical net of wider mesh. Should he refuse to

enter either, a clinch will take place, and in both cases

offensive mobility will be sought in the air, the target

being the civil foundation of the contending armies.

89* Countcr^Attacks in Protracted Defence*

The counter-attack in the protracted defence in

no way differs from that in the field defence, except

that the odds more greatly favour the counter-

attacking forces, because the defensive base they will

operate from will be stronger. As we have just seen,

the main counter-offensive will be relegated to the air

force, and will consist in first gaining air supremacy,

and secondly in selecting one or more vital targets, the

enemy's capital, or one of his industrial centres, and

by keeping it under prolonged air bombardment, force

its evacuation in place of its surrender, and then

switch onto another target.

90* Infantry in Protracted Defence^

The bulk of the infantry forces in the protracted

defence will be that of the army of occupation. Unlike
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present-day infantry their duties will be static in place

of mobile, and their main weapons of defence will

not be the rifle and the machine gun, but the anti-tank

machine gun and land mine. Should an anti-tank zone

exist on the outbreak of war they will occupy it, should

it not exist then they will construct it. In the area

selected for its construction their first duty is to stop

the advance of the enemy's guerilla swarms, and
should the mechanized force be able to forge ahead,

to push forward the anti-tank zone, and thus step by
step wall off sections of the enemy's country and
establish a state of peacefulness in rear of the advanc-

ing army.

91 Artillery in Protracted Defence*

Omitting the guns of the mechanized army, the

artillery in the protracted defence will be that of the

army of occupation, in which there are likely to be

four main classes of guns and howitzers, namely, siege

guns, pieces for the anti-tank defences, for the anti-

aircraft defences, and special cannon, like Big Bertha

of World War fame which will carry out harassing

fire at long ranges.

92* Cavalry in Protracted Defence.

I can see no place for cavalry in the protracted

defence other than that of mounted policemen and
traffic control posts. In all probability motor cyclists

and field police carried in light cars will prove more
economical and effective.

93* Engineers in Protracted Defence*

The main force of engineers will obviously be with

the army of occupation. It is likely to consist of two
categories of troops—mechanical engineers and field

engineers. The first will carry out the repair work
of all machines of the field army and the army of

K
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occupation, and the second will be responsible for the

surveying, planning and laying out of the various

fortifications in the anti-tank zone.

94* Information in Protracted Defence*

Information in the protracted defence is as im-

portant as in the field defence, but as motorized forces

will seldom be able to operate forward of the anti-

tank zone, aircraft will have to be relied upon for all

reconnaissances. Works will be linked up by cable and

wireless to the section command posts, and these to

geneial headquarters. In fact the whole of the anti-

tank zone will for purposes of intercommunication be

organized like a fortress.

95* Reliefs in Protracted Defence*

It is unlikely that the system of reliefs as generally

adopted during the World War will be resorted to in

the type of warfare with which I am now dealing.

Then a wall of men manned a flankless belt of en-

trenchments, and their main object was tactically a

rigid one, namely, to prevent this belt being penetrated.

The strain placed upon the trench garrisons was great

and to maintain their morale and physical efficiency

reliefs were frequent and by complete units. In future

this human wall will be broken up into a large number
of small anti-tank garrisons; consequently the anti-tank

belt will, so to say, be all flanks, but of great depth.

The object of these garrisons will certainly be to pre-

vent the whole belt being penetrated, but on account

of its depth there will be far more room to manoeuvre
in it. When the enemy attacks a post, or a series of

posts, the object of the garrison will not generally be

to die in it but to get out of it. Of course if the post

is one of vital importance it must be held staunchly,

but if not, after the enemy has deployed his force, the

garrison should retire and occupy another post at the
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further side of zone A. Thus the defence will be

extremely flexible, each bulge made by the enemy

resulting in an automatic thickening of the defences in

rear. Reliefs will, consequently, depend on the

enemy's action, and will become more or less automatic

when he attacks, and cease to take place when he does

not, as is the case with the garrison of a fortress.

DISENGAGEMENT.

96* General Principles*

Disengagement in the field will depend on how far

liberty of movement has been retained, which itself

I

Diagram 18. Disengagement,

will depend on the strength of the reserves. If order

has been maintained, that is to say—if forces have not

become scattered, and if reserves are strong, a disen-

gagement should not generally be a difficult operation.

The normal action will be to advance the reserves on

one or both flanks of the force to be disengaged, and

by threatening to attack the enemy's flanks compel

him to slow down his advance. Thus, in Diagram 18,

If a be the enemy and b the force to be disengaged, the

movement of the reserves is shown as c and d. Once

the withdrawal has begun, b will fall back towards the

anti-tank base whilst c and d protect b's flanks. Once

arrived at this base, b will refit, whilst half the base

packs up and moves to a position in rear. Then the

K 2
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remaining half will retire protected by c and and so

on, b eventually relieving c and d of the rear guard

work.

In the case of a withdrawal from a defensive

position, or a section of it, the problem will be more
difficult, as the defensive garrisons will not be highly

mobile. Again the principles are the same, the mobile

units covering the retirement. When a post has to

be evacuated the best time to do so is obviously during

the night.



LECTURE XIIL

CHAPTER IX.

NIGHT OPERATIONS.

97* General Principles*

There can be little doubt that the difficulties in-

herent in night operations will apply to mechanized
armies as fully as to those of the present day, and that

with the exception of aircraft and motorized guerillas

they will be no more frequent than they have been in

the past.

As regards the motorized guerilla, if possible he

should be trained for night work, because darkness

will be his surest protection, and as he will be able to

move great distances at a stretch, night time will enable

him to change his position from flank to flank, flank

to rear, etc., by many miles. Unless he knows the

country intimately, his chief asset will be not so much
map reading as map memorizing.

With infantry night movements are frequently

undertaken to avoid the enemy bullets, but except in

the case of an attack on anti-tank defences, this reason

will seldom be the main one for armoured troops.

Night movement by them will generally be carried out

not to shield themselves but their intention. By
shifting their position at night they will frequently be

able so completely to upset the enemy's information

that he will show extreme caution during the early

hours of the next day. The result of being able to

move considerable distances without being seen is likely

to introduce what may be called ** the tactics of hide

and seek," and, consequently, will bring the feint, the
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ruse and the ambush back into their own. Again,

this will considerably slow down field operations,

otherwise a mechanized force may at any moment find

itself in the position Flaminlus found himself in at

lake Trasimene.

Personally, from what I learnt during the World
War, I do not think that these night movements will

be as difficult as many soldiers believe; especially so if

tanks are equipped with a reliable compass, and the

training of their crews has been reduced to a routine.

As regards night attacks I see no reason to suppose

that they will become any more frequent in the future

than in the past, and I consider that they will seldom

be resorted to in order to break through an enemy.

This will not, however, prohibit attacks being made
for moral in place of physical effect, for at night time,

though the physical effect of tanks is frequently

negligible, their moral effect is considerable. By using

them for this purpose an enemy is almost certain to

be kept in a state of anxiety, and if the initiative is with

his opponent he will be kept in a constant state of

suspense.

We may, consequently, conclude, that whilst the

physical attack during hours of darkness will be resorted

to only when no other means is likely to succeed, the

moral attack will become a fairly common operation

in future warfare, its object being to exhaust the

enemy's nerves by depriving him of rest and causing

him constant anxiety.

NIGHT MOVEMENTS CARRIED OUT
BEHIND PROTECTIVE TROOPS.

98. General Considerations.

As I have explained, in mechanized warfare pro-

tective troops may be grouped into two categories,

namely, the all-round defence provided by the guerilla
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swarm, and the anti-tank zone. In the case of the

latter, night movements will approximate more closely

to peace time conditions; but in both the main difficulty

will be driving without head-lights, and the main danger
must be expected from the air.

99* Conduct of Night Marches*

Night marches may be grouped under two main
headings: (1) Road marches, and (2) cross-country

marches. As regards the first the main danger lies

in obstructions on the road—land mines, barricades

and enemy anti-tank weapons; and as regards the

second, difficulty in finding the way. When such move-
ments are to be carried out their success will mainly

depend on careful reconnaissance. Should the country

be broken up by hedgerows, tracks, woods and isolated

farms, air photographs will prove of the greatest value,

because they enable us to plot a zig-zag course from
one feature to another, and the distance between

features being estimated, all that the leading tanks

will have to do is to move forward on a compass

bearing, changing it as each feature is reached, the

remaining machines following their leader. On certain

occasions it may be found useful to march tanks on

coloured lights, or at a number of degrees to their

right or left, these lights being dropped by aeroplanes

or fired by guns. Thus, should the enemy's front

extend from a to b and his rear be located at by

firing red lights on a, green on b and orange on c

would be of the greatest assistance to an attacker, not

because he would march directly on these lights, but

because they would define for him the position of the

enemy. Such means coupled with air photographs and

possibly also wireless direction should go a long way
towards reducing the difficulties of night movements.

A point which should not be overlooked is that

of noise. Noises at night are normally most deceptive,
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they are difficult to follow, for the slightest current of

air will alter their direction.

Formations should generally be in line ahead, and
seldom larger than a company of machines in each

line, or column, flanking contact between lines being

maintained by the use of dimmed port and starboard

lights. The use of head-lights will normally be for-

bidden, but tail lights will be used.

NIGHT MOVEMENTS WHEN THE FORCE
IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ITS OWN

PROTECTION.

100* Night Marches.

Generally speaking, in all field operations a

mechanized force will be responsible for its own pro-

tection, which I have frequently stated must be of an

all-round nature. The main danger during night time,

as during daylight, is an attack in flank. A night march

may in many ways be compared to a bush warfare

operation, for in both lack of visibility and, conse-

quently, liability to be surprised are the main factors.

In order to prevent delay in movement, the area

occupied by the advancing force will have to be a

contracted one, the main body should move in column,

or a series of columns, with small flanking parties on

each flank of its advanced guard, rear guard and

centre. At a distance from these, and if possible on

roads flanking the main line of advance, should move
the two flank guards and the patrols.

101* Night Advances^

A night advance demands a tactical in place of a

logistical formation, as its object is to attack an enemy
either during hours of darkness or at dawn. During
the World War tank night advances were frequently
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undertaken, and the most famous was that which

preceded the battle of Cambrai. In this particular

operation tanks moved from their lying up places to

their positions of deployment by following tapes laid

on the ground; but such a method of guidance will be

the exception in future warfare, as far greater dis-

tances will have to be traversed. In these operations

the two main difficulties will be to maintain formation

when deployed, and, if the advance is a secret one,

to prevent the noise of the tanks attracting the enemy's

attention. To overcome the first, small compact

columns will have to be employed, the scout tanks

leading and the rest keeping closed up in rear. To
overcome the second by direct means, that is by pre-

venting all noise, is not really a practical proposition.

At the battle of Cambrai it was accomplished by

advancing at less than half a mile an hour, but then

it must be remembered that few of the machines used

had to move in all more than two miles. A better

system would appear to be to move as fast as the

maintenance of formations will allow, and simul-

taneously carry out a large number of feints so that

the noise of machines over a wide and deep area may
confuse the enemy and prevent him discovering the

point selected for attack.

The whole question of the direction of noise

depends on the nature of the ground, air currents,

temperature and atmosphere. It is a problem which

little is known about, and one which might well be ex-

perimented in during peace time.

102* Night Withdrawals*

There will be two main kinds of withdrawals in

mechanized warfare, namely withdrawals to an anti-

tank base, and withdrawals from such a base. The first

will normally be carried out during daylight, and will

constitute either a rapid movement backwards, or a
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slower leap-frogging back by echelons. The second

will best be carried out during hours of darkness by
withdrawing half the anti-tank troops well to the rear,

and then the remaining half under cover of the mobile

forces.

As in mechanized warfare withdrawals are likely

to be as frequent as advances, two considerations arise :

The first is that the anti-tank equipment must be such

that it is easily transportable in cross-country machines.

The second—that reconnaissances for withdrawals,

either to the rear or to a flank, must unceasingly be

carried out so that not a moment need be wasted when
a change of position is ordered.

NIGHT ATTACKS.

103. General Principles*

In mechanized warfare, night attacks are un-

likely, unless: (1) The enemy's position is virtually

unattackable by day; (2) the enemy has been man-

oeuvred into an area from which escape is only pos-

sible during hours of darkness. In the first case the

attack will demand considerable preparation, in the

second, generally, a rapid manoeuvre, which will lead

to the enemy being struck in force as he is attempting

to escape.

When a night attack is decided upon, the plan

should be as simple as possible, the objectives selected

being easy to find and sufficiently far-spaced to prevent

the attacking columns converging upon each other in

the darkness. As during night time it is always

difficult to distinguish friend from foe, the attacking

machines should be marked by a distinct and easily

recognized sign.

I will repeat it again, the main danger in these

operations is loss of direction and not the enemy's fire
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power. A hit in the night is nearly always a fluke;

but a wrong turning is an ever-present danger. A
question which is certainly worthy of detailed trial is

the use of search-lights in these operations. At sea

searchlights have frequently been used to blind an

enemy, and I see no reason why they should not

similarly be used in land battles. One thing is almost

certain, that they will be used in the anti-tank defences

as they are to-day in the anti-aircraft defences; con-

sequently the probability is that the mobile forces will

also be equipped with them, which in itself will raise

a host of new night warfare problems.

104* Orders for Night Attacks*

Orders for any form of night attack should be

as simple as possible. Direct movements should be

ordered, and the timing of feint movements carefully

worked out so that the whole area of attack may be

kept under constant alarm until the real blow is struck.

Every commander must fully realize the part he has

to play and what to do if his part fails.

NIGHT MOVEMENTS BY MECHANICAL
VEHICLES.

105* Greneral Principles*

The chief danger to be expected in the move-

ments of convoys by night is from the enemy's guerillas,

as it will be the exception and certainly not the rule

for him to move tanks during hours of darkness round

his enemy in order to attack a problematical convoy.

If no guerillas are about, night is obviously a good

time to move in, for even should enemy aeroplanes

attack a convoy their aim will not be so accurate.

Such movements are, however, always slow, as head-

lights can seldom be used.
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Should, however, the enemy's guerilla forces be

known to be in the neighbourhood, and this will

generally be the case once his territories are entered,

all-round protection must be maintained. This can

best be effected by using two bodies of troops. Thus,

in Diagram 19, if a is the convoy, then these two bodies

are represented by the circles b and c. As the convoy

moves off, b pickets and patrols the circumference of

the area d and c moves forward and does the same for

area e. As the convoy enters area e, pickets and

patrols move forward to area /, and so on. A road

convoy of any size is not likely to move at a greater

speed than from seven to eight miles the hour; con-

sequently the problem of how long the diameter of

the circles e and / should be will depend on the

road facilities on the flanks offered to b and c. Should

a seven mile radius be decided on, then these facilities

should be sufficiently good to enable b to move from
area d to area / in one hour.

When cross-country convoys are used this system

of protection may be inapplicable, in which case the

escorts will have to consist of scout tanks.

Diagram 19. Protection of a Convoy,



LECTURE XIV.

CHAPTER X.

WARFARE IN UNDEVELOPED AND
SEMI-CIVILIZED COUNTRIES.

106» General*

Much of the world is undeveloped, in fact by far

the greater part still is, and is likely to remain so for

a long time, yet the semi-civilized portions are daily

shrinking in size. Even such a wild area as the North
West Frontier of India is daily being influenced by

civilization. Roads are opening it up, and trade follows

the road and in its wake, ghostlike, march luxury hand-

in-hand with decadence.

In both these areas, the civilized though un-

developed, and the barbaric, military operations fall

into two main groups: (1) The maintenance of law

and order, and (2) The crushing of revolt. In both

these the predominant factor is space with its co-

relative time. Where any form of centralized govern-

ment does not exist, war-like impulses are always con-

tagious. Economic instability, religious fervour and
clan customs are all irritants which rapidly generate

strife. Consequently, should distances be great, or the

time taken in crossing them long, a whole district, or

country, may explode into rebellion, or revolt, before

even preparations can be made to extinguish the initial

outbreak. The problem resembles closely that of a

forest fire. The first sparks if tackled in time can be

stamped out by one man; if there is no wind the fire

will spread gradually, or peter out; but if a gale is
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blowing no one can say where it will end, unless full

preparations have been made to meet such emergencies.

Now as regards the employment of mechanized

and motorized forces in these small war operations,

a curious kink exists in the minds of many soldiers.

They think, because the circumstances are primitive the

means of suppressing them must be equally so. I have

had it more than once put to me : Though tanks may
be excellent weapons in Europe, they are likely to

prove of little use in Asia. This is illogical. It is true

that military organization will have to be modified,

but it is not true that in Asia foot or horse soldiers

can traverse greater distances than in Europe, or can

march more rapidly. The problem is, as I have

already mentioned, one of space and the conquest of

space, it is, therefore, pre-eminently a problem for

machinery, and the machines which off-hand suggest

themselves are the aeroplane, motor car and scout tank.

As regards the first two their daily radius of

action may be put down at seven to eight times that of

the foot soldier, and, if the scout tanks are mounted

on six-wheeled lorries, I see no reason why they should

not attain an equal mobility. In May and June 1857,

during the Indian Mutiny, the Corps of Guides carried

out an extraordinary march of nearly 600 miles in 22

days; I do not for a moment doubt that with a

carefully organized motorized force this march could

now be carried out in three or four.

As regards mounting the tank on a lorry, most

soldiers will disagree with me. They did so in 1926

when I visited India to examine the North West

Frontier from the tank point of view, because, as I

believe, they do not realize that the main tank problem

in a country like India is not a tactical one but an

administrative one hinging on maintenance and repairs.

Great distances mean great wear and tear, especially

when the climate is hot and the soil sandy or dusty.

In such countries each scout tank should be mounted
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on a lorry, and should have three crews of three men
each under a commander carried in a similar vehicle

with shelter tents, rations, water, oil, petrol, ammuni-
tion, etc., complete; each scout tank, two lorries and
ten men forming the smallest tactical unit.

To turn from these details to the first of the two
main problems, namely, internal security, the first

question is that of organizing the area in question so

that disturbances and rebellions can be localized;

that is dealt with immediately by the local police, and
if they fail to suppress a rising within twenty-four

hours, by military force. With motorized troops this

means that if communications are good they must be

within 150 miles call, and if indifferent from 75 to 100

miles.

a
1 1< >

>>

< •

<
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> ^

A a a
{ 1 < > < ) < t

Diagram 20. Organization of Internal Security.

To take a purely formal example : If the country

in question were like that to be found in much of the

Middle West of America, and the towns and villages

were laid out on a grid system, the problem would be

a purely geometrical one as depicted in Diagram 20.

Assuming that the area is 800 miles long and 400
broad, and contains 45 towns and cities, that is one

at the corner of each square, then the number of

mechanized and motorized forces required will be

eight in number—shown on the Diagram by the letters

a. Only two air centres will be necessary—shown by
letters b. If each of the letters a represent 250 men,

and each b—200 airmen and 800 soldiers in reserve,

then the total for the area of 320,000 square miles will

be 4,000. This, of course. Is only an explanatory
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example, but in actual fact in an area of this size I do
not think that this figure will be far out.

The reason why so few men are required is due
solely to the mobility of their means of transport In

military police work, large numbers are seldom
required, a few men rapidly brought to the spot and
acting with decision will practically always be able to

handle even the most formidable of crowds. In city

riots tanks are most useful to surmount barricades,

and, if equipped with lachrymatory bomb projectors,

will nearly always succeed in clearing houses and

centres of resistance, whilst electrified armoured cars

have already on more than one occasion proved their

value in pushing back hostile mobs.

Generally speaking, in riots and similar turmoils,

bullets should not be used, for the object is not to kill

but to reinstate police control. Non-lethal gases and

smokes should be employed, and never until they

have failed to produce the required effects should

lethal weapons be resorted to. Had this policy been

adopted fifteen years ago in India, few lives would

have been lost and riots by now would in all pro-

bability have been stamped out. To-day it is as

barbarous to shoot down a mob in order to quell a

riot as it is to amputate an arm, or leg, without an

anaesthetic.

To turn to the second problem, namely, crushing

revolt, or a war on the frontier. This is a military

and not a police problem. Undeveloped countries may
be divided into two categories—those which are suitable

for motorized forces and those which are not. In the

first fall desert warfare and fighting in the plains,

and in the second—mountain warfare and forest

fighting. In the first two it is obvious that a motorized

force will in nine cases out of ten prove superior to a

non-motorized one. In the second, it is not so obvious

that a motorized force will prove of very great assist-

ance, and the reason for this is that most soldiers
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when they consider the problem of mountain warfare
become so obsessed by hill tops that they overlook
water springs.

A hill top has certainly a tactical value, but it has

little or no administrative value. You can look out and
shoot from the top of a hill, but you will seldom find

a drink on it, nor will you be able to grow corn on it.

The administrative base of the hill top is the valley,

and if the valley can be cut off from the hill top, those

on it will come down to the valley and surrender.

Hitherto, to sit in the valley has been an unpleasant

task, because the man on the hill top could shoot into

it with effect. Deny him this power and the hill top

becomes a trap. This to a large degree can be

accomplished by the use of bullet-proof armour.

Mountain warfare is really a misnomer, its correct

name is Valley warfare.

107» Mountain Warfare*

Mountain warfare proper, namely, clambering up

hill sides and engaging the enemy on their slopes and

summits is obviously a type of fighting totally un-

suitable for motorized and mechanized troops; but

valley fighting falls into another category. To my
knowledge, on the North West Frontier of India the

majority of valleys and nullahs can be negotiated by

tanks, and many of them by motor cars; consequently,

as most of the villages are situated in them, these can

be attacked by tanks.

In Lecture XIV of my Lectures on F.S,R. II.

I have dealt in sufficient detail with the tactics of tanks

in nullah and village fighting to make it unnecessary

to refer to this question again. Instead, I will make

a suggestion as regards air tactics.

Hitherto the aeroplane has proved itself to be

the most important instrument of reconnaissance in this

type of warfare, but as a lethal argument it has not

L
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proved itself a great success, and curiously enough
because it uses lethal weapons—high explosive bombs.
To hit a small village covering an acre or two from a

bullet-safe altitude is not an easy thing to do, and if

the village is hit, it is unlikely that more than three or

four men, twice as many women and children and a

few goats will be killed and wounded, for if war is in

progress certainly most of the fighting men will not

be there. What should be attempted is that every

bomb dropped should fall close enough to the village

to hit " every man, woman, child and goat in it

without doing permanent injury to any of these

creatures.

Ever since the World War we have possessed a

toxic smoke which will cause acute toothache In every

tooth lasting for a number of hours. Given this

chemical and not high explosive, here is the picture :

War is declared and the warriors bid farewell to

their wives and children. They swarm up the hill

sides and lie in wait for the tail end of the punitive

column. No column appears, instead a solitary

bombing machine loaded with half a ton of toothache

mixture sails over their village, noses for wind and

drops its goods on its windward side. Growing hungry

the warriors return for their evening meal; but no

curried goat and chupatties await them, in place a

howling mob of women and children who hurl ex-

pletives at their heads, words which have more effect

on their morale than ever had bullet or T.N.T. After

six such vocal bombardments the war is off. Three
tons of toxic smoke and a little petrol costing perhaps

a hundred pounds has accomplished in a few days what
a two million pounds punitive column has frequently

failed to accomplish in three months.

Why do we not adopt such a common-sense

method? Because we are lacking in imagination, and

because we do not possess the courage to face public

opinion and do it.
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BUSH FIGHTING.

108» Conditions Aiffccting Fighting in Bush and
Forest Countries.

Bush warfare in contradistinction to warfare in

scrub land it not applicable to motorized troops, forest

warfare within limits is, the limiting factor being the

spacing of the trees and the thickness of the under-

growth. As I have already mentioned, scout tanks

should be able to zig-zag their way through most
forests, but that they will normally be able to do so

rapidly is unlikely; consequently in these operations

they can work in close co-operation with light infantry

without sacrificing their speed.

Forest operations fall into two categories: (1)

Where the whole theatre of war is covered with trees,

such as is found in north Russia, and (2) where it is

broken up by a belt of forest land such as the

Wilderness in Grant's Virginia campaign of 1864, or

by large isolated patches of forest, as at the battle of

Koniggratz in 1866, or the fighting in the Ardennes
in 1914.

In the first case, as the forest cannot be avoided

light infantry should work forward of the tanks, these

machines being held in support. If the light infantry

are held up the tanks should move forward, and once

the obstruction is cleared fall back into support.

Diagrams of certain formations which can be used are

given on page 154-155 of my Lectures on F,S,R, IL
In the second case the patches of forest may be

avoidable, that is to say a way round them may be

discovered. Should this be the case, it will frequently

be more profitable to hold their exits and move on;

that is to reduce their garrisons by starvation, air

bombardment, or gas attack, rather than attempt to

clear them out, which as often as not is likely to be a

slow operation. Never waste time, in war time is

even more precious than human lives.

L 2
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109* Convoy Camps«

In undeveloped lands the main problem Is always

that of supply. The normal duty of the troops is

escort work and not fighting; consequently the pro-

tection of the rear services, supply column, etc., both

on the line of march and at rest is of first concern.

When a halt takes place the normal method Is

to construct a defended camp, with the non-com-

batants in Its centre and the combatants on its perimeter,

or In reserve ready to sally forth and attack an enemy
who has broken through the line of picket posts.

When a motorized and mechanized force is used the

principles of defence will be the same; but the method
of applying them will be easier. First, the supply

Diagram 21. Motorized Laager.

lorries should be parked In a circle, or square, with

their engines pointing inwards so as to protect them
from bullets, and within this laager should the non-

combatants camp. The outer ring of defences should

be formed by detachments of armoured cars with

scout tanks patrolling In between, a reserve of these

machines being kept within the laager.

A very simple example of such a laager is given

in Diagram 21. The lorry laager is shown by the

letters a immediately protected by four flanking

bastions

—

b. Outside this runs circle the area to

be patrolled by the scout tanks, with its four armoured

car bastions marked by the letters c.
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Generally speaking, it will be advantageous to

form the laager in a dip in the ground, so that it is

hidden from direct observation. If the enemy has

tanks, natural tank obstacles should be looked for,

and if he has aircraft, as he probably will have, the

air-defence troops should be located at c.

In desert warfare, as the two predominating

factors are water and the enemy's speed of movement,
it is obvious that motorization should prove of the

highest value; for water can be carried in bulk, and the

motor car, armoured car and scout tank should

generally be able to out-distance any horseman.

Bearing these two advantages in mind, and combining

them with aircraft reconnaissance, desert warfare in

the future should become a very simple operation.

The tactics I suggest are as follows : Two forces

are required—a tactical dust-pan and a broom. The
first consisting of motorized light Infantry supported

by a group of armoured cars on each of its wings; the

second of two columns of armoured cars, scout tanks

and motorized light infantry, each forward and well

out on the two flanks of the dust-pan. Look at

Diagram 22. By aircraft the enemy is reported to

DESERT WARFARE.

110* General Principles*

Diagram 22. Desert Warfare Tactics.
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be at tj; at once the dust-pan b deploys and slowly

moves in his direction. Meanwhile the two brooms

—

{c^ and c^) move forward out of sight of his flanks

towards his rear, and deploy in a semi-circular forma-

tion; then they turn inwards and sweep the enemy
towards the pan. Should the enemy attempt to break

out on the flanks of then the two armoured car

groups and will either block these flanks or drive

him back into the enclosing circle. These tactics are

but a modification of those used by Alexander the

Great against the Scythians as described in my Lectures

on F.S.R. II.



LECTURE XV.

CHAPTERS XI, XII AND XIII.

CHAPTER XI.

Movements by Seat Land and Ain

As these last three chapters of F,S,R. IL deal

with routine work I will only examine them briefly, not

that they are unimportant but because their importance

is so great that they might well constitute a separate

volume of their own. The first point to note in

Chapter XI is, that during the last thirty years move-

ment has completely changed. Not only was air

power then unknown, but during this single generation

the whole aspect of civilization has been transformed

by the motor car. It has been changed so completely

that mentally not being able to keep pace with it we do

not realize it, and it is because of this want of appre-

ciation that at gatherings like the Geneva Disarmament

Conference, such unlimited clap-trap is talked about

the newer arms. To abolish tanks and fighting air-

craft simply means that agricultural tractors, motor

vehicles and civil aircraft will replace them. A Fordson

tractor can be converted into an indifferent tank in a

few hours; a lorry can be converted into an armoured

car, and a civil aeroplane into an indifferent bombing

machine. All these indifferences are but relative; as

long as tanks, armoured cars and fighting aircraft exist

indifference exists; but abolish these newer weapons

and indifference vanishes, and is at once transformed
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into efficiency. The truth is, that all these hopeless

suggestions are made by men with either their tongue

in their cheek, or by men who cannot see that through-

out history the tools of peace have akvays been con-

verted into the weapons of war. As the billhook was
father of the medieval billmen, the hunting bow of the

long bow, the sporting rifle of the military rifle, so

is the civil aeroplane the father of the bombing
machine, the touring car of the armoured car, and the

field tractor of the tank. If we are deprived of these

sons the fathers will fight instead, and the only differ-

ence will be that the war will be old fashioned in place

of new fashioned. No, mechanical movement at sea, on
land and in the air is with us, and will remain with

us as long as it proves useful, not to the soldier but

to the civilian.

At sea movement has remained much the same
during the last fifty years, and when war was declared

special vessels were not required for the transportation

of armies. In mechanized warfare this condition will

continue, but with one exception. If landings are to

be made rapidly with amphibian tanks, these machines

should be embarked upon specially constructed tank-

carrying ships, built on somewhat similar lines to the

large steam whaling vessels. In place of hauling whales

in and out of the ships, tanks under their own power
will crawl out and into them. The ship will in fact

be nothing more than a mobile tank-roost.

As cargo, the main difficulty with the larger

types of tank is getting them on to and off the deck

of the ship's hold. Once there, they are the easiest

handled of cargoes, for they will stow themselves

away and un-stow themselves when time comes for

disembarkation.

Land movements may now be classed under three

definite headings, namely, movements by road, rail

and across country. Roads will generally be allotted

to the motorized columns, the mechanized arms
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moving alongside them if necessary. Motorized units

should, consequently, be related to lorries, by which

I mean that a small unit, like a platoon, should not

consist of an arbitrary number of men, or even a

tactical number, but of a logistical number; that is, it

should represent a lorry load. If a lorry holds 20

men, then the strength of the platoon should be

twenty men. Units thus organized will be easier to

move, and further still, organization will be maintained

during movement.

By rail, tanks are as easily transported as by ship,

though the heavier machines will require specially

built trucks to carry them. They may either be moved
on trucks or slung between two sets of bogies. To get

them on to a train all that is necessary is a stoutly

built entraining ramp which can be constructed of

steel girders or wooden sleepers. A well drilled tank

company should be able to entrain sixteen machines

in from five to ten minutes.

Cross-country movements by land trains I have

already touched upon in brief. Their importance, I

think, is a growing one. As I have pointed out, the

land train of the future ought to be able to haul up-

wards of 100 tons at the average speed of eight miles

the hour, or 100 miles in about 12 hours. It is not

necessary for me here to enter into the depot and

convoy schemes as I have already fully described them.

Lastly, to turn to the air, here we find movement
daily growing in importance. A few years ago, the

picture of several hundreds of people being evacuated

from Kabul by air was a truly astonishing one, and

foreshadowed enormous military possibilities. It is

not too much to suppose that considerable numbers of

soldiers, supplies in bulk, and even scout tanks, will in

the future be transported from place to place by air,

and that in undeveloped countries aircraft will be

considered the normal means of evacuating the

wounded Not even the most gelatinous of humani-
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tarians could object to a flying hospital of 100 beds;

but forbid the use of fighting aircraft, then with no

great difficulty could such a machine be converted into

a thirty-ton bomber. War is a strange business, but

solving peace problems seems to be a stranger one.

CHAPTER XII.

Orders, Instructions, Reports and Messages*

As I have pointed out more than once, orders,

instructions, reports and messages will have to abandon

their many official frills and step out into the reality

of war stark naked. The object of an operation order

is to impart information you cannot actually convey

by voice. It may be the word move,'' or halt,"

or it may be a long rigmarole; in either case it is seldom

necessary to turn it into a ritual so holy that it is con-

sidered almost sacriligious not to begin an operation

order with information intention '' and go

on etc., etc.

All orders will have to be as brief as possible,

and not as formal as possible. They should be based

on a profound appreciation of possibilities and pro-

babilities, which, as I have explained, will generally

lead to a series of alternatives. Therefore an order

should not be suited to one operation but to several

possible phases of this operation. It should possess

a central idea and several radii working out towards

the final circumference—victory to you and defeat to

the other man.

If we wish to prepare ourselves for mechanized

warfare, it is time we broke away from existing con-

ventions, substituting common-sense for ritual. A
methodical soldier may be able to find everything, like
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a tidy person,—this is excellent, but what is infinitely

better is being able to make use of things instantaneously

—anything, ground, tanks, infantry, broomsticks; what
above all the fighting soldier requires is not a brain

which works by rules, but a brain which rules by work
—that is immediate action.

A great deal of this training in spontaneity of

action will depend on our orders and instructions. In

the future much more must be left to the initiative of

the individual than in the past. Though the central

idea must be maintained, actions should be as flexible

as possible. Reports must be as brief as possible and
should always, when possible, suggest actions. To
state that the enemy is blowing his nose may be in-

teresting, but to report that he is looking eastwards

and is open to a backside kick from the west is some-

thing of real importance. Messages should be in code,

and when sent between units in battle they should

generally be in clear. Time, time, and the saving of it,

should be the soul of every order and instruction, of

every report and of every message.

CHAPTER XIII.

Intercommunication*

The last problem dealt with in F,S.R, IL is that

of inter-communication, and it forms the first which

will have to be threshed out before F.S,R. Ill, can

be written. Without a thoroughly efficient system of

intercommunication there can be no proper control, and
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intercommunication, it is not possible, without a long

period of test and trial to discover which system is

best, and when a certain system is applicable.

The whole problem may be examined under four

headings :

(1) Intercommunication between the members of

a tank crew;

(2) Between individual tanks;

(3) Between tank units;

(4) And between field and rear headquarters.

As regards the first, this has been solved by an

instrument called the laryngaphone; as regards the

second, coloured flags and semaphore signalling have

been tried out with considerable success; also for night

communication coloured lights were used during the

war, but as yet neither the semaphore nor coloured

lights have been fully tested out.

As regards the last two, wireless would appear

to be the only satisfactory solution. This means two

things : The first, that each group of tanks must be

controlled by a command tank equipped with a sending

and receiving set; and the second that the tanks of each

group must operate as a unit, a single machine never

being long out of sight of the unit commander's.

The present difficulties in intercommunication are

due more to system than to apparatus. When a

definite tank tactics is elaborated and cut clear from

the present idea of co-operating with infantry; when
the assault is no longer the goal of every attack; when
initiative is looked upon with as high favour as

obedience; when leaders learn to think more rapidly

and express their ideas in fewer words, and when tank

maps are issued, then and then only shall we be able

to put the apparatus we have to a true test—a test

which will prove out its value for mechanized operation

instead of for slow moving infantry warfare. The
first problem here, as everywhere, is to cultivate a new
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angle of thought, to divorce our minds from the stage-

coach epoch of warfare so that we may gaze into the

future with a clear and unprejudiced mind. With
this supreme military requirement as my last words, I

will end this series of lectures on a book which I hope
before long we may all see.
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